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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
Supreme Court Case No. 40603 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE GEORGE D. CAREY 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO 
000002
Date: 2/22/2013 
Time: 07:57 AM 
Page 1of6 
Fourth Judicial District Court -Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date 
8/8/2011 
8/9/2011 
8/11/2011 
8/16/2011 
8/18/2011 
8/19/2011 
8/23/2011 
8/25/2011 
Code 
NCRF 
HRSC 
PROS 
MOTN 
ORDR 
ARRN 
CHGA 
ORPD 
HRSC 
BSET 
ORPD 
ORPD 
NOPE 
MFBR 
NOHG 
RQDD 
HRVC 
HRSC 
INDT 
CHGA 
MFBR 
PROS 
DCHH 
HRSC 
User 
PRSCHOKF 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCFINNDE 
TCFINNDE 
TCFINNDE 
TCFINNDE 
TCFINNDE 
TCFINNDE 
MADEFRJM 
MADEFRJM 
TCPENAEL 
TCPENAEL 
TCOLSOMC 
TCOLSOMC 
TCOLSOMC 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCOLSOMC 
PRFLEMSM 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
New Case Filed - Felony 
Hearing Scheduled (Video Arraignment 
08/08/2011 01 :30 PM) 
Prosecutor assigned Ada County Prosecutor 
Motion to Consol 
Judge 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
John Hawley Jr. 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Magistrate Court Clerk 
Order to Consol W/ FE-11-12111, FE-11-12112, Magistrate Court Clerk 
FE-11-12113, & FE-11-12114 
Hearing result for Video Arraignment scheduled John Hawley Jr. 
on 08/08/2011 01 :30 PM: Arraignment I First 
Appearance 
Judge Change: Administrative Kevin Swain 
Order Appointing Public Defender Ada County Kevin Swain 
Public Defender 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 08/22/2011 Kevin Swain 
08:30 AM) 
Request for Interpreter John Hawley Jr. 
BOND SET: at 1000000.00 - (137-2732B(a)(4)(B) John Hawley Jr. 
Drug-Trafficking in Methamphetamine or 
Amphetamine (200 grams to Less Than 400 
grams)) 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Notification of Penalties for Escape 
Request for Interpreter 
Motion For Bond Reduction 
Notice Of Hearing 
Defendant's Request for Discovery 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 
08/22/2011 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 08/25/2011 
09:00 AM) 
Indictment 
Judge Change: Administrative 
Motion For Bond Reduction 
Prosecutor assigned Heather Reilly 
Request for Interpreter 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Kevin Swain 
Mike Wetherell 
Kevin Swain 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
08/25/2011 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pgs 
Hearing Scheduled (Entry of Plea 09/01/2011 Mike Wetherell 
09:00 AM) 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date 
8/26/2011 
9/1/2011 
9/2/2011 
9/9/2011 
9/19/2011 
12/1/2011 
12/19/2011 
12/22/2011 
1/5/2012 
1/9/2012 
Code 
DCHH 
HRSC 
PLEA 
PLEA 
HRSC 
PLEA 
MOTN 
ORDR 
NOTC 
RODS 
RSDS 
MOTN 
ssoc 
MOTN 
ORDR 
DCHH 
CONT 
HRSC 
User 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCTONGES 
DCJOHNSI 
TCOLSOMC 
TCOLSOMC 
TCOLSOMC 
TCTONGES 
TCTONGES 
TCOLSOMC 
CCTHIEBJ 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
Judge 
Request for Interpreter Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Entry of Plea scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
09/01/2011 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Nicole Omsberg 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 25 pgs 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/09/2012 09:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG Mike Wetherell 
(137-2732B(a)(4) {CY} Drug-(Conspiracy) 
Trafficking in Methamphetamine or 
Amphetamine) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG Mike Wetherell 
(137-2732B(a)(4)(C) Drug-Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine or Amphetamine (400 grams 
or More)) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Mike Wetherell 
01/05/2012 01:30 PM) 
Notice of Trial Setting 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT 
(137-2732B(a)(4) {CY} Drug-(Conspiracy) 
Trafficking in Methamphetamine or 
Amphetamine) 
Request for Interpreter 
Motion for GJ Transcript 
Order for GJ Transcript 
Notice of Preparation of Grand Jury Transcript 
State/City Request for Discovery 
State/City Response to Discovery 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Motion for Pro HAC Vice Admission Mike Wetherell 
Stipulation For Substitution Of Counsel/Gordon Mike Wetherell 
Motion to Continue Pre-trial Conference and Jury Mike Wetherell 
Trial 
Order Granting Motion for Pro Hae Vice George Carey 
Admission 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Mike Wetherell 
on 01/05/2012 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pgs 
Continued (Jury Trial 04/30/2012 09:00 AM) Mike Wetherell 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial (in custody) 
04/20/2012 10:00 AM) 
Notice of Trial Setting 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date 
1/9/2012 
4/20/2012 
4/24/2012 
4/25/2012 
4/26/2012 
4/27/2012 
5/8/2012 
5/11/2012 
Code 
DCHH 
MOCN 
MOTN 
HRSC 
NOHG 
MEMO 
DCHH 
TRAN 
HRSC 
HRVC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
RSDS 
User 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCLANGAJ 
TCLANGAJ 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCTONGES 
TCTONGES 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCBROWJM 
Judge 
Request for Interpreter Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Pretrial (in custody) scheduled Mike Wetherell 
on 04/20/2012 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 25 pgs 
Motion To Continue Pretrial Conference and Jury Mike Wetherell 
Trial 
Motion for Relief from Prejudicial Joinder Mike Wetherell 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/26/2012 10:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) 
Request for Interpreter 
Notice Of Hearing 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
State's Memorandum in Response to Defendant's Mike Wetherell 
Motion for Relief from Prejudicial Joinder 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
04/26/2012 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pgs 
Transcript Filed of Ct's Ruling on 4/26/12 -- Mike Wetherell 
Transcript in FE11-12111 
Hearing Scheduled (Review 04/27/2012 01 :30 Mike Wetherell 
PM) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 
04/30/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Review scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
04/27/2012 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 pgs 
Hearing Scheduled (Review Hearing 05/08/2012 Mike Wetherell 
03:30 PM) 
Request for Interpreter 5/8/12 Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Review Hearing scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
05/08/2012 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 25 pgs 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/27/2012 09:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/27/2012 09:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
08/17/2012 01:30 PM) 
State/City Response to Discovery Addendum 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date 
5/14/2012 
8/17/2012 
8/20/2012 
8/27/2012 
8/28/2012 
8/29/2012 
8/30/2012 
Code 
DCHH 
MISC 
MISC 
RSDS 
DCHH 
HRSC 
HRSC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
DCHH 
JUIN 
VERD 
PSI01 
FIGT 
MISC 
HRSC 
FIGT 
STAT 
User 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCTONGES 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
CCNELSRF 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
Judge 
Notice of Trial Setting JT 8.27 .12 -- PTC 8.17 .12 Mike Wetherell 
Request for Interpreter Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Mike Wetherell 
on 08/17/2012 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nicole Julson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 50 
State's List of Potential Trial Witnesses Mike Wetherell 
State's Proposed Jury Instructions 
State/City Response to Discovery/ Second 
Addendum 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
08/27/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Roxanne Patchell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 25 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 10/24/2012 Mike Wetherell 
10:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/28/2012 09:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) day 2 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
08/28/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Roxanne Patchell 
l\lumber of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 500 pgs 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/29/2012 09:00 Mike Wetherell 
AM) Day 3 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Mike Wetherell 
08/29/2012 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Roxanne Patchell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 1000 pags 
Jury Instructions Filed Mike Wetherell 
(2) Verdict Form Mike Wetherell 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Mike Wetherell 
Finding of Guilty (l37-2732B(a)(4) {CY} Mike Wetherell 
Drug-(Conspiracy) Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine or Amphetamine) 
Defendant Sanchez-Castros' Rreqtd Jury Mike Wetherell 
Instructions 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 10/25/2012 
02:30 PM) 
Finding of Guilty (137-2732B(a)(4}(C) 
Drug-Trafficking in Methamphetamine or 
Amphetamine (400 grams or More)} 
George Carey 
Mike Wetherell 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Mike Wetherell 
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Fourth Judicial District Court -Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date 
8/30/2012 
10/24/2012 
10/31/2012 
11/6/2012 
11/7/2012 
11/15/2012 
11/19/2012 
Code 
CONT 
STIP 
ORDR 
HRVC 
HRSC 
STAT 
NOHG 
HRSC 
NOHG 
CONT 
DCHH 
JAIL 
JAIL 
SNPF 
SNPF 
RESR 
RESR 
User 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
DCOATMAD 
TCCHRIKE 
TCCHRIKE 
TCTONGES 
DCOATMAD 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
DCJOHNSI 
Request for Interpreter 
Continued (Sentencing 10/25/2012 10:30 PM) 
Stipulation to Vacate and Reset Sentencing 
Order Vacating Sentencing Hearing set for Oct 
25, 2012 at 10:30 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
10/25/2012 10:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 11/14/2012 
01:30 PM) 
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened 
Request for Interpreter 
Notice of Hearing - Sentencing 11 /14/12 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 
11/19/2012 01:30 PM) 
Second Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Hearing Scheduled 11 /19/2012 
10:00 AM) 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled 
on 11/19/2012 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: morris 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:100 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (137-2732B(a)(4) 
{CY} Drug-(Conspiracy) Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine or Amphetamine) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 10 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 5 years. 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention 
(137-2732B(a)(4)(C) Drug-Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine or Amphetamine (400 grams 
or More)) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 10 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
5 years. 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 25265.50 charge: 
137-2732B(a)(4) {CY} Drug-(Conspiracy) 
Trafficking in Methamphetamine or Amphetamine 
Sentenced To Pay Fine 265.50 charge: 
137-2732B(a)(4 )(C) Drug-Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine or Amphetamine (400 grams 
or More) 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's 
office. 1952.11 victim# 1 
Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's 
office. 400.00 victim# 2 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Judge 
Mike Wetherell 
George Carey 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
George Carey 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
George Carey 
George Carey 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-FE-2011-0012115 Current Judge: Mike Wetherell 
Defendant: Sanchez-castro, Juan Luis 
State of Idaho vs. Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
Date Code User 
11/19/2012 RESR DCJOHNSI Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's 
office. 920.00 victim# 3 
11/20/2012 JCOC DCDANSEL Judgment Of Conviction & Order Of Commitment 
ORDR DCDANSEL Order for Restitution and Judgment 
12/27/2012 MOWI TCTONGES Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record; 
Appointment of Counsel and Payment of Cost on 
Appeal 
12/28/2012 MOWI TCTONGES Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of Record; 
Appointment of Counsel and Payment of Cost on 
Appeal 
APSC TCTONGES Appealed To The Supreme Court 
NOTA TCTONGES NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1/2/2013 ORDR DCOATMAD Order on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel of 
Record; Appointmnet of Counsel and Payment of 
Cost on Appeal 
User: CCTHIEBJ 
Judge 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
Mike Wetherell 
000008
• 
DR# 11-072267 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
. ~ . . . . . 
• :~-=·t 11\ \;-"J,g'T. o;:::()-~~llil~~-~!"-""-'~=-~::.:~=~ 
AUG 0 8 20f1 
CHRISTOPHER o. f:itCH Cl ~­
By STORMY McCORMAOi< . Rr .. 
DEPUTY 
IN 11IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
11IE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~) 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
COMPLAINT 
Sanchez-Castro's DO
Sanchez-Castro's SSN
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this .l&y of August 2011, Whitney A. 
Faulkner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, on or 
about the 5th day of August, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the 
crime of TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHETAMINE OR AMPHETAMINE, FELONY, 
LC. §37-2732B(a)(4), 18-204 as follows; 
COMPLAINT (SANCHEZ), Page 1 
000009
-, 
• 
That the Defendant, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CAS1RO, on or about the 5th day of 
August, 2011, in the County of Ada, State of Idaho, was, along with others, knowingly in 
constructive possession of four hundred ( 400) grams or more of methamphetamine, a 
Schedule II controlled substance, or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable 
amount of methamphetamine. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this 0 day of August 2011. 
COMPLAINT (SANCHEZ), Page 2 
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• • 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
PROBABLE CAUIE FORM 
STATE OF IDAHO CASE NO. 1E· act l- 1 :).ll< 
YI. CLERK H. MANLEY 
5ua..n l..>.c;:, Sancia-z- ~\--4, DATE 8 I 8 I 2011 TIME floj 
PROSECUTOR \P ."ftt" Q..j..!\£,r, TOXIMETER _________ _ 
COMPLAINING WITNESS---------- CASEID.c~ cecen BEG. \\o'f4! 
END l\\ta?:>C,, 
STATUS 
',,•. 
JUDGE 
,,, 
0 M8c:G~EGOR-IRBY oa STATE SWORN 
0 MANWEILER ~ PC FOUND-\u6'hd\e ~ 8l\D I \\ 
D IERECZ 
D BIErER 
fa CAWTHON 0 McDANIEL ~ COMPLAINT SIGNED 
D COMSTOCK 0 MINDER D AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
D DAY D OTHS D AFFIDAVIT 8IONED 
D GAR DU NIA D REAROON D NOPCF~ND 
0 HMRIGFELD D STECKEL D EXONERATE IONO 
D HAWLEY D SWAIN D SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
D HICKS 0 WATKINS 0 WARRANT ISSUED 
D 0 IONDSETI 
D 0 NO CONTACT 
D.R.•----------
0 DISMISS CASE 
COMMENTS 
'1J IN CUSTODY • 
( ) AGENT'S WARRANT 
( ) RULE 5(b) 
( ) FUGITIVE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM 
000011
• 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
Juan Luis Sanchez-castro CR-FE-2011-0012115 DOB: 
Scheduled Event: Video Arraignment Monday, August 08, 2011 
Judge: John Hawley Jr. Clerk: C£ 
Prosecuting Agenc~ _BC EA _GC MC Pros: --+-+-....JL..;~""'--\--:..:::..+------
(EQ) Attorney: ~"""--....... .....-""'"""-"""'"""'-----
• 1 137-2732B(a)(4)(B) Drug-Trafficking in Methamphetamine or Amphetamine (200 grams to Less 
Than 400 grams) F 
l ?JftfJQ Case Called 
~dvised of Rights 
Defendant: ~Present Not Present ~ustody 
__ Waived Rights ~Appointed __ Waived Attorney 
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty 
~ond $\)@;{XX)~ __ ROR __ Pay/Stay __ PaymentAgreement 
In Chambers PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea __ No Contact Order 
Finish ( ) Release Defendant 
CR-FE-2011-0012115 
000012
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
• 
NO."'t"''t"rrDf~FiLED---A.M.il ', g 0 FIL~~ 
----
AUG D 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
MARIO ALEJANDRO GARCIA, JAMES ) 
JOSEPH DELANEY, JOSE LUIS LIMON-) 
RAMIREZ, ALFONSO MIRANDA- ) 
COTA, and WAN LUIS SANCHEZ- ) 
CASTRO, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012111 
CR-FE-2011-0012112 
CR-FE-2011-0012113 
CR-FE-2011-0012114 
CR-FE-2011-0012115 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE 
COMES NOW, Whitney A. Faulkner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the 
State of Idaho, County of Ada, and hereby moves this Honorable Court in the above entitled 
matter for an Order pursuant to Rule 13 of the Idaho Criminal Rules of Practice and 
Procedure consolidating criminal cases CR-FE-2011-0012111, CR-FE-2011-0012112, CR-
1 
FE-2011-0012113, CR-FE-2011-0012114 with criminal case CR-FE-2011-0012115 on the 
grounds and for the reasons that the facts, evidence and witnesses are the same in each case. 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE (Garcia.Delaney.Limon.Miranda.Sanchez), Page 1 
000013
- . 
• 
An Order of consolidation would save witness and jury time and the expense for a separate 
and later trial. I 
DATED this ..11 day of August, 2011. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE (Garcia.Delaney.Limon.Miranda.Sanchez), Page 2 
000014
• 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
• NO.i~ Ti°'Lrn-FITF:n----A.M.=i, 1,qo FIL~.~ 
----
AUG 0 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER o. RICH. Clerk. 
By STORMY McCO'''V''<-~: 
Qf:!'"J:._.r" 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
TIIE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COllNTY OF ADA 
TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
~~nti~ ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
MARIO ALEJANDRO GARCIA, JAMES ) 
JOSEPH DELANEY, JOSE LUIS LIMON-) 
RAMIREZ, ALFONSO MIRANDA- ) 
COT A, and JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ- ) 
CASTRO, ) 
Defendants. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012111 
CR-FE-2011-0012112 
CR-FE-2011-0012113 
CR-FE-2011-0012114 
CR-FE-2011-0012115 
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE 
This Motion for Consolidation having come before me and good cause being shown, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND TIDS DOES ORDER that the Motion to 
Consolidate be granted. 
DATED this5_ day of August, 2011. 
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IN THE DISTR.OURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL D.IC;~,i rti (7\:: FIL~.t. ___ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
AUG 0 9 2011 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Juan Luis Sanchez-castro 
450 South Valencia 
Mesa, AZ 85203 
Defendant. 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
) 
) CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ERIN PENA ) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-FE-2011-0012115 DEPuw 
) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
) 
~ ~Ada D Boise D Eagle D Garden City D Meridian 
~--------------------
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: 
Preliminary 
Judge: 
BONDAMOUNT: ---~ 
TO: The above named defendant 
Monday, August 22, 2011 08:30 AM 
Kevin Swain 
The Defendant is: []In Custody D Released on Bail D ROR 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7 400. If the defendant is unable to 
post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the 
Ada County Public Defender. 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with 
Rule 161.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND I OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY 
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
Dated : 8/8/2011 
Deputy Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Monday, Augus 
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered ~gnature ----------2"-"'---""::........;__, ~ ~~one~(_..__ _______ ~.-.:=----=---
Clerk I date 
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail L 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail \L. 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
vs. 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
Gsfw l 
Defendant. ) 
~SS~N~:~XXX~~-X~X--~~~~~~~~~~~~) 
NOTIFICATION OF CONSEQUENCES AND 
PENAL TIES FOR ESCAPE PURSUANT TO 
LC. §§ 18-2505, 2506 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
LC. § 18-2505 {l) Every prisoner charged with, convicted of, or on probation for a felony who is confined in any 
correctional facility, as defined in section 18-lOlA, Idaho Code, including any private correctional facility, or who while 
outside the walls of such correctional facility in the proper custody of any officer or person, or while in any factory, farm 
or other place without the walls of such correctional facility, who escapes or attempts to escape from such officer or 
person, or from such correctional facility, or from such factory, farm or other place without the walls of such correctional 
facility, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof, any such second term of imprisonment shall commence 
at the time he would otherwise have been discharged. A felony is punishable by fine not exceeding fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000.00) or imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. 
LC. § 18-2506 {l)(a) Every prisoner charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor who is confined in any county jail or 
other place or who is engaged in any county work outside of such jail or other place, or who is in the lawful custody of 
any officer or person, who escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is 
punishable by fine not exceeding $1000.00 or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. 
(b) In cases involving escape or attempted escape by use of threat, intimidation, force, violence, injury to person or 
property other than that of the prisoner, or wherein the escape or attempted escape was perpetrated by use or possession of 
any weapon, tool, instrument or other substance, the prisoner shall be guilty of a felony. 
Escape shall be deemed to include abandonment of a job site or work assignment without the permission of an 
employment supervisor or officer. Escape includes the intentional act of leaving the area of restriction set forth in a court 
order admitting a person to bail or release on a person's own recognizance with electronic or global positioning system 
tracking, monitoring and detention or the area of restriction set forth in a sentencing order, except for leaving the area of 
restriction for the purpose of obtaining emergency medical care. 
DEFENDANT DATE 
NOTIFICATION OF PENAL TIES - ESCAPE [REV 11-2010] 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLictE.FENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
:.:_:::::~Flii:e%o--:..3~$2.!0;;; 
AUG 11 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D RICH 
By MAURA OLSON ' Clerk 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
COMES NOW, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, the above-named defendant, by and 
through counsel STEVEN A BOTIMER, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this 
Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond 
is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post 
such a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right 
to bail. 
DATED, Thursday, August 11, 2011. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTH'ICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTlFY, that on Thursday, August 11, 2011, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
AUG 11 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D RI 
By MAURA oi.~H, Clerk 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Monday, August 22, 2011, at the hour of 08:30 AM , in the courtroom of the above-entitled 
court, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Thursday, August 11, 2011. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, August 11, 2011, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
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~ ADA COUNTY PUBLICl:FENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
vs. REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1) All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co-
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5) All unrcdacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 
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6) All reports o~hysical or mental examinations , of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9) All repo1is or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
11) Any and all audio and/ or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Thursday, August 11, 2011. 
STEVEN A BOTIMER 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, August 11, 2011, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 
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• 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
• NO-----~Fiii'1LEDD -"t/:j],~~;,'J".{(-;--= 
-
___ P.M.~ 
A.M.-
AUG 1 6 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk 
By MIREN OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-) 
Grand Jury No. 11-84 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
INDICTMENT 
Defendant's DO
Defendant's SSN
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO is accused by the Grand Jury of Ada County by 
this Indictment, of the crimes of: I. CONSPIRACY TO TRAFFIC!"', IN (8) 1 G.oc:) 
METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, 1.C. §37-2732B(a)(4)(C), §18-1701; 37-2732f>); 19-
304; II. TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, l.C. §37-
2732B(a)(4)(C), 19-304, 18-204 committed as follows: 
INDICTMENT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 1 
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•. 
• • 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, on or between August 3rct, 
2011 and August 5th, 2011, both dates being approximate and inclusive, within Ada and 
Twin Falls County, State ofldaho, and elsewhere, the Defendants, ALFONSO MIRANDA-
COTA, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, JOSE LUIS LIMON-RAMIREZ, JAMES 
JOSEPH DELANEY together with MARIO ALEJANDRO GARCIA and other unnamed 
or unknown people did willfully and knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree 
to traffic in a controlled substance, by knowingly possessing methamphetamine, to wit: in 
excess of four-hundred ( 400) grams or more of methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled 
substance, or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of 
methamphetamine. 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following 
overt acts among others, were committed within Ada and Twin Falls County and 
elsewhere. 
1. During the month of August 2011, Defendant, Mario Alejandro Garcia, agreed 
to sell one (1) pound ofmethamphetamine to another, and/or 
2. During the month of August 2011, Defendant, Mario Alejandro Garcia, 
arranged a meeting location in Ada County, Idaho for said delivery, and/or, 
3. On or between August 3, 2011 and August 5, 2011, Defendant, James Joseph 
Delaney, provided a vehicle for the trip to Ada County in order to meet with 
another in order to deliver methamphetamine and/or 
4. On or between August 3, 2011 and August 5, 2011, Defendant, Alfonso 
Miranda-Cota, provided a vehicle for the trip to Ada County in order to 
transport and deliver methamphetamine; and/or 
5. On or about August 5, 2011, Defendant, James Joseph Delaney, drove to Ada 
. 
County and/or acted as "look-out" or security for the meeting set in order to 
deliver methamphetamine; and/or 
INDICTMENT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 2 
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6. On or about August 5, 2011, Defendant, Alfonso Miranda-Cota, drove to Ada 
County and/or acted as "look-out" or security for ~ meeting set in order to 
d 1. h h . • ~ ~I Go ~ c e 1vermet amp etamme; ~ -••ciit :r~if'6?epL..... ~c') 
7. On or about August 5, 2011, Mario Garcia lejandro, ~Delaney, -
Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, Jose Luis Limon-Ramirez together with Alfonso 
Miranda-Cota traveled to Ada County; ~~~b 
aC 'eJ CO(/>- , 
8. On or about August 5, 2011, Mario A Garcia Alejandro, maintained 
communication with another and/or his co-conspirators in order to effectuate 
the deliver of methamphetamine; and/or 
9. On or about August 5, 2011, Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, Jose Luis Limon-
Ramirez together with Alfonso Miranda-Cota knowingly possessed and/or 
transported methamphetamine, to-wit: four-hundred ( 400) grams or more of 
methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, or of any mixture or 
substance containing a detectable amount of methamphetamine. 
10. On or about August 5, 2011, Defendant, Mario Alejandro Garcia, met with 
another in order to complete the delivery of methamphetamine. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, on or about the 5th day of 
August, 2011, in the County of Ada and Twin Falls, State of Idaho, along with others, was 
knowingly in actual or constructive possession of Methamphetamine, to-wit: four hundred 
( 400) grams or more of Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, or of any 
mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of methamphetamine. 
INDICTMENT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 3 
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, •, 
• 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made 
and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
A TRUE BILL 
Presented in open Court this ui!day of August 2011. 
INDICTMENT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 4 
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. . ' 
I (loo ·1 
Names of Witnesses Examined 
By the Grand Jury: 
f1! ·Wbv-e,, cbM.w buh<7 
~ Z>brt 11 bVUlV0 
~· CJk~ ~c; 
~ ~~llitldf±~ 
fu+ i;iViV1 'JAu WSV'IVL--
~ 
--------
------"----\-~~~~----"'=-+-1 t? p ------
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User: PRSMITI J 
Tuesday, August 16, 2011 
Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
PhotoTaken: 2011-08-05 21:10:00 
Name: SANCHEZ-CASTRO, JUAN LUIS 
Case#: CR-FE-2011-0012115 
LE Number: 1041471 DOB: SSN:
Weight: 180 Height: 507 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: W Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
1dasan b\ i ns tall s\JnHousc\Crystal\A nal ys t4\Sher111\S HF M ugshotProsecu tor. rp1 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC ~FENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
• 
NO·---~Ft=LE:-D ....,~""'l..._,-JtiC~..;..-'_ 
A.M. ____ ,P.M.--~~~;...._ 
AUG 1 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
O·.::PlJTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
COMES NOW, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, the above-named defendant, by and 
through counsel MEGAN BERRETT, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this 
Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond 
is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post 
such a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right 
to bail. 
DATED, Thursday, August 18, 2011. 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, August 18, 2011, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
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0 {'\ FILED -1-l I \ ~at11:01AM 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT 
BY: u~"b=-= ~
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND ORDER GOVERNING 
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
The above entitled matter is set for trial before the court and/or jury trial before the court and/or 
jury as follows: 
•PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ...... Thursday, January 05, 2012 @01:30 PM 
•JURY TRIAL ...... Monday, January 09, 2012 @ 09:00 AM 
THE COURT ORDERS THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PRESENT IN COURT FOR 
THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE. 
1. Each party will provide the other party with all materials subject to discovery under 
l.C.R. Rule 16, at least 28 days before trial. 
2. Pretrial motions including motions in limine must be filed and with the court in sufficient 
time to allow them to be set for a hearing, to be scheduled at least 21 days before trial. 
The hearing shall be set pursuant to the requirements of local rules for the Fourth Judicial 
District. 
3. Requested jury instructions must be lodged with the clerk at least 5 days prior to trial. 
4. If this case is set for jury trial, voir dire of prospective jurors by counsel will be limited to 
a total of one hour per side unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
5. Unless otherwise specified, no trial proceedings will take place on Thursday, due to 
criminal arraignments. 
6. Copies of all electronically taken statements whether preserved by tape, video tape, or 
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upon DVD, CD, or by other means, shall be provided by the State to the Defense no less 
than thirty (30) days before trial. If not so provided, the State will be deemed to have 
waived any right to use such evidence at trial. The Defense shall review such evidence, 
and if it seeks any redactions, or objects to the use of such evidence shall make a request 
for the redactions to the State in writing no less than fifteen (15) days before trial or shall 
file a written objection to the use of such evidence and the basis for such objection 
including citation to legal authority and case law and call the clerk to set the matter for 
hearing no later than 12 days before trial. Failure to make such a request will be deemed 
a waiver of any objection to the State's evidence, except for foundational objections. 
If the parties are unable to reach agreement as to redactions, they shall .each have at the 
time of the pretrial conference: (1) a copy of the original full statement; and (2) a copy of 
their proposed redacted copy. The parties shall be prepared to argue as to the 
admissibility at the pretrial if a prior motion has not been filed. Failure to provide the 
required material will be deemed a waiver by the party failing to meet the deadlines 
established herein - to either use the evidence at trial or object to the use of the evidence 
at the trial, as the case may be except as to foundational matters. 
7. Due to the disruption caused to the court's calendar and the inconvenience and cost 
incurred by the State and individual jurors when last minute pleas are entered on the day 
of trial, counsel are advised that the time set for the pretrial conference is the last date on 
which the Court will accept any plea to lesser offense or dismiss a pending charge 
pursuant to any plea agreement. 
Any plea after the pretrial date must be a "straight up" guilty plea to all charged 
offenses or the matter will proceed to trial unless dismissed by the State. 
Dated this 1st day of September, 2011. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
MIKE WETHERELL 
District Judge 
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Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6), that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Peter McDermott 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. George R. Reinhart, III 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
Hon. Linda Copple Trout 
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Hon. Barry Wood 
All Sitting Fourth District Judges 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under l.C.R. 
25(a)(6), each party shall have the right to file one(l) motion for disqualification without cause as 
to any alternate judge not later than ten(lO) days after service of this notice. 
Counsel are advised that in the event of an acquittal, the defendant, if in custody, will be released 
unless other charges are pending or if on bond, the bond will be exonerated. In the event of 
conviction for any felony or for a misdemeanor involving physical violence, assault, or domestic 
violence or assault, the defendant will be taken into custody at the conclusion of the trial pending 
final sentencing. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on 9/2/2011, I Mailed (served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:Dw-~~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant SEP 0 2 2011 
MEGAN HERRETT, ISB #7003 
Deputy Public Defender 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
MOTION FOR GRAND JURY 
TRANSCRIPT 
DEPUTY 
COMES NOW, Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, the defendant above-named, by and through 
counsel MEGAN HERRE TT, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this court to 
ORDER that a transcript of the grand jury proceedings in this case be prepared and provided to 
counsel for the defendant and the prosecuting attorney. This motion is made pursuant to the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution; Article I, section 13, 
of the Idaho Constitution; and Idaho Criminal Rules 6 and 7. 
The defendant, being indigent, also requests that the transcript be prepared at the cost of 
the county, and as soon as possible. 
DATED, Thursday, September 01, 2011. 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Thursday, September 01, 2011, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Ada County Transcript Department 
Interdepartmental Mail 
MOTION FOR GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT 
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FILED ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
A.M. Ct'lt ( P.M. ___ _ 
MEGAN HERRETT, ISB #7003 
Deputy Public Defender 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
ORDER FOR GRAND JURY 
TRANSCRIPT 
Upon motion of the defendant, pursuant to the requirements of Idaho Criminal Rules 6 
and 16, and for good cause appearing, this court hereby grants the defendant's MOTION FOR 
GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPTS. 
A typewritten transcript of the testimony of those witnesses appearing before the grand 
jury, and the grand jury proceedings, in the above-entitled matter shall be prepared for use by 
both defense counsel and the prosecuting attorney. Said transcript shall be prepared at the 
expense of the county, and as soon as possible. 
The Transcription Department is directed to make a physical recording of the proceedings 
available to a certified court reporter for transcribing. Upon receipt of its estimated fees as 
provided for in the case of transcripts for preliminary hearings, the Transcription Department 
shall have prepared and delivered to the court a sealed typewritten original transcript and two 
sealed copies. Each sealed copy of the grand jury transcript shall be made available by the Court 
to both defense counsel and the prosecuting attorney. 
Upon application of the prosecuting attorney, and good cause shown, the court may direct 
that the transcript be edited and cause to be deleted any material in the transcript which does not 
pertain to the instant proceeding and which is part of other, on-going investigation not relevant to 
CC; 1Y.tn.S"'11k 
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the instant proceedings, any identification of individual grand jury members, and any comments 
by grand jury members other than comments which are part of specific questions of witnesses. 
Copies of said transcript; with a notation of the nature, but not the content, of any 
redaction; will be made available to both defense counsel and the prosecuting attorney by the 
court. 
All such transcripts of grand jury testimony are to be used exclusively by the prosecutor 
and defense counsel in their preparation for this case, and for no other purpose. None of the 
material may be copied or disclosed to any other person other than the prosecutor and defense 
counsel without specific authorization by the court. However, authorization is hereby granted to 
permit disclosure of the transcript of grand jury testimony to associates and staff assistants to 
both defense counsel and the prosecuting attorney, who agree to be bound by this order, and only 
in connection with the preparation of this case. Counsel may discuss the contents of the 
transcript with their respective clients, but may not release the transcript themselves. The 
defendant, defense counsel, and the prosecutor shall be allowed to review the entire grand jury 
transcript. In addition, a witness whose testimony was given during grand jury proceedings may 
review the typed portion of the transcript which contains their specific testimony only. 
Violation of any provisions of this order shall be considered a contempt. Each counsel 
receiving such transcript from the court shall endorse a copy of this order acknowledging that 
each such counsel is aware of the terms thereof, and agreeing to be bound hereby. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED, this 2 ft.. 2011. 
By signature, the undersigned acknowledges their familiarity with the terms of the 
foregoing order, and agrees to comply herewith. 
DATE SIGNATURE OFFICE 
Prosecutor 
Public Defender 
CC: Transcripts 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
• 
: __ "ft. f:7it 
DEC 01 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following: 
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects: 
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, 
papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 1 
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within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends 
to introduce in evidence at trial. 
(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and 
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of 
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within 
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in 
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to 
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness. 
(3) Defense Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and 
addresses of witnesses the defendant intends to call at trial. 
(4) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the 
defendant state in writing within ten (10) days any specific place or places at which the 
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and 
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
1~t-
DATED this-L day of December, 2011. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting A 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 
tA 
/ -- day of December, 2011, I caused to be 
served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the 
individual(s) named below in the manner noted: 
Name and address: Danica Comstock, Ada County Public Defender's Office, 200 W Front 
St., Rl 107, Boise, ID 83702 
CJ By depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first 
class. 
CJ By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
~By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for 
( pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
CJ By faxing copies of the same to said attorney( s) at the facsimile number: ___ _ 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 1 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
e : _ ____."fl. i?-
oEc o 1 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By MAURA OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
vs. ) 
) DISCOVERY 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) RESPONSE TO COURT 
) 
Defendant. ) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has complied with the 
Defendant's Request for Discovery. · ,f 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this~ day of December, 2011. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. R illy ~ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney "-J 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO) Page 1 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
tli. P•:Sf>t:" A.M.~(J _ P.M .. ----
DEC 1 9 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
DGPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
MOTION FOR PRO HAC VICE 
ADMISSION 
Pursuant to I.B.C.R. 227, the undersigned counsel petition the court for admission of 
Santiago E. Juarez, pro hac vice, in this case. 
Santiago E. Juarez certifies that he is an active member, in good standing, of the bar of 
State of New Mexico, that he maintains the regular practice oflaw at 1822 Lomas Blvd, NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104, and that he is not a resident of the State ofldaho or licensed to practice 
in Idaho. Santiago E. Juarez certifies that he has previously been admitted under I.B.C.R. 227 in 
the following matters: 
There have been no Prior State Admissions Pro Hae Vice. 
Both undersigned counsel certify that a copy of this motion has been served on all other 
MOTION FOR PRO HAC VICE ADMISSION - Page 1 
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2011-12-16 14:42 
OEC-16-2011(FRI) 15:36 
e 1 
to the Idaho State Bar. 
P. 002 
208 345 0050 p 2/3 
Local counsel certifies that the above infonnation is true to the best of his 
knowledge, after reasonable investigation. Local counsel acknowledges that his attendance shall 
be required at all court proceedings in which applying counsel appears, unless specifically excused 
by the trial judge. 
DATED this /~y of December, 2011. 
I hereby certify that on this December L, e served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3 I 91 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Idaho State Bar Commission 
PO Box 895 
Boise, ID 83701 
(with $200.00 Admission Fee) 
HAND DELIVERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
~FACSIMILE: 287-7709 
~HAND DELIVERY 
_u.s.MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAJL----....... 
~_,....~~~~u~L~·~~-
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20~1-12-16 12:54 
_..,.., tlll I I I t,,,d 
OEC-16-2011(FRI) 13:d8 
1..aw vmce Anuago E 
1 
P. 002 e 20s 345 0050 p 212 
505-753-9139 p.1 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO 
STATE OF NEW MEXICO} 
} SS. 
SUPREME COURT } 
I, KATHLEEN JO GIBSON, CT-1ief Clerk ofr.he Supreme Court of r.he Scar.eo/New Mexico, 
hereby cert:ift r.hat SAN.l1AGO E. JUAREZ 
was admitred to practice law in rhe Supreme Court and other courts of the Stace of New Mexico 
on Agril 28. 1975 , and has ar. all r.imes since been and ls now 
a member of che Bar of said Supreme Court in good standing. 
uGood standing" means tha.t rhe attorney is current on payment of Seate Bar dues; has 
complied with Minimwn Concinuing Legal Education requirements; and i.s not presently under 
eir.l1er admini.strative or disciplinary .suspension. No diKiplinary action involving professional 
misconduct has been taken against the ar.comey"s law license. This certification expires 30 days 
from chis dace, unless sooner revolced or rendered invalid by operation of rule or law. i> 
.................. 
WITNESS.. My official signarure and the seal 
of said Court chi:s 29clt day of 
November. 2011 
C1iief Cler/( oft · Supreme Courc 
of rite Src:te 'ff New Me>:lca 
>?NOTE: Mr. Juarez was granted inactive starus on January 1,1979, was suspended for non-
payment of Bar Dues on May 2, 1979, and was reinstated to active status on April 3, 2006. 
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Hx Uate/Time UH-I9-2Ull(MON) 1U:l7 2U828774U9 
12/19/2011 10:25 FAX 2082877. ADA CTY PUB DEF ,4lllit. 
~DEC.16.2011 s:54PM GO N LAW OFC ...., 
:Philip Gordon, ISB #1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CBTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Bojse. Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 U>mas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax:(S05)246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
p. u u 2 
~ 002/003 
N0.668 P.2 
~.~. /l2 :58.~---
DEC 1 9 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG . 
DGPtlTY I 
I 
. . 
IN THE DJSTRICI' COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ~D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN .. LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011...0012115 
STIPULATION FOR 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
COME NOW Santiago E. Juarez and Danica Comstock, Deputy Ada CoUPty Public Defender, 
counsel for the Defendant in the above entitled action, and hereby stipulate. that Santiago E. Juarez be 
substituted as counsel of record for the Defendant, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, in the place of Danica 
Comstock. 
STIPULA.TION l'OR SUJISTITOTION OF OOUNSIL-Paae 1 
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l2/19/2011 10:26 FAX 2082871 .., LAW OFq 1 · *oEC.16.2011~ 5:54Pl'C•1 6 · · ' ' . 1 >> · 
Z011·12-16 14:42 1 
p. uu j 
~003/003 
N0.668 P. 3 P.003 
208 345 0050 p 3/3 
Dllld: Dooanber /'1'/;1. · 
DEPUTY PlJBUC DBPBNDER 
DltClb Dccamblr 16. 2011. 
Ollllc:a Comsiock 
. . ~~TE OF SERVICE. . . 
I hetob)'~1blltan lla:embel' ~ 2011,I caused to be servcd.a1l'Ue &Ddeonectcop)' of the 
foie,omg documoat m the abowar:aptiancd matter b)' the uacthocl mdiaazod below and admessed to the 
folJowiDg: 
Ada Coan\)' Prosooutor 
200 W. Front St.. Ste. 31511 
Boise. Idaho 13702 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• NO·---~~~~~?J1U-F1Leo A.M ____ P.M ____ ...;__ 
DEC 2 2 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cieri< 
By AMY LANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
MOTION TO CONTINUE PRE-
TRIAL CONFERENCE AND 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby moves this Court for its order as follows: 
1. Vacating the Pre Trial Conference now set to begin in this cause on the 5th day of 
January, 2012 at 3:00 p.m. 
2. Vacating the Jury Trial now set to begin in this cause on the 9th day of January, 
2012 at 9:00 a.m. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL - PAGE 1 
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3. Resetting the Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial to a time convenient to Court 
and Counsel. 
The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
a. The undersigned is set for a Federal Court hearing in Witacha, Kansas beginning 
the week January 9th, 2012. 
The Prosecuting Attorney and J.D. Merris, Attorney for Defendant Mario Garcia, have 
been contacted regarding this matter and have no objection~J.Jt~:SWo~..u..uil!!: 
Dated: December Z-~1 . 
I hereby certify that on this Dece ber.2 ~2011, I caused to b served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the ove-captioned matter by t method indicated below 
and addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
MOTION TO CONTINUE PRE-TRIAL CON ERE 
HAND DELNERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVE~_,_......~~ 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
• NO.---S:FilE1LEDD ~~ :-i; l~gr· -=-
-
____ P.M._;.!....:...-..1---
RECEIVED 
DEC 1 9 2011 
ADA COUNTY CLERK 
A.M. 
DEC 2 2 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, C\~r\< 
By MIREN OLSON 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
FOR PRO HAC VICE 
ADMISSION 
Santiago E. Juarez a member of the New Mexico State Bar, having moved this Court for 
Limited Admission for this cause, and having designated Philip Gordon, an active member of the 
Idaho State Bar, who maintains an office in this state for the practice oflaw, as local counsel; and 
the said Philip Gordon having consented to the said designation and having agreed to serve as 
local counsel in this cause, and good cause appearing therefore, the Application of Santiago E. 
Juarez for limited admission for the purposes of this cause is hereby granted, and Santiago E. 
Juarez is hereby admitted for the purposes of this cause. 
DATED: .&ec_ 2-e:> '20_!1_. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PRO HAC VICE ADMISSION - Page 1 
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Judge Wetherell - Diane ~:Iman - Mia Martorelli - January 5, 201 ~J Courtroom507 
Time Speaker Note 
2:30:43 PM iCt 
I 
iFE1112111 Mario Garcia in custody w/JD Merris- FE1112112 James l Delany in custody w/Rob Chastain-- FE 1112113 Jose Limon-
! Ramirez in custody w/Trent Marcus -- FE1112114 Alfonso Miranda-
~Cota in custody w/Brian Blender on behalf of Randy Barnum --
! FE1112115 --Juan Sanchez Castro in custody w/Bruce Bistline 
' 
····~F3~Es·f·F>fvfl··········· .. ········ .... ···············tsa.iicira···Efar.ri·c;·;s···iii"iid."Vanes.sa···se;ff"bath".sf)an·i-shTiite.rp .. prese.iiftar:········· .. ·· 
! ! Limon-Ramirez and Sanchez Castro 
····2·:·35·:·2cf.F>fvftcr······························lcfTii«~·uTres ... araifcfet=e.n"Cfants .. re·:···wai"vers··c;r;s·iJ·e·eay··fri.iii"i"".d9fi"fs ........................... . 
: : 
····2·:·40-:·acf F>·M···lcsr········· .. ···················f vacates.Iu·r:~driar::··re.sefAp.ri"f"30";···:iaf::raf~faO"··cfn.ates .. i1a ................................  
i !continuances -- April 20, 2012 at 10:00 pretrial conference 
····2·:·42·:··1·5···P·M·Trr:e·r;f·········· .. ········Ta<i<iress.es .. ihe ... caurfre·:··aiscove.ry/m.o"fki·r;··fo" .. ca·r;·trii"Li·e···::··nafre«:i·cfby······ 
!Marcus !counsel from previous atty 
····2·:4:fo-f·F>·Ki1·Tstate·······················Tc·c;·r;«::·e-rnecrtie"C::aiJse .. ff.appea.recfttiaHhe··5·fate··ai-crnat""campi"y············ .. ······ .. ··· 
l jw/discovery 
····2":4:~E24··P·M··Tcf······························Tiio"fes···n;·aHer:··3·iraea.reci .. up········································· .. ···························································· .. ·· .. ····························· 
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I () (~ FILED f_,. ( .,, ~.-•~at 09:41 AM 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: i: '., · . ·l Cu'\ 1 i'JlAN ~i{t.i ;j.- '~. 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND ORDER GOVERNING 
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
The above entitled matter is set for trial before the court and/or jury trial before the court and/or 
jury as follows: 
•PRETRIAL (IN CUSTODY) •••••• Friday, April 20, 2012 @ 10:00 AM 
•JURY TRIAL •••••• Monday, April 30, 2012 @ 09:00 AM 
THE COURT ORDERS THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PRESENT IN COURT FOR 
THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE. 
1. Each party will provide the other party with all materials subject to discovery under 
l.C.R. Rule 16, at least 28 days before trial. 
2. Pretrial motions including motions in limine must be filed and with the court in sufficient 
time to allow them to be set for a hearing, to be scheduled at least 21 days before trial. 
The hearing shall be set pursuant to the requirements of local rules for the Fourth Judicial 
District. 
3. Requested jury instructions must be lodged with the clerk at least 5 days prior to trial. 
4. If this case is set for jury trial, voir dire of prospective jurors by counsel will be limited to 
a total of one hour per side unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
5. Unless otherwise specified, no trial proceedings will take place on Thursday, due to 
criminal arraignments. 
6. Copies of all electronically taken statements whether preserved by tape, video tape, or 
upon DVD, CD, or by other means, shall be provided by the State to the Defense no less 
than thirty (30) days before trial. If not so provided, the State will be deemed to have 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING Page 1 of3 
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waived any right to use such evidence at trial. The Defense shall review such evidence, 
and if it seeks any redactions, or objects to the use of such evidence shall make a request 
for the redactions to the State in writing no less than fifteen ( 15) days before trial or shall 
file a written objection to the use of such evidence and the basis for such objection 
including citation to legal authority and case law and call the clerk to set the matter for 
hearing no later than 12 days before trial. Failure to make such a request will be deemed 
a waiver of any objection to the State's evidence, except for foundational objections. 
If the parties are unable to reach agreement as to redactions, they shall each have at the 
time of the pretrial conference: (1) a copy of the original full statement; and (2) a copy of 
their proposed redacted copy. The parties shall be prepared to argue as to the 
admissibility at the pretrial if a prior motion has not been filed.· Failure to provide the 
required material will be deemed a waiver by the party failing to meet the deadlines 
established herein - to either use the evidence at trial or object to the use of the evidence 
at the trial, as the case may be except as to foundational matters. · 
7. Due to the disruption caused to the court's calendar and the inconvenience and cost 
incurred by the State and individual jurors when last minute pleas are entered on the day 
of trial, counsel are advised that the time set for the pretrial conference is the last date on 
which the Court will accept any plea to lesser offense or dismiss a pending charge 
pursuant to any plea agreement. 
Any plea after the pretrial date must be a "straight up" guilty plea to all charged 
offenses or the matter will proceed to trial unless dismissed by the State. 
Dated this 9th day of January, 2012. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
~ 
,.;: ,·:~:~~-; .;::r. :::-:..~-· 
! 
MIKE WETHERELL 
District Judge 
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Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(aX6), that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Peter McDermott 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. George R. Reinhart, III 
Justice Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Justice Linda Copple Trout 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
Hon. Barry Wood 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
All Sitting Fourth District Judges 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under I.C.R. 
25(a)(6), each party shall have the right to file one(l) motion for disqualification without cause as 
to any alternate judge not later than ten(l 0) days after service of this notice. 
Counsel are advised that in the event of an acquittal, the defendant, if in custody, will be released 
unless other charges are pending or if on bond, the bond will be exonerated. In the event of 
conviction for any felony or for a misdemeanor involving physical violence, assault, or domestic 
violence or assault, the defendant will be taken into custody at the conclusion of the trial pending 
final sentencing. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on 1/9/2012, I Mailed (served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
PHILIP H GORDON 
623 W. HAYS ST 
BOISE ID 83 702 
SANTIAGO E JUAREZ 
1822 LOMAS BLVD NW 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
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Duff McKee for Wetherell/Diane Oatman/Nicole Julson Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
9:18:18 AM \McKee 
! 
[FE1112111/FE1112112/Fe1112113/FE1112114/FE1112115/M 
[ario Garcia w/JD Merris, James Delany w/Jeff Smith for Rob 
[Chastain, Jose Limon-Ramirez w/Trent Marcus, Alfonso 
!Miranda-Cota w/Randy Barnum, Juan Sanchez-Castro -- all 
!defendants in custody w/counsel -- Heather Reilly present on 
! behalf of State - Sandra Barrios and Vanessa Bell Spanish ! lnterp present 
··1·6':·1·4·:·si")U~"Tstaie···············--rsa·r;·c;t1ez:=c·a·sfra .. w.1tt:;··F>t1if<3ardan··=·:··cau·ns.ef"hiis ... m.atfo·r;··· ......................  
: : 
··1"C»:·1·5·:·aifA~Xlt>er····················t·M·r:···G·arcia·r;··focaf"c·a·u·r;·5er=·:··r;r:a···h"ac··v"ice .. nafat>"ie .. ta .. be···preseiif. 
!Counsel i-- reqt'g 30 to 60 day continuance 
··1·a·:·1·£r5·3··A"KiHMckea···········Tinqufres··c;rc;c;u·nsef"wke·s·r;·c;-r;·5e5············ .........................................................................................  
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
10:17:29 AM !McKee !motion not properly before the Ct (premature)-- nothing filed at 
i [this time 
·T6':·1·a·:·22"··Ji:-r:~·lMckee .......... TM·a·rra···d·iirCia···=··1=·e·fff:;HT:r:···r;·refriar:··cu·stociy····:·"Jtfrv;·er.ris ..................  
··1"6':·2·f··1·2··A-ri;,f1JD"" ....................... Treaciy .. tar:··fri"ar·=·Aprii"'3cf:··cTiawv···i:>"refriarcti.eck·w5f ........................................  
··1·6':·2a·:·a~f"A"KiffM.ckee············pua·r;··s3·r;c;t1ez=·ca·sfra··1="E~·ffl··2:rrn··=···Prefrrarin···cu·sfoay································ 
i jw/counsel Phil Gordon -- Sandra Barrios Spanish lnterp --
! ! Heather Reilly 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
10:34:15 AM i !discussion re: pretrial check list 
·T6':·3:.f5:;r A·~xlMckee············pames .. befaiiY""!=.ETff2ff'.r=···r;·refriaf:···c;·i:isfociy .. w/CounseLietr······· 
l [Smith for Rob Chastian -- discussion re: trial/pretrial check list 
! !-- matter to proceed to trial 
··1·a·:·35·:·4·~rA.KiffMckee ............ lAWanso .. Mfraiicia=cafa···=··1=·E·1··ff:rf:r:r:···Prefrrar=···Ranciy .. siirn·u·m···=·· 
! i def in custody 
··1·6':·37:·46""1i:·~;,n······· ........................... "f<iisc.ussi"a·n ... ra·:··fri.iii/p.refriaf"cti.eci< .. "iisf" .......................................................................................  
··1·0":·37":·5:;fArvfl"Mckee············rJaseTim.an:·RiimTrez··=···i=E·:rrf2ffa··=··Pr:efrraT=··cusia«:iy··== .. rr:e·r;f······ 
! jMarcus 
·TO':-Ja·:-J·5···A~~ffMa.rcu·s···········tAav··crreachecfa~J"reemenr···························· .. ··································· .. ················································· 
·T6':46:·as·A:KiHstaie··················rw:ish"es .. ta .. speak.wi"th .. ca·u·r;·5·ar············································································································· 
.. 1"6':·46':·6'~fA:t\lfMckee··········--rrece.5s .. fo .. affa·w··ca.unserfo···spe.ak··············· .. ······························································· .. ················· 
··1·6':·46:·2KA.KiHstaia·················lconfinuecfne9.aiiatfoii ... in .. p.ro9.re.ss················································ .................................................  
··1··6':4·f:Tr·A"~Xf Md<ea··········--r1nq.ufre·5··arca·u·nser==··Mr·~···M-iircus···1rfriai .. d"iscli.ssia·r;···re·:·· .. ···························· 
i [trial/pretrial check list 
··1"6':·42·:TfArvfl"M.ckee··········TM.aii"er .. conti·crta.Ai)iif'3cH<:»r .. friai··································································································· .. ···· 
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Philip Gordon, ISB #1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
e NO. A.M=====~FIL~~.~n12~1~12~--: 
APR 2 ~ 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By AMY LANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
MOTION TO CONTINUE PRE-
TRIAL CONFERENCE AND 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby moves this Court for its order as follows: 
1. Vacating the Jury Trial now set to begin in this cause on the 7r1i day of May, 2012 
at 9:00 a.m. 
2. Resetting the said Jury Trial to a time convenient to Court and Counsel, after the 
parties are able to determine which of the five defendants in this consolidated trial 
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL- PAGE 1 
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are intending to enter guilty pleas, and which are intending to go to trial. The need 
for having this determination made prior to the resetting of this trial is compelled 
by the fact that Bruton issues make it impossible to try this Defendant together 
with certain of his co-Defendants who have made out-of-court incriminating 
statements against him, which cannot be used against him in a joint trial where one 
or more of the co-defendants who made such statements do not testify, and 
thereby subject themselves to cross examination regarding, inter alia, such 
statements. 
3. At the pre-trial conference in this cause, held before Senior Judge McKee on April 
201\ 2012, all parties expressed great uncertainty as to which, if any Defendants 
were intending to accept plea offers made by the State. The undersigned has not 
received any new information regarding the trial status of any of his co-defendants 
since that conference. Therefore, it is presently impossible to anticipate the precise 
contours of the Bruton issues which will arise at trial. 
This Motion is made pursuant to Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, and the 
undersigned certifies that it is made in good faith, and not for delay or any other improper 
purpose. 
Dated: April 2411i, 2012. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL - AGE 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on April 24th, 2012, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
MOTION TO CONTINUE JURY TRIAL - PAGE 3 
HAND DELIVERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
,K_ FACSIMILE: 287-7709 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• NO. ____ Flrffi"l.4-'14,~'1'~-AM ____ F1L~~ ?Di~: 
APR Z 4 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By AMY LANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM 
PREJUDICIAL JOINDER 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby moves this Court for its order, severing the trial of his cause, 
from the trial of the remaining defendants in this consolidated action. 
The basis and grounds for this Motion are as follows: Rule 14 of the Idaho Criminal 
Rules. 
In support of this Motion, the undersigned states as follows: 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM PREJUDICIAL JOINDER - PAGE l 
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1. At the Pre-trial Conference in this cause, held before Judge McKee on April 20111, 
2012, all parties expressed confusion and uncertainty as to which defendants were 
intending to accept plea offers and which were intending to proceed to trial. The 
undersigned has not received any new information regarding the status of any of 
Mr. Sanchez-Castro's co-defendants. As is made to appear below, all of the co-
defendants have made out-of-court statements which are incriminatory of Mr. 
Sanchez-Castro. 
2. Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 88 S. Ct. 1620, 20 L. Ed. 2d -176 (1968), 
protects a defendant from having incriminating out-of-court statements of a co-
defendant being used against him in a joint trial with a co-defendant who does not 
testify and thereby subject himself to cross-examination. Absent any certainty 
regarding which defendants are intending to take this matter to trial, there is a 
great possibility that this defendant will be forced to go to trial with one or more 
co-defendants who heretofore made incriminating statements against him. 
2. Bruton, supra, is not only well settled Federal law, but it is followed by Idaho 
appellate courts. In State v. Gamble 146 Idaho 331, 193 P. 3d 878 (Ct. App. 
2008) the Court of Appeals reviewed the parameters of the Bruton doctrine, and 
analyzed a number of cases. The Court reasoned that Bruton problems arise when 
the out-of-court statements being offered by a co-defendant clearly implicate the 
party seeking severance. As the opinion noted: 
We conclude there was no Bruton problem precludingjoinder in this case, 
as there was simply not a directly incriminating statement made, let alone a 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM PREJUDICIAL JOINDER - PAGE 2 
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"powerfully incriminating" statement admitted. Unlike in Caudill [citation 
omitted] and Scroggins [citation omitted], Runkle' s statements and his 
attorney's reference to the statements in his closing did not directly 
implicate Gamble. See, also, People v. Fletcher, 13 Cal 4111 451, 917 P. 2d 
187, 189 (1996)(finding it necessary to determine whether the 
co defendant's confession was incriminating of his co-defendant "in ways 
that were both sufficiently substantial and sufficiently direct to require its 
exclusion" under Bruton). 193 P. 2d at 886 
3. In this cause, each of the four other defendants appear to have made statements 
directly implicating Mr. Sanchez-Castro, claiming that he not only knew of the 
intent to distribute methamphetamine, but was also directly involved in such 
distribution. Every defendant has made a statement clearly implicating the others, 
in particular, this defendant. (See copies of the co-defendants' Statements, 
attached as Exhibits hereto). 
4. Bruton, supra, Gamble, supra, and their progeny preclude this court from 
conducting a trial where the statements of the other defendants could be admitted, 
and Mr. Sanchez-Castro is not able to test the veracity or truthfulness of these 
statements, which are both damaging to him, but also self-serving. This is 
especially true given the fact that these statements are the only evidence which 
beyond his presence at the scene, is inculpatory of Mr. Sanchez-Castro. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED. 
Dated: April 24111, 2012. 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM PREJUDICI 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on April 24th, 2012, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
HAND DELIVERY 
U.S. MAIL 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
-.,P~~ 
~iHYJT E 287-7709 
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·' 
. : Incident/Topic 
Criminal Conspiracy 
ADI_ .OUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPA1, _.VIENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
2. Subject/Victim's Name 
Garcia, Mario Aleiandro 
r· RC 4. DR No I i 
144 72267 I I 
5, Locat1pn/ Address. 6. Phone 7. Page I 
Grand forest I Gowen Road, Boise, Idaho Page 6 of 8 · 
3. llaie Occurred· 19" Time Occurred • 110. Route To 12. Division 
08/05/2011 1746 ACPA NARCOTICS 
MAGOFFIN read the Miranda rights in Spanish to SANCHEZ-CASTRO. SA~KHEZ-CASTRO 
.. ag.reed.-to-ta-l-k-.--···----·---·--- ····· ········- ··· ----- - · · ····· ···· ·· ····--··· ····· ···· · 
35. SANCHEz'.;;CASTRO stated that he had arrived in Idaho approximately 8 days ago. He 
stated that he had been introduced to GARCIA by a person he knew as MAURICIO. 
36~ SANCHEZ-CASTRO stated that GARCIA was going to pay him to ride with the two 
individuals in the SUV (SANCHEZ-CASTRO was the front seat passenger of the Blazer). 
37. Atthat time SANCHEZ-CASTRO requested an attorney and the interview was 
_terminat~d. REFER TO REPORT BY SA MAGOFFIN. 
'38. DAVIS and MAGOFFIN interviewed Alfonso MIRANDA-COTA who was the driver of the 
Blazer. He was read his Miranda rights in Spanish by MAGOFFIN. MIRANDA-COTA agreed to 
talk. 
39. He stated that he is an illegal alien and has been in the US for approximately 11 
years. He stated that he had been deported approximately a year ago. He stated that he 
has been in Idaho since April 2011. 
40. MIRANDA-COTA stated that the Blazer belonged to him. 
41 ~.MIRANDA-COTA stated that his job was to be on the lookout for law enforcement. 
42. MIRANDA-COTA stated that he had heard GARCIA talking to SANCHEZ-CASTRO who he 
knows as YUPO. He stated that GARCIA was telling SANCHEZ-CASTRO that BUSTOS wished 
· to see the methamphetamine . 
• .:,~;:..1:1ng Officer I Sc l I O~te/T!mc 
~~>' --· . 
Det. Javier Bustos 4280 
ACSO Dotc,;Uvc Supplement 8/97 
5upetv1sor 1.pp.-ovtns I Sc:rin! I Date/Time 
Det. Sgt. Steve Robinson 4140 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records, Yellow - Follow-up, Pink- Crime Analysis 
I 
. 
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.. : fot::ident!Topic 
Crimfn~I Conspiracy 
S. Lot::a ti on/ Address 
. ADA , .)UNTY SHERIFF'S DEPA~.. AENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
2. Subject/Victim's Name 
Garcia, Mario Alejandro 
- 6. Phooe 
Grand Forest I Gowen Road, Boise, Idaho 
-:3~--Datc Occurred 19, Time occurred 10. Route To 12. Divisior. 
08/05/2011 1746 ACPA NARCOTICS 
rRD 14. Di\ No 
144 72267 
7. Page 
Page ?of 8 
43. MIRANDA~COTA stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO wanted to take BUSTOS to a motel to 
I 
-show--therrretharnphcetam1ne·toHIJSTOS.-··· ----- · - ----- - · --- ·· ·-··---- --- -- · - · -···· · · -
44. MIRANDA-COTA stated that GARCIA then got into the SUV after BUSTOS had left and 
had said that everything seemed weird. SANCHEZ-CASTRO told GARCIA to move to 
·. another location to show the methamphetamine. 
45. MIRANDA-COTA said that they then began to follow the green Avalanche driven by· 
· DELANY out of the parking lot. 
46.· MIRANDA-COTA stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO and L!MON-RAfv\lREZ were partners in 
the sale of methamphetamine. 
47. MIRANDA-COTA stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO sells ounces of methamphetamine for 
$1,300. He stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO fills his gas tank if he drives him to do drug 
deals. REFER TO SA MAGOFFINS REPORT. 
48. DAVIS and fv\AGOFFIN interviewed Jose Luis UMOl+RAMIREZ. SA MAGOFFIN read the 
Miranda r1ghts in Spanish. LIMON-RAMIREZ agreed to talk. 
·· 49. UMON-RAMIREZ was the rear seat passenger in the SUV. 
. . - . 
50. He stated that he had arrived in Wendell, Idaho approximately 23 days ago. 
51. LIMON-RAMIREZ stated that he works for YUPO whom he identified as SANCHEZ, 
CASTRO. 
· 52. UMON-RAM!REZ stated that the pound of methamphetamine found in the SUV was 
from an individual he knows as MARJMJAS from Wendell, Idaho. 
'ort1ns Officer TSerial/ Date/Time 
J. ' . 
StJpgrvi,or l..pprnvkl2 I Serial J Date/T\me 
'[ oet. Javier Bustos 4280 Oet. Sgt. Steve Robinson 4140 
. ACSO D•<ective !:upploment 8/97 
· DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records, Yellow - Follow-up, Pink- Crime Analysis· CJI 
--------~~--·--------~--·---"··.-· .. ·--·----
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·. -
;, lncid;mt/Toplc . ·. 
Criminal Conspiracy 
5: Loeati.onf Address . 
ADA._ DUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPAh. ,JIENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
2. Suoiect/Vlctlm s Namo 
Garcia, Mario Alejandro 
6. Phone 
Grand ForestIGowe-n Road, Boise, Idaho 
3. Date Occurred 9. Time Occurred 10. Route To 12. Division 
. 08/05/:2011 1746 ACPA NARCOTICS 
3. RD 4. DR No 
144 72267 
7. Page 
Page 8 of 8 
·53:· ttMci~-:-RAM1REZ ·state-r:rrhacne· was··-garnglo-get pa1a lJiMAR.MAJAs fo1~ helping··--···· 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO deliver th~ methamphetamine. REFER TO NIAGOFF!NS REPORT. 
54. LIMON-RAMIREZ, SANCHEZ-CASTRO, and MIRANDA-COTA are illegal aliens. 
55. Altfive suspects were transported to the Ada County jail and booked for Criminal 
Conspiracy and Trafficking Methamphetamine. 
56. Reports by ROBlNSON, DAVIS, CHRISTENSEN, and MAG_OFFIN will follow including 
.. Notification of Rights. 
:. ·Orting Offteer I Serial I Date/Time ~pervisor Appn:ivlng, I !ierlat I Clate/Tirr.e 
• j . 
roet. Javier Bustos 4280 Det. Sgt. Steve Robinson 4140 
· . L;:.AC:S;.;;O~O..;.ete~c:t!,.:..;vo.;:.,su~ppl;:-em.:....en..,.:,t a""'191..--------------~-
DISTRIBUTION:. Original- Records, Yellow- Follow-up, Pink- Crime Analysis J fC'\ 
\ 
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I. lnciclen.ttropic 
. ADA C.. _,,-UNTV SHERIFF'S DEPARl ... cNT 
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
2. SubjectiVictim's Name 
Tr:afficking Metham2hetamJne Garcia et.a! 
i. Loc.,ti:m/ Addrcn· · 6.Phone 
3rand Forest near Hiohwav 21, Boise, Idaho 
-· L O;!te Or.curced 9. T1me Occurred 10. Route To 12. Division 
08-05-11 .. Approx.17 46 hrs Ada Co. Prosecutor NARCOTICS 
i3, P.D 4. DR No 
I 72267 
7. Page 
Page 3 of 4 
Wendell, Idaho. While at the restaurant they met up with (2) unknown male Mexicans 
. that-Al£X-was familiar-with~~one of-the subjectswas·tate'tidentlfied·as JuahTliis~--- ······ 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO~ DELANEY felt like SANCHEZ-CASTRO was ask·ing ALEX if he (Delaney) 
could be· trusted. 
10.DELANEY also said that it was obvious that SANCHEZ-CASTRO was the leader and was 
telling the other subject and ALEX how and what to do. DELANEY described SANCHEZ-
CASTRO as be·ing short, mustache and wearing a blue shirt. This matched the description 
of SANCHEZ-CASTRO. 
11. During the lunch DELANEY learned that they (Delaney, Alex, Sanchez-Castro and the' 
other subject) were going to drive to Boise and deliver a pound of methamphetamine. 
12.DELANEY said. that ALEX did not have enough methamphetam1ne to cover the one 
pound deal and that he( Delaney) believed the pound they were taking to Boise belonged 
to SANCHEZ-CASTRO. ALEX' plan was to introduce SANCHEZ-CASTRO and the other subject 
to the customenn Boise (Detective Bustos). · 
13.DELANEY was told that the rriethamp.hetamine would not be transported in his vehicle 
and that his (Delaney) role would be to serve as a "look out" during the deal. DELANEY· 
was told by ALEX that he (Delaney) would be paid $500.00 for today's deal. 
14.ALEX and DELANEY followed the others subjects from the restaurant in Wendell to 
Boise. Once they got into Boise ALEX was on the phone and they then went to the 
McDonalds parking lot. After arriving at McDonalds DELANEY was told to park and wait for 
ALEX. . 
Note: ISP Region 4 Detectives followed DELANEY and ALEX from the restaurant in Wendell, 
Idaho to Boise. At approximately 1710 hours I observed DELANEY and ALEX arrive in the 
McDonalds parkjng lot in DELAMEY'S .green colored Chevrolet Avalanche. I also observed a 
eportfr1e Officer I S~i1pl I Dllt.e/Tlme r~upeiVisor ApFrovi.ns I ;er!a{ J Date/Time 
Jet. Sgt Steve Robinson 4140 08-08-201 1 I 
.CSO Oct-cctfve Supplement 8/97 
DISTRIBUTION: Original - Records, Yellow - Follow-up, Pink· Crime Analysis J )--, 
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who lives in Buhl., ID. }iccording to GARCIA, "D.r.~"1IEN" is an cssociate of cin. 
individual known as "CANCHOLA" is believed to be in business with five 
brotJiers trCJ.fficking methamphetamine in Jerome/Gooding, ID . 
. -------·---- ----·-- -- ------· ---·--... - ------· ·-- .. -- -·--· . 
GARCIA also ·Stated that he knew of an individual known as "SINALOA" 
,who was trafficking methamphetamine in Idaho. GJJ.RCIA met SINALOA at a 
dairy. farin. known .as "CHOCA" in Wendell, ID. According to GARCIA, SINALOA 
had asked him to deliver methamphetamine several times in which he was 
paiq bet~een $50~$100 each time. On or about August 3 1 2011 SINALOA put 
G.f.RCIA in contact with "guys in white SUV" (SANCHEZ-CASTRO, MTRANDA-COTA, 
LIMON-RAMIREZ.) On August 4, 2011 SANCHEZ-CASTRO contacted GARCIA (NOTE: 
G.Afl.CIA was shown a· picture of SANCHEZ-Cil.STRO which he identified as tl;e 
person. in charge of the mcthamphetamine delivery and as the person wlw 
9ontacted him on August 4, 2011.) GARCIA stated that he w.as supposed to 
. meet SANCHEZ-CASTRO in Wendell, ID on August 5, 2011 to bring the 
. methamphetamine to Boise. However, they did not meet in Wendell, ID they 
met in Boise, ID at the McDonaJ.d 's parking lot and they had not met in 
person ·before that date. GARCIA said that the pcund of methamphetamine was __ 
going to be $16,0.00.00 and the he and DELANEY r.Yould each get $1000.00 for .. · 
helping to sell the methamphetamine. GARCIA stated that once he met with 
. TFO Bustos he contacted SANCHEZ-CASTRO ~vho was r-1ai ting i.1 the White SUV 
.out.side the McDonald 1 s to see if he could break off a sample or at least 
. show the methamphetamine to TFO Bustos. GARCIA stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
wanted to. go so.mewhere else I possibly a hotel, to show the drugs to TFO 
Bustos. According to GARCIA, they were leaving to find a place to open the.· 
package to s.how TFO Bustos ivhen they got stopped by the police. SA 
Magoffin asked GARCIA about the .22 caliber handgun in which he stated 
that it was James DELANEY'S gun t.IJar:: DELANEY had purchased because he 
dicin 1 i trust ''the guys in the :-rhite SUV. 11 G.AI<.CIA stated that he threw it 
out of. the veh.icle window when they were being pulled over and that his. 
and DELANEY' s fingerprints were on the weapon (NOTE: SEE reports written· 
~y TFO Ludwig and· TFO Rpbinson regarding ·the .22 caliber handgun.) 
GARCIA stated that SINALOA and the "guys in the white SUV" could get 
heroin, coke,. 1-reed, meth r.-.•ithin about two days. GARCIA believed that 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO,. MIRANDA-COTA, and LIMON-FAMIREZ were 2.J.l staying vi th 
SINALOA but did not know SINALOA 's address. 
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GATi.CIA also. mentioned that there were 0V1er people selling guns in L'ie 
Jerome/Gooding/Twin Falls area but could not provide r:ames at this time. 
Garcia did not provide any addit i.onal information. 
13. At approximately 8: 45 PM, SA Davis and 5A Magoffin intervlewed Alfonso 
MIRANDA-C:::OTA at the Boise Police Department following his arrest regarding·· 
his involvement with the trafficking and conspiracy to distribute 
metharophetamine on August 5, 2011. SA Davis explained to MIR.~NDA-COTA that 
he was under arrest and the arrest process. SA Davis then read M:IRJl.NDJl.-
COTA his :!:ights via a DEA 13A oral warnings card. To which, MIRANDA-COTA 
stated that he understood his rights and agreed to speak with SA Davis and 
S.ZI. Magoffin. MIRANDA-COTA was then given a waiver of right form in which 
h.e read and signed agreeing to speak with SP.. Davis and SA Magoffin. In sum -
and substance MIRANDA-COTA made the following statements: 
MIRANDA-COTA stated that he was born in Los Mochis, .Sinaloa, MX and 
had been in the United States for 11 years. He stated that he was living 
in Grand Junction, CO with his family and 1v-as deported last year after 
·being arrested in Twin Falls, ID for frequent.ing. lvJIRANDA-COTA also stated 
that he made illegal re-entry into the United States and moveci to Suprise, .. _ 
AZ and that he was in fact illegal at the time of his arrest on August 5, ·· 
2011. According to 11IRANDA-COTlJ. he was ;.;orking for Driscol Brc;thers as a 
potato farmer and had been in Idaho as of .'4.pril 2011. 
MIRANDA-COTA stated that the individual wearing the blue shirt with 
stripes V(aS in charge and that he was known as "YUPO." (NOTE: SA Davis 
showed 11IRANDA-COTA a picture of SANCHEZ-CASTRO in which he positively 
identified him as "YUPO ".) According to MIRANDA-COTA, SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
needed a ride to Boise, ID to deliver some dope and didn't "trust the guys 
in tJJe·green·AYALANCHE." MIRANDA-COTA stated that he owns the white 
Chevrolet SU.V and was told to go to SANCHEZ-CASTRO' s house to pick him up 
on August 5, 2011 in Wendell, ID. MIRANDA-COTA stated that he didn't know 
the address or exactly where he went. Upon arriving at SAJVCHEZ-CAS'l'RO's 
house there was another individu!3l identified as LIMON-RA1'1IREZ. UIRANDA-
COTA stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO put the dope in the back of his SUV. They 
were supposed to meec Mario GARCIA on the higlway in I.Yendell, ID but that 
never happened and they ended up meeting them at the McDonald's in Boise, 
ID •. MIRANDA-COTA stated that once he saw GARCIA get out of the green 
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Avalanche he parked. A Short time later MIRANDA-COTA heard SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
or:i·thephone with GARCil4. and stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO !:Old G.ZLRCIA 
to move to a hotel to show the methamphetamine. MIRANDA-COTA then stated 
that GARCIA came out of the restaurant with a guy ('l'FO Bustos) and then 
eame--ov-e:r--·tx~ -·the · suv·a.nd -ga-~··±rr;·-·ari-d--SAJJCHEz:.:.cAs TRD-sTa"tecf EfiaE th.ey ___________ __ 
should move so they can show the dope to TF'O Bustos. GARCIA then got out.·-:. 
·of the vehicle. and into the green Avalanche and MIRANDA-COT.Ii began to 1 ' 
follor.,r the AVALANCHE as it started to drive away. MIRANDA-COTA said that 
"the· tall guy in the. back seat" r LIMON-RAMI.REZ, said in Spanish "Throw 
that shit av1ay 11 and LIMON-RAMIREZ threw it into the back compartment of 
:the SUV. 
According to MIRANDA-COTA, SANCHEZ-CASTRO 1vas going to get $14,000.00 
for the lb of methamphetamine and believed he was partners r-.ri th LINON-
R.liM!REZ. ·He stated that SANCHEZ-CASTRO sells one ounce of me th in the 
. Jerome, ID area for $13 00. 00 and had driven him to sell the me th four or 
five times and will pay him by filling up his gas tank if he drives to 
dope deals. 10.IRANDA-COTA said that he kno .. 1s the house l.oca tions where 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO sell::; the dope and that the dope comes from down South but 
didn't know the quantities he would bring to Idaho. 
CUSTODY OF EVIDENCE 
, . ~ 
1. EXHIBIT 1: Is described as a white crystal substance suspected to be 
inetharnphetarnin:e. The aforemenl:.:i.oned exhibit was obtained by TFO Clay 
Christensen on August 5, 2011 from the back of a white Chevrolet SUV 
))earing Colora.do plates 712 TDR. TFO Taddicken field tested said exhibit .. 
which indicated positive for metharnphetamine. TFO Christensen then 
transported said exhibit to the Boise Police Department for processing and 
safekeeping until transferred to the Idaho State Laboratory for testing· 
INDEXING 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO, Juan Luis: NADDIS NEGATIVE DOB :J:ispanic 
Ma.le; Weight: 190; Height: 5'07"; Hair: Black; 
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· 10.P.eporlRa: Post Arrest rnterview of Jose Luis LIMON-Ramirez on S--5-11 at the Boise P.D. 
···----·-·-··-········--···-.-··-------·--
DETAILS 
l · Rereren.ce is made to a DEA-6 Summary Report written to this case file by SA Chris Davis regarding 
the arrest of Juan SANCHEZ-Castro, Jose LIMON-Ramirez, Mario GARCIA, Jam::s DELANEY, and 
Alfonso MIRANDA-Cota on 08/05/'201 l. 
2 ·Following his arrest, Jose Luis LUY10N-Ramirez was transported to the Boise Po&e Departrrent where 
he was subsequ<;nt!y interviewed by SA's Russell Magoffin and Chris Davis. SA Magoffin conducted ~ 
the interview of LIMON in the Spanish language and interpreted for SA Davis. At approximately 
925pm, LIMON was given a Miranda Rights Warver form in the Spanish language. LIMON read the 
form and signed it indicating he understood his rights and was willing to talk with agents. 
3 - .LlMON told agents he was from Los Mochis, Sinaloa, Mexico and was in the country illegally. 
LIMON sail he had been arrested by immigration mmy years ago while crossing the U.S .. '1Y!e~an 
border near Nogales, AZ. LIMON told agents he arrived in Wendell, ID approximately 23 days earlier __ 
but and been in the U.S. for approximately 4 roonths living and working in the Phoenix, AZ area. 
Lil\lfON said he working as a laborer installing insulation. 
· 4 LIMON told agents he was in Idaho without any m:mey and a Hispanic male he knows only i1!i 
"MARMAJAS" had paid him to collect money from drug debts. LIMON told agents the list that was 
.· found in his pocket when he was arrested was a pay/owe sheet of people he was collecting rroney from ·· 
···for MARMAJAS. LIMON said the rmst mmey he collected at onetime was only about $450. LlMON 
said MARMAJAS paid him anywhere from $20, $50, to $100 to colle:ct m:mey for rum 
· S LIMON tokl agent that the pound ofn-.:;thamphetamine seized in the white SUV he was traveling in 
came from MARMAJAS. LIMON tokl agents "YUPO" (referred to as SANCHF..Z in this report) was 
in charge of the methamphetamine during the transaction. LfMON identified a photo of Juan Luis 
11. Distribution: 12. S nature Agent 
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SA:NCHEZ-Castro as "YlJPO". LIMON told agents he knew the driver of the white SlN as ''FELON" 
· . (referred to as MIRANDA in this report). LIMON identified a photo of Alfonso MIRANDA-Cota as 
''PELON". 
·· ·6 LIMON toki ·a:gent:S-thaCMARMAJAS ··1itid SANCHEZ fad spoken i:lle .. previOiiS . daf {8/4111 )ahouf .. 
taking the methamphetamine to someone. LI!v10N said 'M:ARMAJAS called him on 8/4/l l and told 
him he would be going with "YUPO" & "PELON" (AKA SANCHEZ & ?v1IRANDA) to deliver 
· sot'octhing ·to another town. · LilvlON was told by MARMAJAS that he would be paid $500 to do the 
'job. · · · 
-.7 Lll\ifON told agents that MARMAJJi..S had called hhn earlier in the rroming (approximately 8:00am-
9;00am) and told him to m:et up with a white guy (subsequently kientifod as James DELANEY) and a 
tall guy (subsequently identified as l'.1ario Alejandro GARCIA) at the Tapatki Mexican Restaurant in 
Wendell, ID. LIMON told agents th: white guy (DELANEY) and the tall guy (GARCIA) were the 
ones driving the gree·n A valanchc. 
8 · · LllviON told agents that MARMAJAS had toki him that SANCHEZ was working with the tall guy 
(GARCIA) who had a client he needed to deliver methamphetamine to. MARMAJAS toki LIMON thaL 
SANCHF.Z would be in charge. MARMAJAS told LIMON to be ready to !eave around 3;00prn when 
.··the big guy (GARCIA) got out of work. · 
9 LIMON told agents that when the pofue pulled them over, the methamphetamine wai; in the front with 
SANCHEZ and MIRANDA. LIMON said they tossed it back to him and told him to get rid ofit. 
LIMON said he threw it in the back of the SUV. LIMON told agent his prints woi.ild be on the 
packaging.·. 
10 LIMON told agents that MARMAJAS was a short Hispanic male with a shaved head and wore a short 
beard or mustache .. LIMON told agents MARMAJAS drives a blue Ford Expedition and does not have 
any legitimate work. LIMON believes MARMAJAS has more drug<; at his house ii,i Gooding, ID . 
. 12 LIMON also told agents that approxirrately 8 rmnths ago, there were many people arrested in the 
Jerome, ID area arid MAR.\1AJAS was part of that organization but he did not get caught. 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cl6: •, 
By AMY LANG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
TO: Plaintiff, State ofldaho, and its attorneys ofrecord: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on the 
Defendant's MOTION TO CONTINUE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL 
and MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM PREJUDICIAL JOINDER will be held before the 
above-entitled Court at the Ada County District Court, 200 West Front Street, Ada County, 
Idaho, on Thursday, the 26thday of April, 2012, at 10:00 a.m. of said day, or as soon thereafter 
NOTICE OF HEARING - PAGE 1 
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as counsel can be heard. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, at such hearing, counsel for the Defendant 
intends to and will: 
1. Call witnesses and elicit testimony from them; 
2. Present and offer into evidence documents, instruments, photographs, reports and 
other objects of tangible evidence; 
3. Cross examine any and all witnesses called by the Plaintiff; and 
4. Present any and all such other evidence as may be relevant to the matter under 
consideration. 
Dated: April 25th, 2012. 
I hereby certify that on A 'l 25th, 201 aused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document in the abov - 10ned matter by the method indicated below and 
addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
NOTICE OF HEARING - PAGE 2 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
li!E!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
Case No. CRFE-2011-0012115 
STATE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR RELIEF FROM 
PREJUDICIAL JOINDER 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and makes the following response to defense counsel's motion for relief 
from prejudicial joinder or motion to sever: 
I. Applicable Legal Standards 
A. General Standards 
A defendant seeking a severance of parties properly joined has the burden of 
showing that a joint trial would be prejudicial. State v. Caudill, 109 Idaho 222, 706 P.2d 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO SEVER (SANCHEZ-CASTRO) Page 1 
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456 (1985). A motion for separate trials is directed to the court's discretion. State v. 
Gooding, 110 Idaho 856, 710 P .2d 25 ( 1986). Under the Federal Rules of Evidence, 
appellate courts have held that severance should be granted: "only if there is a serious risk 
that a joint trial would compromise a specific trial right of one of the defendants, or 
prevent the jury from making reliable judgment about guilt or innocence." Zafiro v. U.S., 
506 U.S. 534, 539 (1993). The court may grant a severance of defendants, or provide 
whatever other relief justice requires if it appears that a defendant is prejudiced by joinder 
for trial. State v. Beam, 109 Idaho 616, 710 P .2d 526 ( 1985), Certiorari or review denied 
by 476 U.S. 1153, 106 S.Ct. 2260, 90 L.Ed. 2d 704 (1986). 
B. Legal Standards Applicable To The Basis of Defendants' Motion to Sever 
Right to Confrontation and Bruton v. United States 
A defendant has a fundamental right, guaranteed by the confrontation clause in the 
Sixth Amendment, to confront the witnesses testifying again5t him/her. The right to 
confront means the right to cross-examine the witnesses testifying against him/her. When 
a confession of a non-testifying co-defendant, that names and incriminates the 
defendant, is admitted during a joint trial, the defendant's right to confront the witnesses 
against him/her is violated. (emphasis added) Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 88 
S.Ct. 1620, 20 L.Ed.2d 476 ( 1968). There is no Bruton violation and severance is 
unnecessary if the defendant is not directly implicated by a codefendant's out-of-court 
statement. See Mason v. Yarborough, 447 F.3d 693, 695-96 (91h Cir. 2006), in which the 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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court held no Bruton violation because statement of codefendant did not refer to 
defendant and was only incriminating when linked with other evidence. 
In this case, based upon the Motion for Relief from Prejudicial Joinder filed on or 
about the 24th day of April, 2012, the state presumes that Defendant Sanchez-Castro's 
motion focuses only on the post-arrest statements made to law enforcement by co-
Defendants. The Confrontation Clause is violated only when the codefendant does not 
testify at trial; if the codefendant testifies, the defendant's confrontation rights are not 
violated because the defendant can cross-examine regarding the confession/statements. 
See Bruton, 391 U.S. at 126. Therefore, if any co-Defendant chooses to testify at trial, 
any sworn testimony from a codefendant regarding Sanchez-Castro would not violate 
Defendant's Confrontation Clause Rights. Further, Sanchez-Castro's own statements, 
pending foundation and relevance rulings, are admissible as to the Defendant. 
Hearsay is defined as "a statement, other than one made by the declarant while 
testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter 
asserted." I.R.E. 80l(c); State v. Doe, 140 Idaho 873 (Idaho App.,2004). State v. 
Gomez, 126 Idaho 700 (Ct.App.1994). Hearsay is inadmissible unless otherwise 
provided, by an exception in the Idaho Rules of Evidence or other rules of the Idaho 
Supreme Court. (1.R.E. 802.) 
As distinguished from "Statements which are not hearsay'' that include among other 
things: Admissions by a party-opponent. The statement is offered against a party and is 
(A) the party's own statement, in either an individual or a representative capacity, or (E) a 
STATE'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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statement by a co-conspirator of a party during the course and in the furtherance of the 
conspiracy. I.R.E. 801 (2). 
The state does not intend to introduce any statements made by any Defendant, to 
law enforcement, which name and incriminate the other codefendants. However, it is 
important to note that other statements have been made by a co-Defendant, specifically 
Mario Alejandro Garcia, and exist in the form of recorded calls and a wire recording. It is 
the state's position that these statements were made in furtherance of the conspiracy and 
are not hearsay. Further, these recorded statements do not name and incriminate any co-
Defendant. 
In this case, as to the post arrest statements to law enforcement, the state will only 
inquire of the interviewing officer(s) regarding admissions made by each Defendant as to 
his/her own conduct and/or knowledge and/or elements of the crimes charged without 
inquiring about any statements that may implicate a co-Defendant, unless of course the 
co-Defendant is testifying. 
Any statements made by Sanchez-Castro to the detectives about his own conduct do 
not constitute hearsay as he is a party opponent to the lawsuit and the State is offering the 
statements against him. I.R.E. 80l(d)(2)(A). Sanchez-Castro doesn't necessarily make 
any statements that incriminate the co-Defendants. Further, if any exist, any such 
statement will be presented in manners that do not incriminate any co-Defendant. 
Therefore, there is no violation of the Co-Defendants' Confrontation Clause Rights or 
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Bruton upon admission of statements by Sanchez-Castro offered against Sanchez-Castro 
in a joint trial. 
Co-Defendants' post arrest statements to law enforcement. 
Once again, in its' case in chief, the state proposes to inquire of detectives/agents 
who conducted the interviews merely about each Defendant's admissions regarding 
his/her own conduct and/or knowledge. These statements made to law enforcement do 
not constitute hearsay as all co-Defendants' are party opponents to the lawsuit and the 
State is offering the statements against each. I.R.E. 80l(d)(2)(A). Further, the statements 
as presented will not incriminate by name Sanchez-Castro. Therefore, there is no 
violation of Sanchez-Castro's Confrontation Clause Rights or Bruton upon admission of 
the statements by the Co-Defendants' against the each Co-Defendant respectively in a 
joint trial. 
The State refers this Court to the Grand Jury Transcript at the following pages and 
lines for examples of the proposed manner of and anticipated testimony from the 
detectives/agents who interviewed each Defendant in this case: p. 49, starting at line 1 
(Garcia); page 53, line 11 (Miranda-Cota); page 77, line 10 (Sanchez-Castro) and page 
80, line 5 (Limon-Ramirez). As the Court of Appeals points to in State v. Gamble, 146 
Idaho 331, 193 P.3d 878 (Ct. App. 2008), the case cited by Defendant in his Motion, 
other courts have found it necessary to determine whether the co-defendant's confession 
was incriminating of his co-defendant "in ways that were both sufficiently substantial and 
sufficiently direct to require its' exclusion" under Bruton. Gamble, 146 Idaho at 339, 
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referring to People v. Fletcher, 13 Cal.41h 451, 53 Cal.Rptr.2d 572, 917 P .2d 187, 189 
( 1996). In this case, as has been indicated, the state will not seek to admit statements by 
co-defendants' about others that are either sufficiently substantial or sufficiently direct. 
Conclusion 
In this case, there is no Bruton violation and severance is unnecessary because the 
above-described codefendants' out-of-court statements made to law enforcement will be 
presented in a manner that does not name or directly implicate the defendant. If deemed 
necessary, the state respectfully urges this Court consider giving a limiting instruction, 
upon admission of each Defendant's statements made to law enforcement, admonishing 
the jury that the statement is only admitted as to the Defendant who made it, and is not to 
be considered as to the codefendants. In light of the absence of a violation of 
Defendant's Confrontation Clause Rights or Bruton, and with the limiting instruction if 
necessary, severance in this case is not proper as there is no serious risk that a joint trial 
would compromise a specific trial right of one of the defendants. 
If the Court disagrees with the state's position articulated above, the state 
respectfully requests this court consider as an alternative utilizing a multiple jury 
procedure during one ( 1) trial rather than granting severance. The basis of this request is 
to protect both the State's and each Defendants' right to a fair trial and to avoid the cost 
and expense of multiple identical jury trials to the citizens of Ada County and the state of 
Idaho. The evidence, witnesses and allegations are essentially identical as to each 
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Defendant regarding the Conspiracy to Traffic in Methamphetamine and Trafficking in 
Methamphetamine charges. 
While I.C.R. 14 does not explicitly provide for a dual jury procedure, neither does it 
expressly prohibit it. State v. Beam, 109 Idaho 616, 710 P .2d 526 ( 1985), Certiorari or 
review denied by 476 U.S. 1153, 106 S.Ct. 2260, 90 L.Ed. 2d 704 (1986). Empanelling 
two juries to avoid prejudice in a co-defendant murder case, was a procedure employed 
by the Honorable Edward G. Lodge in State v. Beam, 109 Idaho 616 ( 1985). When 
evidence inadmissible against one defendant was to be presented, that jury would be 
excused. Judge Lodge determined that there would be prejudice to the two (2) 
defendants, unless he seated a jury for each. He also based his decision on reasons of 
judicial economy, and to avoid the problem of the rule in Bruton v. United States, 391 
U.S. 123, 88 S.Ct. 1620, 20 L.Ed.2d476 (1968). 
Many jurisdictions have successfully used a dual jury procedure. See Smith v. 
DeRobertis, 758 F.2d 1151 (ih Cir.1985) (attempted murder); United States v. Lewis, 
716 F.2d 16 (C.C.Cir.1983), cert denied 464 U.S. 996, 104 S.Ct. 492 (1984) (conspiring 
to commit bribery and soliciting bribery); United States v. Hayes, 676 F.2d 1359 (11th 
Cir.1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1040, 103 S.Ct. 455, 74 L.Ed.2d 608 (1983) (conspiracy 
to import and to possess with intent to distribute marijuana); United States v. Rimar, 558 
F.2d 1271 (6th Cir.1977), cert. denied sub nom. Rimar v. United States, 435 U.S. 922, 98 
S.Ct. 1484, 55 L.Ed.2d 515 (1978) (stealing and aiding and abetting in theft of goods 
from interstate commerce); United States v. Rowan, 518 F.2d 685 (61h Cir.1975), cert. 
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denied sub nom.; Jackson v. United States, 423 U.S. 949, 96 S.Ct. 368, 46 L.Ed.2d 284 
(1975) (bank robbery); State of Arizona v. Lambright, 138 Ariz. 63, 673 P.2d 1 (1983) 
(murder); People v. Williams, 93 Ill.2d 309, 67 Ill.Dec. 97, 444 N.E.2d 136 (1982) 
(murder); State of New Jersey v. Corsi, 86 N.J. 172, 430 A.2d 210 ( 1981) (murder). 
WHEREFORE, for the above stated reasons the State prays for an ORDER 
DENYING the Defendants' Motion to Sever or in the alternative DENYING the Motion to 
Sever and ORDERING multiple juries. 
DATED this ~fJi1day of April, 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By: Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisalAay of April, 2012, I provided a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing State's Memorandum in Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Relief from Prejudicial Joinder to: Philip Gordon, by facsimile: 345-0050 and Santiago 
Juarez, by facsimile: ( 505) 246-8599. 
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GD Carey for Wetherell!Dntn'e Oatman/Nicole Julson-April 26, 201 ~ Courtroom507 
Time Speaker Note 
10:03:02 AM \Carey 
! 
: FE 1112113 - Jose Limon-Ramirez custody w/ interp Sandra 
! Barrios counsel Trent Marcus -- FE 1112111 Mario Garcia -
!custody w/~ID Merris --- FE11121134 Alfonso Miranda-Cota 
!custody w/Randall Barnum -- FE1112115 Juan Sanchez-Castro 
!custody w/Trent Marcus -- Heather Reilly prosecutor 
·TcF1·3·:·2·:rAMlfMarclis··············tm«:>"fra·r;···to··;.y1ar:iiw .. as .. co"i:j'ri's·er~·: .. threats .. made···ii'i;iaTnsfaffy··=:··ci ................  
! ! inquires of counsel w/responses 
·TcF1.!f29" .. AMTc.arey .......................... finq.ufrtis .. ofthe .. State ........................................................................................................................................................  
·Tcf.1K'3EfAMTHeiithe"i:··R:efii"yTaddress·e·s-·ihe···cali·rt .. re·:···i»ha·r;·e··tt1re·a·ts···~= .. m·ati"a·r;· .. to .. wicfraw··· .. ········ .. ·-............ . 
l ~ 
............................................... .a, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• j. ................................................................................................................................................................................................... , ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10:21 :15 AM !T Marcus !cont'd argument re: motion tow/draw 
··1·cF22·:·sefAMTc·arev············ .. ········· .. Tinq.ufre·s··c;raefL:Im.ai1~·R:a·mfrez··:=··ae;radcfres.se·s··1he;···c·aurt:·················-............. . 
.. 1.cf2~i:-39 ... AMlc·a·re·y·· .. ··········· .. ···· .. ··tci·wfff·9r::inTco"Li·r;·5·e;Fs .. moiia·r;··i0 .. w1Cfriiw .. fram ... the .. case ...........................................  
·TcE36':·o2"A.Mlcf ................................... Tinq.lifre"S"ofd'efL:Ima·n~·Ramfrez .. == ·aefw.lshes ... a.pptmfi=»tfa.ttlce .. ==··ci .. 
! iappts PD 
.. 1"6":-J3·:·aa·A·Mrr··G·eades .............. raa<:fresses .. the··cau·rt·· .....................................................................................................................................................  
··ftf:-33·:-J-tfAM·tc·iii"rey ........................... tvacates.fria"i"afdetenCianfUmon=R:amfrez .. =·~··May .. 3:···26'1·2 ... af'9:·acf ...... . 
.. 1.cf 34.:-39 ... AMlsfaie ............................ lN'iites···previ"a·li·s··waiver:··~=···cfi'ri'Ciui"res .. ofdefwire.si>a·r;595······ ................................  
.. 1 .. 6":-J~r29"·A·M·rc·are·y···························1fa·i<es ... li.p ... m.a·fic;·r; .. fo ... s.e.ve·r-·a5··i0 .. othe·r··ae;r-s· .. a·r;<rm·aHo·r;···ta .. ca·r;·Hr;·iJ·9 ..... .. 
1 j 
.. 1 .. cf"35':·52· .. AM"t'do.rdon .................... ta·r9u·me.ilf.re·: .. ·maia·r;··io .. co.il"fi'il·ue;··········· .......................................................................................................  
.. 1.if"3a·:·55· .. AMTsfaia············· .............. Tres.pa.nse··== .. at>ffo .. lii1ii.m.ei'iness .. offffin9 ... ofm.atra·r;·5·· ......................................................  
.. 1 .. cF4·1":·"f:fAMTEfarnum ................... Tn·a· .. c;c;·m·m·ent"as··ta··mafion .. fo ... ca·r;fii1lie········ .. ·············· .. ················· .. -· ................................................. .. 
.. 1.0":4·r·z-6" .. Afu1.lr~ie.rr.is .......................... ln·a-.. c·a·m·m·enfas·fo ... m.afian .. fo ... co.ntfriue ................................................................................................  
··1"0':4·1··:"3a···AMTdoraai1 .................... Tconi'Ci .. ar~iu·m-enf ...................................................................................................................................................................  
~~;~ ~f ~~~t~t= :=--:f ~~t;~~~i~i-~~~i~!?L~~t~~;:~~;~~-~i~t~ =--:==::_ -:= 
'T0"'.44·:·4·tf"AMTdo.rciai1···· ................ Ta.r9lime.ilfre·:····m·a·ti'a·r; .. fc;···5·e;·ve·r ...........................................................................................................................  
~~:~~-~I~~~~~~=~ ::~~:~;~t~~~f : : ::: : :: =: ::= :::::=: :: :: : : : : :::::::: 
.. 1'Cf4Efo3···AMTsfaie······ .. ········ .. ·-........ Ta.r9ume.nf ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
.. fcF4a·:·s4 .. Arvffc·ar:e·y·· ......................... lcie·;:;·ie·s .. motfoi1 .. fo ... sever ... a.n ... ce.itai"n ... ca·i1aitfons .. =·~··coi1s.pfra«::·y .. alie.9 ... ~=··· ..  
i ! statements made in further of conspiracy are fair game -- if not in 
!furtherance/admissions, confessions, or fingerpointing -hearing 
! necessary outside the presence of the jury to allow the Ct to rule 
ion evid before it is presented 
·1cFso-:·2g-·AMTc·a-rey ........................... lfri'affo···praceed .. o.n ... fufonaa·y ... m.or·n·ii19··~···crrepfr.ia .. fra·;:;·5crfoe .. oraf' ............  
! !order for counsel -- if there are plea negotiations before Monday, i jCt will take those up tomorrow if necessary 
.. 16':·5·f .. f3 .. AMl ............................................ "lE·;:;a .. ·arca·se .......................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
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George Carey for Judge Aansen and Wetherell/Diane Oatman/Nkole Julson Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
2:12:03 PM icarey 
! 
\Mario Garcia FE1112111 custody w/counsel .. ID Merris--FE1112114 
iAlfonso Miranda-Cota in custody with counsel via telephone Randy 
iBarnum -- FE1112115 Juan Sanchez-Castro def in custody with 
pnterp Sandra Barrios and counsel Phil Gordon 
.... 2·:·1·2·:·5·5···F>-KifTsiate ........................ laciv··cf"stat"Li·s··ani1e .. ca~e···::···ar:19··rv1r::···G·iirCiiwas···9·c;rri·9···ta .. chiin.9e .. hls .... . 
i iplea -- adv'd counsel re: subpoena of defs telephone records -- reqt 
i ifor continuance 
····2·:·1·a·:·1·0···pfuf lc.oiin.ser····· .. ····taffTnd"icate .. no .. ob}earc;·"············· .. ·············································································································· .. ········ ... ······ .. ·· 
····2·:·1·a·:·21···F>-Kiflc.iire·y·····················rwiiraWow .. conHn·u·anc·e···afffie .. fri.iii""················································································· ... · ..················· ............. . 
····2·:·1·~f·3-g··F>·r:~rrc·iire·y· .. ··················raff"d"eiei1cia.ni;s···c:·a·nt:inue"CHar···revwlreseffin~i"t"riafo·n··::rues:···May .. a~ ................ . 
i 12012 at 3:30 
····2·:·3·f:·4·2··F>-fufl ........................................ !"E~nci···a·rcas·e .......................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Wetherell/Diane Oatman/su&lolf am/Susan Gambee pm/May 8, 20/) Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
02:50:10 PM! I 
···-···--··························-···-··-·-···· ... l·-······· ................................. J ............. ---· .. -···-····-··········-.. -·--...... --···-··---···--·----····--·---·--·--·-·····-·-········· ..................................................................................................... --··--·· 
02:50:10 PM IM Wetherel FE1112111 Mario Garcia -- revw -- custody w/~ID Merris -- Heather 
!11 lReillv 
.............................................. - ... ······t······-.............. -·--·--··"·-···-·-··-··~-·-·· ............... - ........................................ - ................... _ ............. _ ........ _ ...... -.................. _____ ............................ _,_,, ....................................................... . 
03:32: 18 PM 1 Merris I Motion tow/draw as counsel 
.. 0·3·:·3·:fs"f.F>"i'~fh5ete'i1ciant"'t-reqt's appfof PD--office ......... _ ........................ -....... -........................................ ~····-··-·····-···-·---·····-···---·-·--·--···-··--··-·· 
! I 
............... _ ...... _ ..__ .,,_b---··-"·-·--·-+ .. -.... --........ -............................................................. ,_,.,,_,_····---·----·-··-·--··-·-·-·-··--·-·-----............................................. -................. -..... . 
03:34:05 PM IM Wethere1 Ct will allow Mr. Merris tow/draw as atty of record 
ill ! 
.............................. - .......................... 1 .......................... --.. -·-·---·----·-·--------·-··-····-·---·-----·· .. ··-·-···········-····-···-·····-.. ·-·····--·····-··-·--.............................. - .. - ............. - ............ --··-·---··· 
03:34:20 PMI Defendant I def sworn and examined by the court 
I l 
' I 
.. a-3·:·34:5~rfi'Klf M Wet"h'e.reTcra·p·pFs-·affice ... of .. Po-----····--·-····---··-----------·-·--····-··· ...... - .............. -................... - ................ -................... .. 
i II i 
··a·3·:·35:5·~rF>·i\iffstate-··-··-·--··--rr0-C~ts -Mr. Merris ... tlim"o_v.er .. air-crisc.ove!Y--to ... F>b ... office-··-·-···-·-··---·-·-----··--··--··· 
·-·····- .... - .. . .............. - ~ -··--... --............. -r ...... - ......... --·----····---· .. ··---------·----·--··--··-··-----·--··-·-········ ............................................................................ _ .... _. 
03:37:14 PM! Merris 1 adv Ct will turn material over to PD office 
-0-3·:·37:·3·1 PM j Danica·-"-----1
1
"c1 inq.liires .... c,.nv1s.-c·a·mstociC-re:Ten9th oftlme .. to.ippfcontHcts ........................  
! Comstock 1 counsel -- Ms. Comstock not sure how long that will take 
! I 
..................... - .... -... ·-···-·-··-+--·-····--·--·------·-·-·+--··--·-·-·-·-·-----·-··-·····-····-··----··-····--·-.. ·-··-·----·-·---··-·-·------·-·--·-"······-··----·-·····-··· .............. ,_ ................ , .. _ ..... -··-···-·--··· 
03:38:03 PM IM Wethere i Ct adv def will not take any action on this case until PD appt'd 
i 11 I 
............................................ ·-·-·····-+--····--·--··--····---···--·-r-----··-·-··---·----·--···· ....................................................................................... -····-···-·-··-··--·····-······--··-·-·-·······-·-···-··-····--··--·-····· 
03:38:59 PM\ M Wethere 1 Ct inquires as to ~lose Limon-Ramirez FE1112113 in custody with 
1
1 
II I Danica Comstock -- Alfonso Miranda-Cota FE 1112114 in custody 
i 1w/Randy Barnum -- Juan Sanchez-Castro FE1112115 in custody 
03:40:33~i!Sn'!~:=.~errnierpp;esenfOiibeha1iOfSSriCheZ::castro-
......................................... - ............. +-·-·-·--·· ................................................ _ ... _ ................................ _ .................... ---·-·--.. --.. ·---·-···-----·-·-········-·····--··-···-·····----··-······-·········-···· ............................. -····-··--···· 
03:41 :37 PM 1 M Wethere I Ct adv Mr Gordon if counsel not able to attend the trial, Ct will 
! II ! proceed with the trial and Mr. Gordon will be handling counsel 
............................................................ i ............................................. ...1. ...... -·······-·-···-·--··-·-·······-·-··-··--······-···-·--·---.. --·-··· .. ····-··-·-· .. ·······-· .. ···""·····"""'···· .. ··-·"'"""'···············-........... - .................... - ......................... --.-........ . 
03:55:22 PM! M Wethere J Pretrial Aug 17 at 1 :30 -- 4 day jury trial --August 27, 2012 at 9:00 
! II ! 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO._ 
AM·-==-~Fl[ELEoo:'-C,~;~OL_ 
------P.M._Q : 
MAY t t 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D R 
By JACKIE BRO~~· Clerk 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY 
RESPONSE 
TO COURT 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada 
County, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum to 
Response to Discovery. {1:' 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this lL!: day of May 2012. 
GREG II. BOWER 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
CASE NO. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
AND ORDER GOVERNING 
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
The above entitled matter is set for trial before the court and/or jury trial before the court and/or 
jury as follows: 
•PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ...... Friday, August 17, 2012@01:30 PM 
•JURY TRIAL ...... Monday, August 27, 2012@ 09:00 AM 
THE COURT ORDERS THE DEFENDANT SHALL BE PRESENT IN COURT FOR 
THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE. 
1. Each party will provide the other party with all materials subject to discovery under 
l.C.R. Rule 16, at least 28 days before trial. 
2. Pretrial motions including motions in limine must be filed and with the court in sufficient 
time to allow them to be set for a hearing, to be scheduled at least 21 days before trial. 
The hearing shall be set pursuant to the requirements oflocal rules for the Fourth Judicial 
District. 
3. Requested jury instructions must be lodged with the clerk at least 5 days prior to trial. 
4. If this case is set for jury trial, voir dire of prospective jurors by counsel will be limited to 
a total of one hour per side unless otherwise ordered by the court. 
5. Unless otherwise specified, no trial proceedings will take place on Thursday, due to 
criminal arraignments. 
6. Copies of all electronically taken statements whether preserved by tape, video tape, or 
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upon DVD, CD, or by other means, shall be provided by the State to the Defense no less 
than thirty (30) days before trial. If not so provided, the State will be deemed to have 
waived any right to use such evidence at trial. The Defense shall review such evidence, 
and if it seeks any redactions, or objects to the use of such evidence shall make a request 
for the redactions to the State in writing no less than fifteen (15) days before trial or shall 
file a written objection to the use of such evidence and the basis for such objection 
including citation to legal authority and case law and call the clerk to set the matter for 
hearing no later than 12 days before trial. Failure to make such a request will be deemed 
a waiver of any objection to the State's evidence, except for foundational objections. 
If the parties are unable to reach agreement as to redactions, they shall each have at the 
time of the pretrial conference: (1) a copy of the original full statement; and (2) a copy of 
their proposed redacted copy. The parties shall be prepared to argue as to the 
admissibility at the pretrial if a prior motion has not been filed. Failure to provide the 
required material will be deemed a waiver by the party failing to meet the deadlines 
established herein -to either use the evidence at trial or object to the use of the evidence 
at the trial, as the case may be except as to foundational matters. 
7. Due to the disruption caused to the court's calendar and the inconvenience and cost 
incurred by the State and individual jurors when last minute pleas are entered on the day 
of trial, counsel are advised that the time set for the pretrial conference is the last date on 
which the Court will accept any plea to lesser offense or dismiss a pending charge 
pursuant to any plea agreement. 
Any plea after the pretrial date must be a "straight up" guilty plea to all charged 
offenses or the matter will proceed to trial unless dismissed by the State. 
Dated this 14th day of May, 2012. 
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Notice is hereby given, pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a)(6), that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G. D. Carey 
Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Hon. James Judd 
Hon. Peter McDermott 
Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. George R. Reinhart, III 
Justice Gerald Schroeder 
Hon. Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Justice Linda Copple Trout 
Hon. Darla Williamson 
Hon. Barry Wood 
Hon. W. H. Woodland 
All Sitting Fourth District Judges 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under I.C.R. 
25(a)(6), each party shall have the right to file one(l) motion for disqualification without cause as 
to any alternate judge not later than ten(lO) days after service of this notice. 
Counsel are advised that in the event of an acquittal, the defendant, if in custody, will be released 
unless other charges are pending or if on bond, the bond will be exonerated. In the event of 
conviction for any felony or for a misdemeanor involving physical violence, assault, or domestic 
violence or assault, the defendant will be taken into custody at the conclusion of the trial pending 
final sentencing. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING Page 3 of4 
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() 0 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on 5/15/2012, I Mailed (served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
PHILIP H GORDON 
623 W. HAYS ST 
BOISE ID 83 702 
SANTIAGO E JUAREZ 
1822 LOMAS BLVD NW 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
Page 4 of4 
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Wetherell/Diane Oatman/Nicole Julson--August 17, 2012 Courtroom504 
Time Speaker Note 
·····~··~·~~·~·~:· .. ~·~··..f.M···wett1ereTi' .. ·t·fuf~irk> .. C3.~irci'a ... i=E~;-1··1·2·ff17Jahn ... oe·;:·ranc"t:>··:··Jase'Irman:·Ram·i·re£··········· 
i i FE 1112113/Danica Comstock - Alfonso Miranda-Cota/ -i i FE 1112114/Randy Barnum - Juan Sanchez-Castro 
i i FE 1112115/Philip Gordon/Santiago Juarez( pro hac vice) -- pretrials 
i iall defendants in custody w/counsel 
..... f ·42·:·3'EfFJ'~~fT~.;rwett1er:e·ff .. lcrca'ii's ... ~1'a·ri·a .. G·a·rcra ... i=E.fff2Tfr·:: ... Johii .. 'Dei=.ranca .................................................... .. 
--"---"------- I : i i 
..... f.4~rs·f-i5'fuf't'staie ........................... tt~·1turcafian .. :: .. ct1a·r9e .. aruii'iaw:tliri50.ssessian .. afa .. weapan .. b'efri9 ........... .. 
! !introduced but "by a felon" being bifurcated 
..... f.47':·5·3 .... j5'fuf T~.~fwett1erei"i .... fcrr:evws .. prefri'aTci1eck: .. i.isf:·: .. 5·frfili'ii"ii'9"exC'iuai·i1·9 .. wi'tnes.se·s .. :: ..................... .. 
i i Detective Busto State's representative to be present 
i i 
..... f·s·f·s2 ... F=,.Kif .. t"state ........................... t·;:Hes .. witt1"tt1e .. caurt ... re: .. ·r:eq·t;d''JuiY ... insfrlicti"an.s7sfa.teis ... Usrar ........................  
\ \ Petential Trial Witnesses 
..... f.s2·:·;;f9 ... j5'M ... l~.Kwe·tt1eieTi .... l'crc:a'ii's ... Jlia·ii ... s.a·ii·c;fiez:casfro ... i=ETfl.:in·5 .. : .. F>hi'i"C3oiCi·c:;-r;1s·a·ii·tia9·a ........ 
\ \Juarez 
... T:·54·:·3if fi'Kif"f 'De'fcau·ii·sef"f t~ili.fon .. is.sues .. fo .. be .. hrali9fif·u·p .. as .. tifai'".pra9.res.ses"a'ii'Cf'ci'li'ts·iae .. ffie ....... 
i i presence of the jury 
..... f.sif4€f fi.M .. T~.;fwett1eieff .. Tc't .. revw ... il'refriafTisf:: .. cf·r;afe·s .. sa·nara .. ·0ar:rra·s .. ·s·i:»a·n·ist1 .. i"ii.terp ... tor ............ .. 
i : Ramirez and Castro 
.... :roo-:-3'9"fi'Kif l~.;fwett1eieTi .... l'crr:e;·aas .. trom .. o.rd'er: .. 9·a;;;·e;·r11rii·9 .. ·r;r:c:;-c;e;e;a1ri9·5 .. :: ... re·aacfia·r;·5 .. c;re·xhi'bits ... 
i !-- if not noticed up properly all objections deemed waived 
.... ~.EoI·1·a ... P.M .. ..f.M .. wett1e.reif"·tcraav ... c.a'li'ii'se'i"ali'"·iJ·ropaseci .. JuiY .. i"n.sfrlicti'a·ii·s .. be ... provrd'e.Ci ... fa .. ti1e ............... .. 
! !Court at least 5 days before trial 
.... ~Fof:f if'fi'Kif .. rM .. we.tt1ereTi .... 1Aitonsa .. Mfrancia:coia ... i=E.ff1·2·fl·:;f: .. cf·reV:Ws .. prefrrarlist" .................................... .. 
; 1 
.... :ro~Es7"·P·M· .. 't'staie ........................... t·a·ua1c;· .. record'in9s .. ofliiicie.rcove·r .. afficer .. wiii1 .. cietenaants .. i·s .. 1r1 .. sr;anish 
i !and has been transcribed into the English language 
-:i:1-3:1 3 PM-f oe1 COUiiSOi-1ieq!SddiiiOiiSTj)i'etriai=-aaa1tiOiiOf pretriSIAUgiiSi 233i9:oo ---
.... ~F1'i'58"'f5'M"''t'M"'wethereTi""tjo5e"'l:i'm'on:Ramfrez"i='E'ff1":i1"1'3"~:·Aii'ti1ony"G'ed'des"handi'iii9""""''"""'""" 
! \matter for Ms. Comstock 
.... :~E1·4·:·4·5 ... fi.M .... f'i5uhffc ....................... la.r9ume.iif ........................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Defender ! 
.... :;fTEf1'7"F=>"K,rf siaie ........................... lti'ies ... sfa·teis .. Memcl'rancium .. 'in .. R·e·spa·n·se"fo"'De.tendani .. s ...~;,fo'tia·ii ... for ........  
! !Relief from Prejudicial Joinder -- notes same motion and denied as 
! !to another co-defendant in this case 
.... :;.E1·a·:·2a ... P.M ... lM .. wett1e.rei'i ... lcriiates .. aifwffne.sses ... a.re .. fo .. he .. 'toid ... ii.offo .. ieshtY ... a.s .. fo .. Tncui'pafoiY ........ 
i !statements -- if anything may come up, it will be taken up outside 
i !presence of the jury 
.... 2·:·1·f:f4"Ef iJ'M' .. TM .. wetti.ereTi .... fiJ.refriaf'ct1eck .. iisi ..................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
E ; 
-2'27:54 PM r~fiiiiOthiii'eiCli::!MadSOidiif-;:e:exc1USi0'1-0fWiiiiE!SSOS - - --- --- - - - ----- --
.... :2':·2a·: .. 1·2 .... P.M' .. T ......................................... TEnd ... of"case ................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W Front Street, Room 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
MARIO ALEJANDRO GARCIA; JOSE ) 
LIMON-RAMIREZ; ALFONSO ) 
MIRANDA-COTA & JUAN LUIS ) 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO ) 
) 
. Defendants. ) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
Case No. CRFE2011-12111; 
CRFE2011-12113; 
CRFE2011-12114 & 
CRFE2011-12115 
STATE'S LIST OF 
POTENTIAL TRIAL 
WITNESSES 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for 
the County of Ada, State of Idaho, and does hereby provide the following list of trial 
witnesses: 
1. Detective Javier Bustos, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
2. Detective Clay Christensen, Boise City Police Department 
3. Don Frickey, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL TRIAL WITNESSES (GARCIA et. al.), Page 1 
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• 
4. Terri Jones, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
5. Laurie Kidwell, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
6. Detective Kevin Louwsma, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
7. Detective Kyle Ludwig, Meridian Police Department 
8. Julie McKay, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
9. Deputy Jason Piccola, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
10. Sgt. Steve Robinson, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
11. Detective Matt Taddicken, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
12. Sgt. Jake Vogt, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
13. Detective Jared Watson, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
14. Officer Shane Williams, Boise City Police Department 
15. Sgt. Kevin Wittmuss, Ada County Sheriffs Department 
16. Diana Arbiser, Master level Certified Spanish Translator 
17. Detective Tyler Barrett, Idaho State Police- Region 4 
18. Cindy Bidwell, Canyon County Sheriffs Department 
19. Jam es Joseph Delaney 
20. Heather Campbell, ISP Forensic Lab 
21. Judy Packer, ISP Forensic Lab 
22. SA Chris Davis, DEA 
23. Sgt. K. Fullmer, Idaho State Police- Region 4 
24. Patrol Sgt. Garcia, Idaho State Police- Region 4 
25. RAC William Lutz, DEA 
26. SA Russ Magoffin, DEA 
27. Deputy Mike Sant, Gooding County Sheriffs Department 
28. Detective Jerod Sweesy, Idaho State Police- Region 4 
29. Detective Scott Ward- Idaho State Police- Region 4 
?,O. J1)b ~~ Jt-~  ~;w;i Def~ 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL TRIAL WITNESSES (GARCIA et. al.), Page 2 
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!) 
• • 
DATED this J]_ day of~· 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S LIST OF POTENTIAL TRIAL WITNESSES (GARCIA et. al.), Page 3 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
. Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Id. 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
\ 
•• I() ~ ( ' ., ·· -······ ,. FILED 5'. 
fo:.;1i:. .M.(' 
AUG 1 7 Z01Z 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
MARIO ALEJANDRO GARCIA; JOSE ) 
LIMON-RAMIREZ; ALFONSO ) 
MIRANDA-COTA & JUAN LUIS ) 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
Defendants. ) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
Case No. CRFE2011-12111; 
CRFE2011-12113; 
CRFE2011-12114 & 
CRFE2011-12115 
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, in compliance with the pre-trial order of the Court, the State hereby requests 
this Court utilize the "standard" Idaho Criminal Jury Preliminary, Pre and Post Proof, 
Evidence and Witness Instructions in the above-entitled case. Further, the state respectfully 
requests the "standard'' Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions (ICJI) for each of the crimes 
charged. Specifically, the state respectfully requests the following attached proposed 
instructions: ICJI 311 Aiders and Abetters/Principals Defined; 312 Aiding and Abetting; 
copies attached. 
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS (GARCIA et. al.) Page 1 
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DATED this J1_ day of August, 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By: Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS (GARCIA et. al.) Page 2 
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ICJI 311 AIDERS AND ABETTERS/PRINCIP ALS DEFINED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
---
The law makes no distinction between a person who directly participates in the acts 
constituting a crime and a person who, either before or during its commission, intentionally aids, 
assists, facilitates, promotes, encourages, counsels, solicits, invites, helps or hires another to 
commit a crime with intent to promote or assist in its commission. Both can be found guilty of 
the crime. Mere presence at, acquiescence in, or silent consent to, the planning or commission of 
a crime is not [in the absence of a duty to act] sufficient to make one an accomplice. 
Comment 
See LC. s 18-204. Modify elements instruction appropriately and select the appropriate terms to 
describe the type of action charged (aided, assisted, facilitated, etc.). 
The legislature has abolished the distinction between accessories and principals. State v. Kleier, 
69 Idaho 278, 206 P .2d 513 (1949). Mere knowledge of a crime and assent to or acquiescence in 
its commission does not give rise to accomplice liability, and the failure to disclose the 
occurrence of a crime to authorities is not sufficient to constitute aiding and abetting. State v. 
Randles, 117 Idaho 344, 787 P.2d 1152 (1990), overruled on other grounds, State v. Humphreys, 
134 Idaho 657, 8 p.3d 652 (2000). 
A charging document alleging that the defendant committed a particular crime is sufficient to put 
the defendant on notice that he or she is also being charged with aiding and abetting the 
commission of that crime. State v. Ayres, 70 Idaho 18, 211 P.2d 142 (1949); State v. Chapa, 127 
Idaho 786, 906 P.2d 636 (Ct. App. 1995). If two or more crimes were committed, a charging 
document alleging that the defendant committed one of the crimes is not sufficient to provide 
notice that he or she is alleged to have aided and abetted the commission of another crime. State 
v. Chapa, 127 Idaho 786, 906 P.2d 636 (Ct. App. 1995) (where victim testified that both the 
defendant and another raped her, information charging the defendant with committing a rape as a 
principal did not notify him of allegation that he also aided and abetted the other man in 
committing a rape.) 
000096
ICJI 312 AIDING AND ABETTING 
INSTRUCTION NO. 
All persons who participate in a crime either before or during its commission, by intentionally 
[aiding, abetting, advising, hiring, counseling, procuring] another to commit the crime with intent 
to promote or assist in its commission are guilty of the crime. All such participants are 
considered principals in the commission of the crime. The participation of each defendant in the 
crime must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Comment 
The definition should be incorporated into the instruction stating the elements of the crime and 
the alleged participation of the defendant must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
An individual who participates in or assists the commission of an offense is guilty of aiding and 
abetting the crime. State v. Gonzalez, 134 Idaho 907, 12 P.3d 382 (Ct.App. 2000). The mental 
state required is generally the same as that required for the underlying offense-the aider and 
abettor must share the criminal intent of the principal and there must a community of purpose in 
the unlawful undertaking. State v. Scroggins, 110 Idaho 380, 716 P.2d 1152 (1985). 
A charging document alleging that the defendant committed a particular crime is sufficient to put 
the defendant on notice that he or she is also being charged with aiding and abetting the 
commission of that crime. State v. Ayres, 70 Idaho 18, 211P.2d142 (1949); State v. Chapa, 127 
Idaho 786, 906 P .2d 636 (Ct. App. 1995). If two or more crimes were committed, a charging 
document alleging that the defendant committed one of the crimes is not sufficient to provide 
notice that he or she is alleged to have aided and abetted the commission of another crime. State 
v. Chapa, 127 Idaho 786, 906 P .2d 636 (Ct. App. 1995) (where victim testified that both the 
defendant and another raped her, information charging the defendant with committing a rape as a 
principal did not notify him of allegation that he also aided and abetted the other man in 
committing a rape.) 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
NO. ·-c~ 
A.M. I ) FILEPDM ,-- .. , ___ _ 
AUG 2 7 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
SECOND ADDENDUM TO 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE 
TO COURT 
COMES NOW, Heather C. Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for Ada County, 
State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has submitted an Addendum to Response to 
Discovery. {'h. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this ?!f_ day of August 2012. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather C. Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
ADDENDUM TO DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (SANCHEZ-CASTRO), Page 1 
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Description 
Date 
() 
CAREY082712 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PAXELL 
..................................... . ................................................................................................................................................................................................  
8/27/2012 • . • Courtroom400 
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() 
"' CAREY082712 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PAXELL 
0 
Courtroom400 
Time Speake Note 
11 :08:28 AM I Judge !JUDGE CAREY CALLS CASE CRFE1112115 ST v. JUAN SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
I: ••••:··:. .,_ !HEATHER REILLY FOR STATE PRSNT, PHILIP GORDON FOR DEFENDANT I PRESENT SANDIAGO JUAREZ PRO HAC VICE PRESENT, DEFENDANT PRESENT IN 
jcusTODY, read the charges 
! 
·Tr·a~i:TfA.M°TP"iai"ii"titr··t·stata···reaciy··~·· .. ························ .. ···························································· .......................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
··rr·aEF1.EfAt;Xlt>etensa···f ·;:eaciy .. to .. ilroceea························ .. ······················· .. ··············· .. ··········· .. ····································································-···························· 
!Attorney I 
: : 
·Tr·a9·:·3·5··AK,1"t·i5fai.ntitr···l·;n·c:;-ve .. ia···amencnt1a···inciicni"e.iiT .......................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l 
··rr·1·6:··f!fA.~llbetensa···f ·r;·c;···abf·············· .....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
: j 
··rr·1·<5:·2~fA·M·t·Juci9a········· .. f wiff"9.ra.iii······················································································································ .. ··································· .. ······················ .. ······················ .. 
··rr·1·cF3"3°.A"MTi5.ial·ii·titr .. -rc;ii1er .. ,,.r;···c:<»Li.iii .. f .. parf"i········································ .. ··-······················································ .. ···························· ........................... . 
!Attorney I 
: : 
.. 1··f:·1··f:·aa··A·M·ft>etens·e-···[·r;·c;···at>r·············' .....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
~ i 
................................................ ~ ............................... i ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
11 :11 :11 AM !Judge iwill grant 
··1T:Tr·5g-··A"MlP"ial"ntitf.lcon;"f················· .. ······ .. ························ .. ······ .. ······································································· .. ······························· .. ········································ .. ········ 
!Attorney I 
··rr·1·~E2s-·AM.lt>etensa···f ·;;·c;···at>r····························-......................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
i i 
·Tr ·1·;;E4·:iAM"buci9·e;· .. ········[9·aas···c;·ver:··the.Iui:y··1nt0 .. with".counser··· ..................................................................................................................  
··rr ·1·5·:·4a··AMli5fal.ntitr·Tc:om.meii.ts··au·rii19···affice·;:··G-usta·fo-·t;e··11e;·a·;:··ciu·riri9··"Ju·;:y··5e;·iecti"oii········· .. ··· .. ····· .. ···· 
!Attorney ! 
··rr·1·5·:·49·A·Mli5fai·ii·titr···f fasfotte·;:··arreciucecfancfci.ete.ncfanfciecrine<:r ...................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney! 
··ff.ff"rf°A"Mhuci9·e··········I····· .. ················ .. ················································································································································ .. ············ .. ··· .. ···································· .. ······· 
..... f·25·:·24· .. F>"M··pucig·a········Tcon;·t .. wi"it1."J"liciciE .. cA·RE~icA:LL5 .. cAs·E· .. ··ciF.eiii2iis··5:r·v:··1·uAN··5A·Nc"ii.Ez:············· 
I !CASTRO HEATHER REILLY FOR STATE PRSNT, PHILIP GORDON FOR DEFENDANT 
I I PRESENT SANDIAGO JUAREZ PRO HAC VICE PRESENT, DEFENDANT PRESENT IN I I CUSTODY 
i I 
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CAREY082712 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PAXELL 
1 :25:47 PM \Plaintiff \ready to proceed 
!Attorney ! 
! ! 
C) 
Courtroom400 
·····r·;i5·:·5·{f.F>"~l··ttiefense·+ready .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
~ i 
·····r·25·:·5lf P·M····buci9e .......... "!Inqufre·s··haw .. ia·ii·9········ .........................................................................................................................................................................  
..... f.2a·: .. 1·2···P·M·Ti5eteiise .. li0."Tu·r1··m·1a··a~iy .. wed" ........................................................................................................................................................................  
\Attorney l 
~ ! 
··· .. r·25·:·:H···P·M····buci9e ........... l·c:airiii .. ffie .. 1uiY .............................................................................................................................................................................................  
..... f.27j)if F>.M .. li5eteiise.lctiaHe·ii·9·a .. ttie .. scramhieci .. 0Hli·;:y· .. il'sr .... :rtie.ra··ar:a··ani.y .. 2··hispani'C .. }ura·i:s-·for:· 
!Attorney !the record 
·····f"3~r·cf1"···P·M····f-Pfal'n.titr···f ·~ir9ues:······ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
·····f:·::fi:-3~rF>·M···li5eteiisa···f wiif'reseiVe .. itia···a·r9lieme.iit" ..................................................................................................................................................  
iAttorney i 
! i 
""'f'3~f'5tf P'M"'t°Judge"""""""t""JfiRY .. P.RES.E°f~j'T"'"""""'"'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'""""'""""'"''"""'""'"'"""''''""''"""' ......................................  
.... f:·5~E3·5· .. P·M· .. tJuci9'e ......... t9·reeis .. itia··1uiY·; .. derk.wii'i .. sworn ... iii.'JuiY···p~iii·e;r· .. 1ury ... iiisfrlidi·ar1s···a·r1a· ...................  
1 1 introduces counsel 
..... f.5lf'2·3··P·M ... tJua9·e; .......... lvofra··a1r:e;······························· ............................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
.... :F1J9·:·52· .. P·M .. lF>Ial'ntitf .... !vofre··a1r:e;· ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
.... :~F2:i:-3~f P·M··lfi'ial.ntitf-·tr:n·ave!"ii4·2"··tar .. cause: ....................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney l 
····2·:·2:;f«45··P·M····f t:>.eteiisa···f ·;:;-c;· .. <;-t>r········· ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
\Attorney l 
····2·:·2:f49··P·M···hua9e··········-f-e;·;cci:i"s·e··tar···c:ause ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
····2·:·23·:·a~r·fi·M .. TP.ial"n"titr·Tcoii;·t""v·afre···a1·;:a··············· ...........................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
····2·:·4·f"fl····P·M····t·Pfal'ntitr···f ·e;·xcuse.#45 .. te.r .. ca.i:i"se ...................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
.... 2·:·4·f·2:r F>·M····tbetense ... f ·a·r9ues ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····2·:~ff.2YP·M···buci9a······ .. ···[·1r;q·ufre·s······ ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
\Attorney l 
! ! 
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2:55:00 PM jJudge !going into an area that will instruct the jury 
····2·:·55·:·3Q"···P·M .. lF>Iai"ri'tifi····Tcoiii·fv·afra··ar;:e ..........................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
................................................ l.. ............................. l ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
3:06:32 PM !Defense jobj on line of question 
!Attorney i 
····3·:6a·:·43··F:;-rv;····buCi9·e;···········f wiff .. iiisfru.cfthe.Tli·r:y······· .....................................................................................................................................................................  
.... 3·:6?":·0:2""··P·M··lF>fai.niifi····Tcom.me·r;·f;s···c;·r;···fh"e .. pote.iiiiafTli·r:y·Tii.sfrli"t'.:iio.iis······················ ........................................................................  
jAttorney i 
~:~~'.!l~~+~; f~~~~~:;~-= :: ==::::: = =:::::=-=:=-=: =====:::::: 
!Attorney i 
! i 
·· .. 3·:·22·:"J3··F:;-M···lF>"iai"ntifi······l·pa·55··tha···i:»a·n·arta·r··c;ausa·················································· ...................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney i 
i i 
···"3·:·22·:·39··F=»M ... buci9e ........... l:w1ff .. fake .. 1"s··rr;i·ii···recess·:···a·r;a··9r:c;·u·ncfTn.sfrli-ctia·r;5··the.Tli·r:y··················· .. ····· ...........................  
.... 3·:·23·:·4·5··F=»M···puci9e ........... lhad<".oii···reco.rci·:···F>·a·iief pres.eni .......................................................................................................................................  
····i·4·r ·a~f F=»M .. ljiJCi9·e;··········-riai<e···u·p··rr;aiier:···#··:ffo·r··esc·li·secftO"r··c:uase:·········· .. ···································· .. ······························· .. ·············· .. 
.... 3·:42·:·acfF=»M···puCi9e·········Tr;·c;···c;hnro·m···ca·Li·ii·sef" .......................................................................................................................................................................  
····3·:·42·:·53 .. F=»M.°Tfietense···r:vofre .. a1r:e;·:···e;x·cuse .. #.1Kfor··c;aus·e·· .............................................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney ! 
·· .. 3·:·43·:·4·0·JiM··faua9·e;···········[excus·e··1Hs:···5fate···r;a· .. c;hr·························· .. ··························································· ................................................................  
····:f44·:·0"5···F=»rv;···lfietense.Tconirvofr··aTre ..............................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····3·:·47":·a5···F=»M···tfietense···f excli.sa··#1·~f"fo·;:··cli·a·sa······················································ ............................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney l 
i ! 
····3·:·4~r1·~r JiM···t·F>"iai"n.tifi······[friq.liire:···ieave .. afJliCi9e··-a1scressfo·ii············ .............................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney 1 
1 [ 
····3·:·4rEoEfi:»M .. TJLiCi9e .......... lexcli.se··1H9 .. fo.d5a·Lise ..................................................................................................................................................................  
.. ""3·:·40·:··ftfJiM.°Tfieteiise·Tco·n;·fv·afre·ai·re·;··asld#s··fo·;:··c:·a·li·se·:············· .. ·························· .....................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
: : 
····3·:·s6:·4~fF"M··-bua9e;··········fa»ccus·e··#s··iar··c:·a·li·sa················· .......................................................................................................................................................  
····:r 5·f:·cH···F=»M.Tfietense .. Tcoiiif·v·afre··arre ......................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
jAttorney : 
····4·:·1·3·:·57···P·M·Tfietense.Tpa·55··tt1a···p·a·r;·e;rfo·r··cai:i·;s·e;··· ......................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney 1 
i ~ 
····~E1·~raa··p·rv;···tJuci9e ........... lhoth"··c:a·li·r;·5e;r pa·;;;s···for:··ca·Li·se ............................................................................................................................................. .. 
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4:14:45 PM jJudge jperemptory Challenges 
····~f·sffs2····P·furPuci9·e·········-rc:ounsef"appro·a·c:h'·hen·c:h····················· ....................................................................................................................................  
····5·:·acE:Hfl=»Kif "fjiJci9.e .......... l!uiY .. wlff .. n.oiiV.he .. sei.e"Cte<:r···E·xcu.se·s .. the .. hai"~in«::e ... ortt1e.Iu·r:y··paneL .. Cie.rk".to· 
1 !swear in the jury panel., admonishes the jury for thee evening. 
~ I 
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Description 
Date 
0 CJ 
CAREY082812 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PATCHELL- ST V. SANCHEZ-
CASTRO - CRFE1112115 
..................................... .. .................................................................................................................................................................................................  
8/28/2012 • . • Courtroom400 
000104
a <:J 
CAREY082812 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PATCHELL - ST V. SANCHEZ-CACourtroom400: 
Time Speake Note 
8:34:31 AM !Judge !JUDGE CAREY CALLS CASE CRFE1112115 STV. JUAN SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
1 
;:',,.··:,'',',,. ! HEATHER REILLY FOR STATE PRSNT, SANDIAGO JUAREZ PRO HAC VICE i PRESENT FOR DEFNDANT, DEFENDANT PRESENT IN CUSTODY 
.... if:'3~;r·3s"li:i\if loetense .. 'thiinds ... co'li.ift>iierre9a·rarr;·ii .. hispa·iifo .. popui.ati'on ... iin«rJury: .. ·aiiiues ... poi'nts·:· 
iAttorney l 
: ! 
.... a.ja·:·O'a ... AM .... buci9.e ........... l«::ouifievi.ews ...............................................................................................................................................................................................  
.... a.:'3a·:·3:f'Afvfloetense .. Tconi'forara·;:9uments .......................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
! ! 
.... a·:·4cE~fa .. AM .... f ·i=»iai'ntifir .. ·f ·a·r9ues .. pofrits·:· .. M";:·: ... Ro9ei .. s·oi:i.rne .. ci'is·c:·u·sses ... tt1e .. fopi·c;· ..............................................................  
!Attorney i 
i i 
.... a·:·45·:·4·~f'Afvf .. h5etense .. lrespons·e· ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney I 
.... iF4s·:Is"'Afvf .. tbe.tens·0--lspea.i<s"fo"Fii's ... cne·nf .........................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney j 
.... tF49':4Ef'ArvfToetens·e-.. fconir;:e·spo.nse ................................................................... : ......................................................................................................................  
!Attorney j 
.... a·:·5·r·1·2 ... AM .... t.i=»iai'ntifir .. le>.i:>"pos·e .. the .. aedssfo·r; .................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
iAttorney i 
: ! 
.... a·:·5·r·2s')i~fvfbuci9e ........... f «;-rai"'cieCiss.ion ... : ..·a·th .. amen<fme·nrch'ailen9e·:--·1·:;riim.encime·r;ra1aHei1·9e;: ..........  
i ideny motions 
.... ~FocF22·--AKifToetense.Trev.iewed ... pre ... p.roofJulY .. Insfrucfion·s·:--Ta1·=·ff6 .. sfates .. Tli·r:y ... insfru'cii'ons ............. .. 
!Attorney i request 103 - reasonable doubt, submitt and request, state to utalize 
i ithe criminal jury instruction for appeallant purposes. 
l ~ 
................................................ , ............................... ~ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
9:02:32 AM jDefense jreviews and comments, fine with how the court has the jury instructions 
lAttorney i 
.... ~;f:·a~;f ·51 .. A'fvr·f ·F>-iai'ntifir .... taoe·s·r;·ftee'i'.tilaHhe ... reasonahie .. dou'biTLi·r:y·--insfrli-ct'fOn: ... ver.sus .. cri'mTiiaf' ...... 
!Attorney Uury instruction . 
.... ~;f:·aa·:·o:~f'AM· .. ·tJuci9e ........... f ·c:ourfrevi'ews .............................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
·· .. 9·:·aa·:·34 .. AKif TJiJci9·0 ......... Tcourt .. comments .. wffi .. tili.nk: .. at>oufl'fon .. tile ... instiu"<::fions ............................................................... .. 
.... 9·:·07':·44 .. AfufToeiense .. Tacidffionai"JiJ'ry"iii.sfri:j'cfion .. ilave .. iii'e ... co·u·rruncie.rav.isement"' ...............................................  
jAttorney j 
.... 9·;·50·:·1·~rArvf ·t·Juci9e ........... [wiifcio .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
····9·:·a0·:·35··'A'fuf TJuci9e .......... Tsilo.rt"recess ................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
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9:20:02 AM !Judge !Jury present, court will give begining jury instructions 
.... ~F4tra·3""J(~fTF>fal·n·fitr···rc;·µ·(;;-nTn.9 ... sfaie.ments ..........................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
i%:~:~r~~4~~~~i~i~h~~~~~=~-==::=:=-.==:~======------= 
!Attorney I 
: : 
i%T~;~}~~~~~;~~:~;;~~;~;~~~;=-~=:::=~=:===:==-:===: 
!Attorney I 
i ! 
................................................ l ............................... l. ............................................................................................................................................ _,,, ........................................................................................ . 
10: 34: 17 AM 1 Defense 1 reviews 
!Attorney I 
··f6''.Is·:TfAt:if.F>Ial.n'titr···l·a···cfra·n·9·e··ontie···inciICiTi.enf ...................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
i i 
··1·6:'3·5·:·25··A~fbuci9e;···········[y;m·'brl·i1·9 .. up .. iater ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
·Tcf'3s·:-J2···AfuffF>fafritifr···'!Tusii.typograpt1i'caferror ....................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney i 
··HF3s·:·sr"Ji:·M·buci9·a···········f 1ur:y···µ·resenr ............................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
·Tcf 3€fsa···AMTF>'iafriiitf.Tca'iis .. J'av'ier:··s"Li.sfr»s·:··swa.rn .. i·n:···arrecfex·a·m····································· ...............................................................  
jAttorney I 
.. 1".f 'Otf 1·(f)i;·M't'F>fafriiitf· .. ·[·iTi'C)'ve .. fo" .. acimi't .... ,ff .............................................................................................................................................................................. . 
!Attorney I 
: i 
··rr"Oa·:·2~fA.fuflt>etense··-f ·n<» .. ot>ftor .. cie·m·c>"nsfrativ·a···pu.rp<»ses ......................................................................................................................... .. 
~Attorney i 
··r,.-:·0£E4·3··AM··buci9·a···········f adiTi.if#r·············· ............................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
··rr«5tE5.fAMTF>fafrititr··Tcanifcifrecfex.iiiTi ...................................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney ! 
.. rr·26:·24···AMTF>'iai'niitr·Tm.c»ve .. i0 ... aamif·#:r ............................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney j 
·'fr·2cEsa··AM·f t>etense···f ·na···ot>f ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l 
··rr·:2'r·a2···Awfbuci9·a···· .. ····laaiTi·if#2············································· .................................................................................................................................................................  
.. rr·2·f:·24···AMTF>fai.i1tiif.Tcan;·fafrect"ex·a·m·:···mave .. fo .. aaiTi·ff·#3· .....................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
: i 
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11 :30:17 AM !Defense !no obj 
!Attorney i 
i i : ; 
••>••oo••o••••••o••••••o••••• .. ••<•O•O••••••• .. •T•••o ........... - .............. t···--MOOOO•OHOOO> ............ , ............................... _.,, ......... ,,,,,,_,,,,,, ......... ,,,,,,,,,,,, ..... ,,,,,_, __ ,,, ___ ,,,,,,, __ ,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,_,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,., ..... H ........ , •• _,,,,,,,,._,,,,, ..... ... 
11 :30:19 AM JJudge jadm #3 
............. - .••••••.•.•.•.• ,_,,, •• , •. _,,_,J,._ ...... .-•• - •• ·--··· .. ··i.··· .. -······--··-··········-.. ··•••••H<••····················-········ .. ······-····••W•0••-··-···· ... -•0000>000 ......... 000000H00000000000000H--000000000000000•<•H0000o0•00 .. 00000H .. 00-0•000>0<• ... 000000> ..... 0.~ ....... _. 
11 :30:25 AM jPlaintiff jcon't direct exam 
!Attorney! 
i i 
•••H•••••••H .............. u ............. H ... 1. ___ ._ ........................... 1.H .......... -............ u .................................. _ •••••••••••••••••••• - ................................. - .................................................. -·····--················-·····-· .... •••••••• .................. . 
11 :39:30 AM !Defense !obj, argue 
!Attorney I 
' ' i i 
'"""''"""""'"''""""""""""""""""'"""""+""""""""""""""""""""+'•""''"'"""'"""''""-'''"'""""'""""""ff"""""-""""''"""'"'"••••••••-•••••m•-••••••"""""""""-""•-·----· .. ----•-••••-•••"""'-""""'"'""'"""""""''""' 
11 :39:38 AM !Judge 1sustatined 
·rr·39·:·45·A~ff?ialntitt-Twiif"iay .. more .. tounciation: .. conifcii'recf exam_ .. _··--·-·····-··· .. ······-··--·---........................... . 
!Attorney· 
~ 
................................................ ~ ......................................................................................................................................................... ___________ ., ___ ...................................................................... . 
11 :48:58 AM iDefense obj, argues 
!Attorney I 
................................................ 1 ............................. .,1. ........................................................................................................................... - ..... - ............................................................................... - .... .. 
11 :49:06 AM !Plaintiff icomments, 
!Attorney I 
................................................ l .............................. l. ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
11 :49:17 AM jDefense [argues 
!Attorney i 
I I 
! i 
. l 
"ff'.49·:·2a .. A"Kif Jud9e ......... Tsusfarn·aa ............................................................................................................. - ............................................................................... _ .... .. 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... -..... -.......• -.......................... . 
11 :49:40 AM I Plaintiff 1con't direct exam 
jAttorney ! 
. i 
"ff's0':·1·4 .. 'A·M Defensa .. ·tcr:o·s·s .. exa·m ................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
iAttorney I 
' ' ~ l 
••><>•••••OO>HO><>HOO>>>>•••O>O»••oo .. OO>•-·••HO• .. ···-··••HO•>•>•>•<••-l-< .. >>>>•<<<00>><•-•••0<0<<000•000•<••••••• .... »•••••• .. •••• .. "4••·············•-•••0•oo•o0>>•• .. •0•0-ooOoOO<><•-oOOo••>•-OOO••OO ..................................................................................................... ... 
11 :55:42 AM !Plaintiff lre-direct 
!Attorney I 
i : 
: E 
·-••>>H>O>+•>» .. •O>>>><><<•>>>••••H<> ....... l ................ H>•>•••><<<HOiO>•>•<•<<OOO>•><<OOOO>•>+OOOOO••<O<O•O•>O>O<O•O•+OoOott+>*''"•<>+•d• .. -+o•••••-•••O•<•+o•o ... +o+oo .. +oo••••• .... ..., ••••• __ , .................................................... _ ............................................... , •• _,,, 
11 :59:48 AM !Defense !re-cross 
!Attorney! 
i i 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••H••••.,•-"••••••••H•••••••••••.,••ott• .. ••••0<•"''"'"•••••••••••••••••*" .. •••••••••••••n••n••.,•••••••••-••••••••••••••••-••••••-••-»•n•••••••-••,.•••--•'°'°"'''''•••••••••••>• ... OHO>>>><H•••><><HH•••<ff•••"''"'''"°''''"'"-''"""",..''""""" .. '''"'••••*"~'''* 
12:01 :00 PM !Judge !witness steps down 
.. 1'~EO'r·25 .. fi·r~f Puci9a······ .. Tacim.oni'st1es .. ffie"JuiY ... tor .. recess ..................................... _ ................... -.......................................................................  
••••.,•n••••n••••••••••••••••••••••.,.,•••••••<i •••••••••-••"""'*'*'*"'-''*'""-••••~••,.••••"ff"''' .. ._'"'*"".,--••••""*'.,.,_,,_,,_,,.,_.,,, •••• "'''''''"o'-••••tt-••"• .. ••••,....,,••tttt>•tt••-••tt••••tt0•"'""'*'""-"_...,..,.,.,. ... ,... •• ,....,.,., .... .., •• ,n••• 
12: 01 : 40 PM ! Defense lwe are stip to the quanity, and nature of sustance 
~Attorney 
! l 
! l 
................................................ t·· ............................. t ................................................................................................................................................. - ..................... - .......................... _ ................................. . 
12:01 :40 PM !Plaintiff iinquires 
!Attorney! 
................................................ 1 ............................. J. ........................................................................................................................ -................................ -........................................................................  
12:01 :40 PM !Judge !inquires 
··1·2·:·0·1··:·4a··F>·;;;;ffJL1a9e;· ... -... Trecess ................................................................................................. _ ................................. -.........................................................................  
................................................................. - .............. ;. ............................... ~ ............................................................................................... - ................... * ........... ,,..._ •• , __ ... , ...................... - ................... _ •• ""' ............ . 
12:53:13 PM jJudge jback on record jury present, call next witness 
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1: 15:25 PM jPlaintiff !calls Chris Davis, sworn in, direct exam 
!Attorney i 
·····r·27':·a~rP·M···t·pfafriiifi ...... f .m·a·ve .. ia···aamif'exhififfit4········· .................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l 
..... f.27':'3·3 ... P.M···tfietense ... f .n·a ... ot>f ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
\Attorney \ 
! ! 
..... f.if'3'9 .. P.M .. 'buCi9e ......... Tiiim.ait"#.( .. ai'rect"ex·ia-m: ... w1·tnes·s ... iaeniifies .. d'etencianf ... o#erin9 ... e.,<t1it>ff .. s···&· .... 
; ;6, 
..... f.46:·6'3"" P.M ... lt5e.tense.'ln·a .. ot>f ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney j 
=-~:~~~~~]t~~~:;:~~t.f 11r~~;===:=~=:= = =-====::==--=:===:==-~= 
!Attorney ! 
! ! 
..... f ·4~r1·Ef P.M ... f t5etense ... f ·c:r:c;·ss .. exam ................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney \ 
..... f.s6':·22· .. P·M ... f .pfafri.fitr .. .l.c;hfir9ues ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
\Attorney l 
..... f.scf':32 ... fi.M ... t'b'etense ... f ·a·r9ues .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
rttorney I 
!Attorney I 
..... f ·5·r·1«:rF>·M ... buCi9.e ........... f ·arai ... r.liffi1'9 ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
..... rKr·4·f·fi·ril1 .. Ti5fai·n·fifi .... Tc<l'iTI·;n·e;·nts ... o.n ... the .. obf ....................................................................................................................................................................  
\Attorney 1 
·····r·s~Ffl····P·M···f 6etense ... f·c:c;11ircross··e;·;c3·m .................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney I 
..... r·s~F4i .. P.M ... 1Jlici9'e .......... lwiine.ss .. ex-c::·useCi ................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
..... r·53·:·a2 ... F>.fil1 .. Ti3fai'niiff" .. Tcalis .. J~ison ... F>icco/B: ... :s;o·;::,, .. 1n·; .. a1;::ecfexiim ................................................................................................  
jAttorney 1 
.... 2':·1·0':·5~rF>·rvrTi3fai'n.tifi .... Tm.iiirk'anCi ... m.o·ve .. fo ... ad'm'ii'#1·2 ............................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
! : 
.... ~fff.o4 ... P.M ... f6etense· .. l·n·a ... ot>f ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
\Attorney 1 
l l 
················································+·······························~····································································································· .. ·························· .. ······································ .. ····································""'"'"""•••••""""""" 
2:11:08 PM :Judge :adm 
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2:11:11 PM !Plaintiff !con'tdirectexam, movetoadmit?-10 
!Attorney ! 
! ! 
····:;F·1·3·:·a~rt»M···f tse.ie.nse···!·n·a···abf ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····:;F1·3·:6a···t»M.TJ"ua9·e;·········Ta.m"dmir1=·1«r······ .........................................................................................................................................................................................  
····2·:·1"3·:··1·a···F>"M.TF>i.afritlfi····TcCinirarrecfexa·n;········· .. ······························································································ .. ····································· ................................. .. 
!Attorney i 
! i 
····2·:·1K.3€f"t»M···f betense···[·cross··e;>eam· ...................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
····2·:Ti:"3a···P·M··"f-F>fafritltt·····f re=cifre.ci············································································································ ..................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
! i 
····2":·1·?":·5·:f F>·M···ttseiense·""t"re:·cro.ss········································· .. ························································································································ .. ··········································· 
!Attorney ! 
····2":·1·tf "3:~r F>·M···t·F>fafritifi······l·re=d"ireci ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
l ! 
····2·:·1·~J":··f5··P·M ... tJLici9·e; ........... lwffne·55··5·fe;p5··aawr1·;··r:ec·e;·55: ...............................................................................................................................................  
····2":·1·~'.f:-J:i"F>.fuf TJ"ua9e;··········nu·;y···r;resenC.caHs···next"witn·e·55····································································································································· .. 
····2·:·32·:·3·:f F>.M.TF>fal"ntitt····Tcaffs··cfay .. christens.en··5;c;r:n·Tn·;··cifreci···ex~iiTi······················································································· .. ·· 
!Attorney i 
l ! 
····2·:·43·:·a:i··P·M···t·F>fal"ntifi······[·;:n·ave .. ia··;;ian;ir1·3:·frf ....................................................................................................................................................................  
tttorney ! 
.... 2":.43":·1·~rfi·fufli5etense.Tn·a···a6f ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
····2":·43·:·1K·fi·M···f ·Jlici9e···········f ·ad"m·1r1 .. 3·:·1·0······································································································································ ............................................................ .. 
····2·:43·:·2·1""°·P·M··-r-F>fal"ntiff"····-rc:c;r;;t"·arre;crex:a·m· ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
l ! 
····2·:4{f ·35····P·M···f ·F>fal"ntitt····+;:n·ave .. ia··aarr;·1r1·1::2"2"············· .. ·················· .....................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····2":·45·:·s0" .. fi.M···t·i5etense···l·n·a···abf ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····2·:·4€Esi··P·M··-bua9·e;···········f ·aamff.fi=22"·· .. ······························································································································································································· 
····2·:4?":·ag-··P·M··-rF>fai.ntifi····--rcanirarrecfexa·rr;························ ...........................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
j ~ 
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2:51 :54 PM !Plaintiff imove to adm 23, 24, 25 
!Attorney! 
····2·:·s:ra4···F,.rvf ·tbetensa···f ·r;·c;··c;tir ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l 
-~:~~:r~:~~t;*~;~~~:~~f :~~=::~-=:=:=:_: ::::::::====:==--=~-=:==-=:=: 
!Attorney I 
i i 
.... :f ·6'1":·1 .. r .F,.rvf"f-F>Ial·n'fifr .... r .m.ove .. to .. a·amif2i''A .. 27".Ef ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney ! 
.... :f·O'r ·scfFifuf .. tbe.tense ... f ·r;·o .. atif ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney ! 
.... 3·:·6'1':·52 ... F>.Ki1 .. 't'Jua9·9 ........... f ·aaiTI.if'.iia ... 27"b' ........................................................................................................................................................................................  
.... 3·:·a2·:·6'r·F>·rvf TF>fal'niitf .... fcariifcfo:ecfexa·m ...................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
i l 
.... 3·:·as·: .. 1·4 .... p.fu1 .. ·f ·F>fai'ntitf .... f.move .. tc> ... a'dmit: .. 2efa:·9 .....................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
j l 
.... 3·:·as·: .. 1f"f5'rvf ·t-t5etensa·· .. t·r;·o ... otif ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney I 
:f ~~~~~=1~~~~;::1~~~~:1~~~~-=:=_::= :: = =: ::::::::::=:=::::::: ==:===== 
!Attorney l 
.... 3·:·aa·:·4·~rF>·M .. +P.iafriiitt ...... f .m·ove .. to .. acimi'f 29 .................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
i i 
... '3.:"0a·:·5·3 .. ·P·M· .. tt5etense ... l·r;·a ... atif ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney I 
=~:~~i~:~~,~~~*t; !~~{~~~;~~~:==::::::::::= =:::::: ::::::::: ==:::::: ::::::: ===:===-: 
iAttorney ! 
! ~ 
.... :f 1'3·:·4·9···P·Ki1 .. 't'F>fafriiitt ...... t.m·ave .. to .. acimif·2a ................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
!Attorney j 
.... :f1·4·:·6'f·P·M ... Toe.tense .. f n·o ... otif ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney l 
... '3·:·1·:;ro4 ... P.M .... bua9·9 ........... f ·aaiTi·ir:ia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
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CAREY082812 - RIC NELSON - ROXANNE PATCHELL-ST V. SANCHEZ-CACourtroom400: 
3:14:08 PM jPlaintiff !can't direct exam, stip nature and weight, 
jAttorney j 
:~~1ii~~~ii~~~; b~~t::~i~~;i~~t~;~~~-;:~===:==:=:::=== 
!Attorney I 
····:r 1·5·:·2g-··t»fufft5etense ... f ·c:r:a·55··exam ....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
i l 
····:;r 1·ef3£ft»KiflJliCi9e ........... fwitne.ss.Ts .. excli.sed ........................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
···"3·:Tr2g-··Fif~fTi5fal.nt'itr·Tc:affsT:<»ifkiCiwe'iC .. swa.rn···in:···afred .. e.xam ...........................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
····3·:·1·9·:·2·5···Fi·r~if lt5etense·"lsH~»-i<»«~"Li.iii""···················· .. ······················· .. ······················ .. ·············· ...............................................................................................................  
!Attorney j 
.... 3·:·1·9·:·2·a .. f>'f.;;,..-LF>fal'n.titr· .. f ·c:anirarrecfex.am ................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney ! 
l l 
····3·:·29·:Tf .. fi.K,f"t'JliCi9e .......... twffne.ss .. steps···:···· ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
.... 3.je5'..0"s···Fi·Kifli5fai'nt'itr·Tc:a'iis."D"<»;;···i=r:ick"ey·:···;;v;;«;-;:n·T;;·:···afrecfexam·················· .. ········································· .. ···················· .. ·········· .. ········ 
!Attorney ! 
····3·:'32":·09 .. ··P·M· .. t"t5eiense···f ·sti"p .. t<»«»i>"ions .. ana··qija.iiticafions ...................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
! ! 
.... :r 32·:·2~r Fi"M···f ·F>fai"nt'itr·· .. [c;anifafrec£ex~im ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
····i'3s·:·4g-.. Fi·M····f-;:;farn"titf ..... f .01·ove··fo ... aamir3a·········· ...................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney ! 
! : 
.... :3":'3s·:·s?" .. Fi·M···h5eiense·t;;·a···ahr····· .. ················-...........................................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney ! 
l ! 
.... 3.:'35':"59' .. Fi.M ... JJuCi9a·· .. ·····'"[-aam·ff .. 3"6 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
... '3.j€fa2···Fi·M···TF>fafrit'itf .. Tc:anif&recfexam·: ... mave .. fo .. aa·01'ii··:H· .....................................................................................................................  
!Attorney I 
····3·:·39·:·4£f Fi·M···h5eiense· .. l·;;·o· .. ahr·················· .................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
i ! 
···"J·j9·:·5·f·Fi·M· .. bua9a··········laam·ff··3r··········· .................................................................................................................................................................................................  
.... 3.jg-:·s~f Fi.M .. li5fai"n.titr ... Teanirar;:ecfex·a·m ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney l 
l l 
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3: 47:11 PM 1 Defense 1 cross exam 
!Attorney! 
····:f4r·3-g-··1=,-ri11···buci9·a··· .. ······twitne.ss .. steps···<iawn·:··w"iif"i~ice.ss .. ancfa<im.onTsFi""ttie··1u·iY···· .. ···················· ................................  
:~:~~:~~~~r~~~+~gt~r:~~~~~~~::;~~~~~;;===~===::=--= 
!Attorney I 
: : 
.... :ir2fE44 ... i,.ri11 .. 'li5etense ... [·c;bf~ir9ues ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
!Attorney! 
.... 4·:·2fEs7"F>'fil1"·buci9e ........... f overrui'e<r ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
.... ;;r30":·a2 .. ·F>-rvf .. t'F>Iafri'tiff' .... Tc:<:»n'fcii'recfex·iim: ... tt1e .. witness .. 'id·a·r;·tifies .. tt1e .. ciete·r;·<ianf ........................................................ .. 
!Attorney ! 
.... 4.:'33·:·34 .. 15·M ... f-i5etense ... f obf.""'ha·a·r .. say: .. ·ar9.ue·s .................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney ! 
~ i 
.... 4.:'33':'46 .... P.M· .. t·F>'iai'n.ti#""trespons·a: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
!Attorney i 
.... ~F3:rss ... F>.ri11.+i5etense ... f ·~ir9ues .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 
!Attorney! 
.... 4.:-34·:·aa .. F>·r~rt·F>·iai·nt.i# ...... f ·response .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
!Attorney ! 
.... 4·:·3~F1·a ... F>.Kif .. t·Juci9'e .......... linqufres ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
.... ;;f 3:iF3o ... F>.rilflF>'iai'ntiff' .... Tconi'fcii'recfexa·m ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
jAttorney I 
.... 4·:·47:·as ... f:»fil1 ... t.i5e.tense .. Tcross .. exam ................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
jAttorney I 
.... ~f.4ff°22 ... P.M ... f .F>'ial'n.fiff" .... t.obfa'r9umenfa.five .............................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney i 
! ! 
.... 4·:·4Ef'29"F>'ril1""bue:foe .......... lsustal·r;·ea ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
.... 4·:·4a·:·4·2 .. F>·M· .. rF>'ial'nti# ..... Ta.r9ues ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney ! 
.... 4·:4a·:·47 .. ·1=»ri11 ... f fietense .. ·f ·c:c;r;;rai·recfexa·m ..................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
"··4·:·4a·:·sa ... F>.M .. ·f ·F>'iaTn'ti# ...... f .re:a1r:ect" ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
!Attorney ! 
.... 4·:·49·:·25···15·fi11 .. hua9·e ........... [witne.ss ... excuseci ....................................................................................................................................................................................  
. . 
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4:49:34 PM !Judge !evening recess and admonishes the jury 
····:iFs:r25··J,-Kifliuci9e ......... Tcam·m·e·nts···an .. tt1e··µr:cipas·ea"Tu·iY· .. riistr:i:i"cfions .. ancfwii"i ... ii.of"9ive .. ff ...... ,sc=·· ...... ... 
1 1court should not comment on the evidence, but not for instructions. 
····4·:·53·: .. 1·5··F>·Ki,--lF>fafri"tiir···l·;:ev.isifiile .. mot"ion·-a-;ne;·iia·iile .. i.iiar;n·e·ni·i·ci:f-;fi5:···an .. tile .. typa··e;·;:r:a·;:··················· .........  
!Attorney I 
~ i 
.... 4·:·53·:·sa···F>·Kirt°i5Iarii·ti1r·ta·;:91Jes ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
i i 
····4·:·54·:·5g-··F>·M"···t·F>Iai·ii·tiff· .. ··l·res?onse:· .........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney i 
.... 4·:·s!Es2 .. ·F>·M"···f ·Jua9·e···········!·cam·m·e·n·t5···ieave .. as .. is·:·············· .. ······································ ...........................................................................................................  
····4·:·55·:·1··~f·F>.Kif 'fA.dJour:n·: .. ·r· .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
~ l 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
4:56:19 PM 1 i 
I I 
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Date 
~O--~~~~-o~~~D~3 
CAREY082912- RIC NELSON- ROXANNE PATCHELL- ST V. JUAN ( 
SANCHEZ-CASTRO CRFE1112115 
••••••••••••••••••'"••••••••••"••••• •••••••••••••••••••••-••o•o•Hoooo"''"'"'"'"'''''"'''''''''''""""''"''"'''"'''"'''"""'''''"'''"''"''""'""'''""'''''"'''''''''''''''''''"''""''"' 
8/29/2012 • . • Courtroom400 
000114
0 0 
GAREY082912- RIC NELSON- ROXANNE PATCHELL- ST V. JUAN SANCHECourtroom400 
Time Speake Note 
9:01 :59 AM jJuqge !JUDGE CAREY CALLS CASE CRFE1112115 STV. JUAN SANCHEZ-CASTRO 
'. !HEATHER REILLY FOR STATE PRSNT, PHILIP GORDON FOR DEFENDANT I 1::~:~~ :~~~~~~~UAREZ PRO HAC VICE PRESENT, DEFENDANT 
: . 
····9·:6:fo2"'A.ftlloetensel'inC1.liir:e·s··ffie ... stip .. as .. a··5c;t1edli.ie ... :2' ........................................................................................................... . 
!Attorney! 
: ! 
i : 
i ! 
.... 9.:63·:·~fa .. A.ftlTJud9e ....... 'fc<»m·m·e·n'ts·: ............................................................................................................................................... ; .................................  
.... ~Faa·:Tf"A·~~f-lJLici9e ........ tcaiT"n.ext"witness ................................................................................................................................................................  
.... 9·:6a·:·:39· .. A-r.;,fTF>fai'n'tit=rtc·a·i1s ... Ru~is ... M.cdaffin: .. swo.rn ... rn-"Di.recfexam ....................................................................... .. 
!Attorney! 
: ! 
.... 9.:Tf'so"A'Kif+F>fai'nfifi .. ·f ;iine.ss .. i'Cien.fit=ies .. ffie .. ciet=e.n'd'anf .. can'if'CjTrecrex·iii'iTi ...................................................  
!Attorney! 
! ! 
.... 9·:·iro2 .. A'Kifl'F>fafr1fifi ... f ·;n·C>ve"fo ... a'dmi'fexhi6if'#32' ................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
~ i 
.... ~F21·:·:fa ... A.Kil"'loe·tens·at·n«; ... ohf ............................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
!Attorney! 
.... 9·:·21·:·35·"A'Ki1 .. ·hua9e; ........ fa'diTi.it"#3.:i .................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
.... 9·:·27':47"'A'Kil"Ti=»iai.n'tifi ... fconif'cii'reci .. ex·a·m ..............................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
i ! 
.... 9.:"J·r·aa ... A'M .. ·t·oatenselcr:oss .. exam: .. ·tiana·s .. ciet=e·r;·<ia.nTextiTb'ffA"fo .. wffne.ss: ................................................. .. 
!Attorneyj 
.... 9·:'3s·:·4·:rA'Ki1 ... f-F>'iiarn·tifi ... f ohfa'r9ue ......................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
i ! 
.... 9·:·35·:·5·fA'Ki1 .. ·f ·oatensefwiit1d'rawn ................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney! 
.... 9·:·35·:·0"s .. A'Ki1 .. ·t·F>fai'n'tifi· .. t·ra~a'iie·c:r ...................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
!Attorney! 
: ! 
.... 9.'.'3Ef2a .. A'Ki1 ... tbe.tensefohffo ... li.n.cierstanci'inii ................................................................................................................................................ .. 
!Attorney! 
.... 9·:·35·:·3:~fA'Kil"TF>Iafri.tifi"'[wii'i ... reptira·50 ............................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
! i 
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9:36:53 AM lDefenselre-cross 
!Attorney! 
: : 
····~f 3£Es1··A·K;rhua9·e········f witness.Ts .. excu.sea···· ...................................................................................................................................................  
····~i:-3~foi.AfuflF>lafr1tif'flrecaTis .. Javre·r···0usfos·:···stiff'·u·ilaer ... aath:···arrecfexam················· ...................................  
!Attorney! 
i ! 
····~f4~E·1·4··'A·M···tt>etensef abf;'·a·sk.an··a·n·swe·r······ .................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
: : 
.... 9.:4~F~fa···Afuf "t-F>1arr;·fiirfwiirc:<»iTie .. ha«::k;··c:anit .. re=aTrecr··· ............................................................................................................. .. 
!Attorney! 
: ! 
····9·:43·:·04 .. 'A.M ... f t>etensel·c;bT;··he.yonCi .. the ... s.cape·: ...........................................................................................................................................  
lAttorneyl 
····~f4i .. ft"Ji~K,r·buCi9e ........ f ·state ... ca·n··ask.frie .. Ci'lie.sfian······· ........................................................................................................................  
····9·:·43·:·45··'A·M .. Ti=»iai.iltif'fTcanirre=arrecf'····················· ................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
i i 
.... 9.:4tEsS".AM···h5etensefcra.ss:e">cam ...............................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
····~Fsc»:'3s .. 'A·M ... f.F>'iai.iltif'f···f ·re=aire.cf ........................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
:···9·:·5·r·2i .. AM···buCi9e ........ f wiine.ss .. ste.ps··c:fown·································· ...................................................................................................................  
····9·:·5·r·3{f AM .. lF>lai'iltitt.'lresf ......................................................................................................................................................................................................  
!Attorney! 
~ l 
.... 9·:·52·:i::fA·M··tJuCi9'e ........ ist1arfrecess .............................................................................................................................................................................  
····9·:·55·:·0'9 .. AM···piJa9·e··· .. ··'ffo'ii'aw .. up .. m.ati<l'ns······· .....................................................................................................................................................  
.. f6:·1·2·:·42 .. A·K;f f i5etenserm·ati<»i1 ... rui'e .. 2~r·ar9ues·:···a;:i'a··su99esffo··aismTss: .. ·tiath··c:a·u·nis···f'& .... .. 
lAttorneyl2 
: ! 
··1·6:·1·5·:·0YAM·t-F>'iafrititt ... f a·r9ues:·····ask .. i0 .. cieny ..................................................................................................................................................  
lAttorneyl 
·Tci'1.tff6·'A·M·bua9·e ........ [ ae·n·y··r:n·atia·n·: .. ·a·ila·Tn<iicateci ... nafta .. pre.senr ...........................................................................  
"f0":·1·tf ·32··'A-Mli5etenset'nofta .. prtise·nre.vicience .. ana···resr····· .. ······················ .. ······· ...................................................................  
!Attorney! 
i ; 
"f6:·1·a·:·43 .. 'A·M·bua9e········[InCilifre·s··ffie··ae·tencianf .........................................................................................................................................  
·T6:-1'i:·4·5··AMTi5etenCi .. Tn·c;···································································································· .........................................................................................................  
lant i 
·T6:·1·~,-:·4·~rAMlJLiCi9·e······linCi.ufre·s······· ....................................................................................................................................................................................  
··1·6:·1'fj·:·0"3.'A.MTi5etenCi···fra·ii<s ... wifr1 ... c:c;·u·n·seC-.Ciia··5·i)eak.ahaufthis .....................................................................................  
!ant ! 
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10:18:21 AM jJudge !inquires 
"fcF1·a·:·3·Q"··Ar.;;f!6etencfTyes ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
!ant ! 
·T0":·1·a·:·4cf AKif tJua99····· .. ·nnq"ljir€is."<:i"n .. ifistity············· .. ··························· ..................................................................................................................  
··fcE1·a·:·s·6'··Ar.;;ff oetend ... "fac;·"·;fwish .. i0 .. testity·: ... a.n"t:r;;;c;·iuiit"a·ry···r;·C>Ho·: ................................................................................  
!ant ! 
::r~:~:~:~:r~~::~:~:t~~~~~~::r~~~~:~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::: 
!Attorney! 
i i 
·TcF1·~;;-: .. 1KA·r.;;,-t·F>·iai·n"titr[·nc; ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
lAttorneyl 
~ ! 
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AUG 2 9 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH Cl 
Qy RIC NELSON ' erk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ~Purv 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. CR-2011-0012115 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-) 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
HONORABLE GEORGE D. CAREY 
Senior District Judge 
Presiding 
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INSTRUCTION NO._/_ 
Members of the Jury: At this time I shall read some preliminary instructions on the 
law. 
Faithful performance by you of your duties is vital to the administration of 
justice. 
The law applicable to this case is contained in these instructions and other 
instructions which I shall read to you at the close of the trial. It is your duty to follow 
the instructions. 
If the instructions state a rule, direction or idea more than once, no emphasis 
is intended and none must be inferred. The order in which the instructions are given 
has no significance as to their relative importance. You must consider the 
instructions as a whole, not picking out one instruction and disregarding others. 
The applicability of some instructions may depend upon the conclusions you 
reach as to what the facts are. The fact that a particular instruction has been given 
must not be taken as indicating my opinion as to what the facts are. If an instruction 
applies only to a state of facts which you find does not exist, you shall disregard the 
instruction. 
It is your duty to determine the facts from the evidence produced in open court. 
You are to apply the law to the facts and in this way decide the case. Neither 
sympathy nor prejudice should influence you. 
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The evidence which you are to consider consists of testimony of the witnesses 
and the exhibits offered and received. Arguments, statements, and remarks of 
counsel are intended to help you in understanding the evidence and applying the law, 
but they are not evidence. If a particular argument, statement, or remark has no 
basis in the evidence, you should disregard it. Please note, however, that an 
admission of fact by one attorney is binding on his party and agreements of fact by all 
attorneys are binding on all parties. 
Neither by these instructions nor by any of my rulings or remarks during trial 
do I mean to indicate an opinion as to the facts or that I believe or disbelieve any 
witness. You must determine which witnesses you believe, what portion of their 
testimony you accept, and what weight you attach to it. 
During the trial I may sustain objections to questions asked without 
permitting a witness to answer, or, where an answer has been made, I may instruct 
that it be stricken from the record and that you disregard it and dismiss it from your 
minds. You must not draw an inference from a question which I do not permit a 
witness to answer; nor should you consider testimony which has been stricken in 
reaching your decision. The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the 
evidence produced in court. Evidence which I exclude from your consideration will be 
excluded because it is not legally admissible in a trial. 
Whenever evidence is admitted for a limited purpose, you must not consider it 
for any other purpose. Your attention will be called to these matters, if any, when 
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the evidence is admitted. 
The law does not require you to accept all of the evidence which is presented to 
you. You must make your own evaluation of the evidence and determine the degree 
of weight you choose to give to it. 
The testimony of a witness may fail to conform to the facts as they occurred 
because he or she is lying, or because his recollection of the event is faulty, or because 
he has not expressed himself clearly in giving his testimony. 
You bring with you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of 
your lives. In your everyday affairs you determine for yourselves the reliability or 
unreliability of statements made to you by others. The same considerations that you 
use in your everyday dealings are the considerations which you should apply in 
assessing the credibility of a witness. Among the items which you may consider in 
determining the weight you will give to a particular witness's testimony are the 
following: 
The interest or lack of interest of a witness in the outcome 
of this case; 
the bias or prejudice of a witness; 
the age, appearance, and manner in which a witness gives 
his or her testimony; 
the opportunity that a witness had to observe the facts 
concerning which he or she testifies; 
the probability or improbability of a witness's testimony in 
light of all of the other evidence in the case; 
the contradiction or corroboration of a witness's testimony 
by other evidence; 
statements made by a witness at other times inconsistent 
with his or her present testimony. 
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In evaluating exhibits, you may consider such items; as the circumstances 
under which the exhibit was created, obtained, or found; the circumstances under 
which the exhibit was maintained prior to trial; and the likelihood that the exhibit 
accurately reflects what it is intended to show in light of all the other evidence in the 
case. 
These considerations may or may not make it appear that there is a 
discrepancy in the evidence. You may consider whether an apparent discrepancy can 
be reconciled by fitting the conflicting versions together. If, however, that is not 
possible, then you will have to determine which version you believe. 
The State has the burden of proving the Defendant's guilt of the crime charged 
beyond a reasonable doubt. The Defendant is presumed to be innocent until the 
contrary is proved, and in case of a reasonable doubt whether his guilt is shown, he is 
entitled to an acquittal. Reasonable doubt is not a mere possible doubt, because 
everything relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to 
some possible or imaginary doubt. It is that state of the case which, after the entire 
comparison and consideration of all the evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in 
that condition that they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a moral 
certainty, of the truth of the charge. 
The concepts of presumption of innocence and proof beyond a reasonable doubt 
also have been stated as follows: 
Under our law and system of justice the defendant is presumed to be innocent. 
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The presumption of innocence means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has 
that burden throughout the trial. The defendant never is required to prove his 
innocence, nor does the defendan~ ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must pr~e the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A 
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on 
reason and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of 
all the evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the evidence you 
have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not 
guilty. 
Your decision must be based solely on the evidence produced in court during 
the course of the trial, the arguments of counsel, and the applicable law, which will 
be contained in the written and qral instructions that I will give to you. Do not 
conduct any independent investigation of the facts or the law, do not look up or 
research any information about the case or the law, and do not attempt to learn 
anything about the parties, the witnesses, or the attorneys. 
During the course of the trial do not talk about the case to anyone, not even 
your family or fellow employees. If anyone tries to talk to you about the case, please 
report it immediately to the bailiff or to me. 
Do not discuss the facts of the case with your fellow jurors or form or express 
any opinion on the outcome of the case until all the facts, all the law, and all the 
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arguments have been presented to you, and you been told to begin your deliberations. 
After the trial has concluded, and you have completed your deliberations and 
returned a verdict, then you may talk to other people about the case, but only if you 
want to. 
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INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
Defendant Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro is here for trial on an Indictment 
accusing him of the crimes of CONSPIRACY TO TRAFFIC IN 
METHAMPHETAMINE and TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHETAMINE. 
The Indictment alleges the crimes to have been committed as follows: 
COUNT I. 
That the Defendant, Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, on or between August 3rd, 
2011, and August 5th 2011, both dates being approximate and inclusive, within Ada 
and Twin Falls County, State of Idaho, and elsewhere, Alfonso Miranda-Cota, Juan 
Luis Sanchez-Castro, Jose Luis Limon-Ramirez, James Joseph Delaney together with 
Mario Alejandro Garcia and other unnamed or unknown people did willfully and 
knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree to traffic in a controlled 
substance, by knowingly possessing methamphetamine, to-wit: in excess of four-
hundred grams or more of methamphetamine, a schedule II controlled substance, or 
of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of methamphetamine. 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following 
overt acts among others were committed within Ada and Twin Falls County and 
elsewhere. 
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1. During the month of August 2011, Mario Alejandro Garcia agreed to sell 
one pound ofmethamphetamine to another, and/or 
2. During the month of August 2011 Mario Alejandro Garcia arranged a 
meeting location in Ada County, Idaho for said delivery, and/or 
3. On or between August 3, 2011 and August 5, 2011, James Joseph 
Delaney provided a vehicle for the trip to Ada County in order to meet with 
another in order to deliver methamphetamine and/or 
4. On or between August 3, 2011 and August 5, 2011, Alfonso Miranda-
Cota provided a vehicle for the trip to Ada County in order to transport and 
deliver methamphetamine; and/or 
5. On or about August 5, 2011, James Joseph Delaney drove to Ada 
County and/or acted as "look-out" or security for the meeting set in order to 
deliver methamphetamine; and/or 
6. On or about August 5, 2011, Alfonso Miranda-Cota drove to Ada county 
and/or acted as "look-out" or security for the meeting set in order to deliver 
methamphetamine; 
7. On or about August 5, 2011, Mario Alejandro Garcia, James Joseph 
Delaney, Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, Jose Luis Limon-Ramirez together 
with Alfonso Miranda-Cota traveled to Ada County; 
8. On or about August 5, 2011, Mario Alejandro Garcia maintained 
communication with another and/or his co-conspirators in order to 
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effectuate the delivery of methamphetamine; and/or 
9. On or about August 5, 2011, Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, Jose Luis 
Limon-Ramirez together with Alfonso Miranda-Cota knowingly possessed 
and/or transported methamphetamine, to-wit: four-hundred grams or more 
of methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, or of any mixture 
or substance containing a detectable amount ofmethamphetamine. 
10. On or about August 5, 2011, Mario Alejandro Garcia met with another 
in order to complete delivery of methamphetamine. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro, on or about August 5, 2011, in 
the County of Ada and Twin Falls, State of Idaho, along with others, was knowingly 
in actual or constructive possession of Methamphetamine, to-wit: four hundred grams 
or more of Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, or of any mixture 
or substance containing a detectable amount ofmethamphetamine. 
To this Indictment the Defendant has entered a plea of "not guilty". 
This plea requires the State to prove every material allegation contained in the 
Indictment beyond a reasonable doubt. The Indictment itself is not evidence. 
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INSTRUCTION N&.-3 
Each count in the Indictment charges a separate and distinct offense. You 
must decide each count separately on the evidence and the law applicable to it, 
uninfluenced by your decision as to any other count. The defendant may be 
convicted or acquitted on any or all of the offenses charged. Your finding as to 
each count must be stated in the verdict form provided to you. 
·. 
'· 
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INSTRUCTION NO. t_/ 
Now that each side has rested its case, I shall read some further instructions 
on the law. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6 
In order for the defendant to be convicted of conspiracy to traffic in 400 
grams or more ofmethamphetamine, as charged in Count I, the state must prove 
each of the following facts beyond a reasonable doubt: 
1. The crime took place in the State of Idaho on or about the date 
alleged in the indictment; 
2. The identity of the defendant as one of the people who took part in 
the conspiracy; 
3. The defendant and the other people named in the indictment agreed, 
that is, they conspired, to commit acts amounting to the crime of 
trafficking in 400 grams or more of methamphetamine; 
4. The defendant specifically intended to enter into an agreement or 
conspiracy and specifically intended that acts amounting to trafficking in 
400 grams or more of methamphetamine would be committed; 
5. One of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the 
overt acts alleged in Count I of the indictment; 
6. The overt act or acts were done for the purpose of carrying out the 
agreement. 
If the state has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any one or more of 
the foregoing facts you shall find the defendant not guilty of the charge in Count I. 
If you unanimously agree that the state has proved beyond a reasonable doubt 
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each and every one of the forgoing facts you shall find the defendant guilty of 
conspiracy to traffic in 400 or more grams of methamphetamine. 
In connection with the requirement of a unanimous verdict, you will note 
that the state has alleged a number of overt acts in the alternative. With respect to 
the overt acts your decision must be unanimous as to which, if any, overt acts were 
proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
As noted in the previous instruction the state has alleged that the defendant 
was a party to an agreement to commit the crime of trafficking in 400 grams or 
more of methamphetamine. The crime is defined, for the purpose of this case,. as 
intentionally and knowingly being in actual or constructive possession of 400 
grams or more of methamphetamine or 400 grams or more of any mixture or 
substance containing a detectable amount of methamphetamine. The crime is 
defined in more detail in subsequent instructions. 
. .. 
•. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 2_ 
The crime of conspiracy to commit a criminal act involves an agreement by 
two or more persons to commit a crime. The agreement may be established in any 
manner sufficient to show an understanding of the parties to the agreement. It 
may be shown by a written or an oral agreement, or it may be shown by the 
conduct of the parties. It does not matter whether the crime agreed upon actually 
was committed, but there must have been at least one overt act in furtherance of 
the conspiracy. 
All of the parties to a conspiracy need not enter into the agreement at the 
same time. A person who later joins an already-formed conspiracy with knowledge 
of its unlawful purpose is a party to the conspiracy. 
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The law makes no distinction between a person who directly participates in 
the acts constituting a crime and a person who either aids, assists, facilitates or helps 
another to commit a crime with the intent to promote or facilitate its commission. 
Both types of people are equally guilty of the crime. 
All persons who participate in a crime either before or during its commission, 
by intentionally aiding or abetting another to commit the crime with intent to 
promote or assist in its commission are considered principals in the commission of 
the crime. The participation of any person charged with the crime must be proved 
beyond a reasonable doubt. 
However, mere presence at the scene of a crime that does not itself assist the 
commission of the crime, or acquiescence in or silent consent to the commission of a 
crime is not sufficient to make one guilty of the crime. Likewise mere knowledge that 
a crime is being committed and the failure to prevent it is not sufficient to make one 
guilty of the crime. 
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INSTRUCTION No._2_ 
Before the defendant may be found guilty of trafficking in 400 grams or more of 
methamphetamine, as charged in Count II of the indictment, the State must prove each 
of the following facts beyond a reasonable doubt: 
1. The crime took place in Idaho on or about the date alleged in the 
indictment; 
2. The identity of the defendant as the person who committed the crime; 
3. The defendant actually or constructively possessed a controlled substance 
by having control over the substance or by having the right to control the 
substance; 
4. The controlled substance was methamphetamine; 
5. The defendant had knowledge of the nature of the substance possessed; 
6. The substance was in an amount sufficient to be tested and to determine 
its composition; 
7. The substance consisted of at least 400 grams of methamphetamine or at 
least 400 grams of any mixture or substance containing a detectable 
amount of methamphetamine; 
8. The defendant committed the act charged with general criminal intent. 
If you have a reasonable doubt whether the state has proved any one or more 
of the foregoing facts, you shall find the defendant not guilty of Count II. 
If you are satisfied that the State has proved each of the foregoing facts 
beyond a reasonable doubt you shall find the defendant guilty of trafficking in 400 
grams or more of methamphetamine. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. IO 
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There are two types of "possession": actual possession and constructive 
possession. Actual possession requires that a person knowingly and intentionally 
have direct physical control over a thing. Constructive possession does not require 
actual physical possession but does require that a person knowingly have the right of 
control over a thing, either directly or through another person or persons, and the 
intention to control it. 
More than one person may be in possession of something if each knows of its 
presence and has the power and intention to control it. 
Constructive possession exists when a connection between the defendant and 
the thing in question is sufficiently proven beyond a reasonable doubt as to give rise to 
a reasonable inference that the defendant was not simply a bystander but, rather, had 
the power and the intent to exercise dominion and control over the thing. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. / / 
• 
To constitute general criminal intent it is not necessary that there should 
exist an intent to violate the law. The instruction on general criminal intent 
applies only to Count II of the indictment and not to Count I of the indictment. 
. 
• 
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INSTRUCTION NO. /(}. 
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It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain 
date. If you find that the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was 
committed on that precise date. 
' 
' 
·' 
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INSTRUCTION NO. j_:j 
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The parties have agreed that the following facts are true: 
1. The substance contained in State's Exhibit 26 weighed more that 400 
grams, specifically 444.15 grams. 
2. The substance contained in State's Exhibit 26 was methamphetamine or 
was a mixture or a substance containing a detectable amount of 
methamphetamine. 
3. Methamphetamine is a controlled substance under Idaho law. 
You will treat these facts as having been proved without the necessity of 
additional evidence. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _!.i_ 
You have heard testimony that the defendant made a statement to law 
enforcement officers concerning the crimes charged in this case. You must decide 
what, if any, statements were made and give them the weight you believe is 
appropriate, just as you would any other evidence in this case. 
Note, however, that the guilt of a defendant may not be established alone by a 
statement made by him outside of this trial. Before any person may be convicted of a 
criminal offense, there must be proof, independent of any statement, that the crime 
in question was committed. It is not necessary that the independent proof includes 
proof as to identity of the person by whom the offense was committed or that the 
independent evidence establishes by itself each of the elements of the crime charged. 
Nevertheless before the defendant may be found guilty the evidence as a whole, 
including the defendant's statements, must prove each and every one of the elements 
of the crime or crimes beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _!_j_ 
• 
A person may not be found guilty of a crime based solely on the testimony of an 
accomplice. 
For the purpose of this instruction James Delaney is an accomplice 
There must be evidence, other than testimony of accomplice, that tends to connect 
the defendant with the commission of the crime. Such other evidence may be slight and 
need not be sufficient in and of itself to establish the defendant's guilt. It is not sufficient, 
however, ifit merely shows that the crime was committed, and it must not come from the 
testimony of another accomplice. 
Corroborative evidence is evidence of some act or fact related to the offense which, 
if believed, by itself and without any aid, interpretation or direction from the testimony of 
the accomplice tends to connect the defendant with the commission of the offense charged. 
However, it is not necessary that the corroborative evidence be sufficient in itself to 
establish every element of the offense charged, or that it corroborates every fact to which 
the accomplice testifies. 
In determining whether an accomplice has been corroborated, you must first 
assume the testimony of the accomplice has been removed from the case. You must then 
determine whether there is any remaining evidence which tends to connect the defendant 
with the commission of the offense. 
If there is not such independent evidence which tends to connect defendant with the 
commission of the offense, the testimony of the accomplice is not corroborated. 
If there is such independent evidence which you believe, then the testimony of the 
accomplice is corroborated. 
Statements of the defendant, other than as testified to by an accomplice, are 
capable of providing corroboration. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. )6 
• 
Evidence that a witness has been convicted of an offence may be considered by 
you only as it may affect the believability of the witness. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. /f 
• 
A person is qualified to testify as an expert ifhe or she has special knowledge, 
skill, experience, training or education sufficient to qualify him as an expert on the 
subject to which his testimony relates. 
Duly qualified experts may give their opinions on issues in controversy at a 
trial. To assist you in deciding these issues, you may consider the opinion with the 
reasons given for it, if any, by the expert who gives the opinion. You may also 
consider the qualifications and credibility of the expert. You are not bound to accept 
an expert opinion as conclusive, but you may give to it the weight to which you find it 
to be entitled. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. /g 
• 
It is a constitutional right of a defendant in a criminal trial that he may not be 
compelled to testify. Thus, the decision as to whether he should testify is left to the 
defendant, acting with the advice and assistance of his attorney. You must not draw 
any inference of guilt from the fact that he does not testify, nor should this fact be 
discussed by you or enter into your deliberations in any way. 
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INSTRUCTION NO.!J_ 
• 
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case, and I have 
explained to you some of the matters which you may consider in weighing the 
evidence to determine the facts. 
The attorneys now will present their closing arguments; thereafter you will 
retire to the jury room for your deliberations. You will take with you the instructions 
of the Court, any exhibits admitted into evidence, and any notes taken by you during 
the trial. Please do not mark the instructions or the exhibits. 
As soon as you retire to the jury room you will select one of your members to 
preside over your deliberations and to sign the verdict on which you agree. To return 
a verdict, all twelve of you must agree to the decision. Suitable verdict forms will be 
provided for any conclusion you may reach. When you have reached a verdict, you 
shall have it signed and dated and then you will return with it to this room. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ,2 D 
• 
If it becomes necessary during your deliberations to communicate with me, you 
may send a note signed by one or more of you to the bailiff. You should not try to 
communicate with me by any means other than a written note. During your 
deliberations, you are never to reveal to anyone how the jury stands on any of the 
questions before you, numerically or otherwise, unless requested to do so by me. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. J J 
• 
The attitude and conduct of jurors throughout the deliberations are important. 
You must not resort to any method or means of chance in reaching a verdict. You 
must not allow bias, passion, prejudice, or considerations of potential punishment to 
influence you in any way. 
It is not productive for a juror to make an emphatic expression of his or her 
opinion on the outcome of the case at the start of deliberations. If you do so, your 
sense of pride may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your opinion even if 
you are shown that it is incorrect. 
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates. You are the judges of the 
facts. You should consult with each other. You should consider each other's views. 
You should try to reach an agreement, but only if you can do so without disturbing 
your individual judgment. Each of you must decide the case for yourself, and you 
should do so only after a thorough discussion and consideration of all the facts with 
your fellow jurors. 
""'-
Dated this ~'t day of August, 2012. 
~J~ GEOGE D. cAREY 
Senior District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICJAi''bt51'ftIC'f'FQF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNflOF ADA J.M. '<f (I = 
AUG 2 9 2012 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
CHRISTOPHER n RICH Cl 
... · ' -· ~rk ly RIC l'l:ELSON ' 
Ol!l>U7Y 
PLAINTIFF, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
CASE NO. CR 2011-0012115 
VERDICT 
) 
DEFENDANT. ) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
ON COUNT I 
We, the jury in the above entitled case, unanimously find that the defendant is: 
Guilty of Conspiracy to Traffic in 400 Grams or 
More of Methamphetamine 
Not Guilty 
Dated this;(.9 Day of August 2012 
~~tut~ 
Jury Moderator 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIAOlll~10J2 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
CHRISTOPHEF-; D. RICH, C1~rk 
Qy RIC t\ELSON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
PLAINTIFF, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
DEFENDANT. ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-) 
C<::f'UTY 
CASE NO. CR 2011-0012115 
VERDICT 
ON COUNT II 
We, the jury in the above entitled case, unanimously find that the defendant is: 
Guilty of Trafficking in 400 Grams or 
More of Methamphetamine 
Not Guilty 
Dated this ~ 9 Day of August 2012 
Jury Moderator 
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.. 
Philip Gordon, !SB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104· 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
~'!kl) 7, ,, C'rD r"" R£: z: L 1t .v e ~ -wi ,. , L. c.o ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
DEFENDANT SANCHEZ-
CASTRO'S Rl~QUESTED JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby requests that the Court give the following jury instructions at the 
close of the evidence in the trial of this calJ,se. All requested jury instructions are taken from the 
Idaho Criminal Jury Instructions (ICJI), and each requested instruction will be listed by its ICJI 
number. 
I. INSTRUCTIONS FROM CHAPTER 3: 
I>E'F"S'Nt>ANT SANCHEZ-CASTRO'$ REQUESTED JURY INStRUCTTONS-PAGE l 
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a. 
b. 
ICJI 301 EFFECT OF DEFENDANT'S ELECTI01'! NOT TO TESTIFY ~ C-(L' 
lCil 308 EVIDENCE LIMITED AS TO PURPOSE (as modified for Bruton 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
1, 
purposes; attached hereto as ~'Exhibit A") 'llrr-=t ~!/.p 1 6IJ C 
ICil313 CORROBORATION OF ACCOMPLICE ~ 6-0C 
lCJI 314 "CORROBORATION" DEFINED ~ G.J[}( 
ICJI 317 WORD "DEFENDANT" APPLIES TO EACH DEFENDANT #/cf'( 'YU!rlr/ GPJC 
ICJI 323 OUT .. QF .. COURT STATEMENTS BY THE DEFENDANT -rlbJ* ~ l!:r[tc_ 
ICJI 305 UNION OF ACT AND lNTENT ~el &oc--
ICJI 325 REPRJMAND OF COUNSEL IV t:t' 7lfLPJ GA'J-L 
lCJI 1510 IGNORANCE OR MISTAKE OF FACT DEFENSE t/a1 }./R.ti..Jf GfX_-
II. UNNU1vIBERED INSTRUCTIONS: 
a. MERE PRESENCE (attachecl horcto as Exhib. '·=·~· .-- W{ o ~( &(dz_ 
Dated August 21, 2012. 
J hereby certify that on August 21, 
the foregoing document in the above-captioned 
addressed to the following: 
Heather Reilly 
Deputy Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
DEFENDANT SANCHEZ-CASTRO'S REQ 
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ICJI 308 EVIDENCE LIMITED AS TO PURPOSE (modified for Bruton purposes) 
INSTRUCTION NO. ---
Certain evidence was admitted for a limited purpose. 
At the time this evidence was admitted you were admonished that it could not be considered by 
you for any purpose other than the limited purpose for which it was admitted. 
Do not consider such evidence for any purpose except the limited purpose for which it was 
admitted. 
Statements made outside of court by one or more of the defendants may not be considered as 
evidence against the other defendant, who was not present and in no way a party to the statement, 
Therefore, if you find that a an incriminating statement was in fact voluntarily and intentionally 
made by any one of the defendants, you should consider it as evidence against that defendant, but you 
must not consider it, and should disregard it, in considering the evidence in the case against any of the 
other defendants. 
It is your duty to give separate, personal consideration to the cause of each individual 
defendant. When you do so, you should analyze what the evidence shows with respect to that 
individual, leaving out of consideration entirely any evidence admitted solely against some 
other defendant. Each defendant is entitled to have his case determined frorn his own acts 
and statements and the other evidence in the case which may be applicable to him. 
Added language to comply with Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968) 
EXHIBIT "A" 
I 
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6.10 MERE PRESENCE 
Mere presence at the scene of a crime or mere knowledge that a crime is being committed is not 
sufficient to establish that the defendant committed the crime of [specifvcrime charqecCi. The defendant 
must be a participant and not merely a knowing spectator. The defendant's presence may be considered 
by the jury along with other evidence in the case. 
Comment 
Such a "mere presence" instruction is unnecessary if the government's case is not solely based on the 
defendant's presence and the jury has been instructed on the elements of the crime. See United States 
v. Tucker, 641 F.3d 11101 1123 (9th Cir.2011); see also United States v. Gooch, 506 F.3d 1156, 1160 (9th 
Cir.2007). gi~ Circuit Court of Appeals Pattern Criminal Jury Instructions 
EXHIBIT "B" 
i 
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Criminal Jury Instructio9 
• 
Page I of I 
I .if· 
0Homell<~;i Back to Listll ·'1:{ Previous I I t'k--· Nextl 
Office of the Circuit Executive 
Ninth Circuit Model Criminal Jury Instructions 
4.9 TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES INVOLVING SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES-
IMMUNITY, BENEFITS, ACCOMPLICE, PLEA 
You have heard testimony from [name of witness], a witness who 
[received immunity. That testimony was given in exchange for a promise by the 
government that [the witness will not be prosecuted] [the testimony will not be used in 
any case against the witness]]; 
[received [benefits] [compensation] [favored treatment] from the government in 
connection with this case]; 
[[admitted being] [was alleged to be] an accomplice to the crime charged. An 
accomplice is one who voluntarily and intentionally joins with another person in 
committing a crime]; 
[pleaded guilty to a crime arising out of the same events for which the defendant is on 
trial. This guilty plea is not evidence against the defendant, and you may consider it 
only in determining this witness's believability]. 
For [this] [these] reason[s], in evaluating the testimony of [name of witness], you should consider 
the extent to which or whether [his] [her] testimony may have been influenced by [this] [any of 
these] factor[s]. In addition, you should examine the testimony of [name of witness] with greater 
caution than that of other witnesses. 
Comment 
The instruction to consider accomplice testimony with "greater caution" is appropriate regardless 
of whether the accomplice's testimony favors the defense or prosecution. United States v. Tirouda, 
394 F.3d 683, 687-88 (9th Cir.2005), cert. denied, 547 U.S. 1005 (2006). The Committee 
recommends giving this instruction whenever it is requested. 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
/\.!. 
OCT 2 ZOlZ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
STIPULATION TO VACATE AND 
RESET SENTENCING HEARING 
COME NOW THE PARTIES, respectively the Plaintiff, State of Idaho, by and through Heather 
Reilly, Deputy Ada County Prosecuting Attorney, and the Defendant, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and 
through Philip Gordon, of Gordon Law Offices, Chartered, and hereby Stipulate and Agree as follows: 
1. That the sentencing hearing currently scheduled on October 25th, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. be 
vacated and reset to a time convenient to Court and counsel. 
STIPULATION TO VACATE AND RESET SENTENCING HEARING - Page 1 
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2. That Mr. Juarez shall promptly submit his unavailable dates to the Court. 
This Stipulation is being entered into for the reason that Santiago Juarez, lead counsel in this 
matter, has had a family emergency and is not able to travel to Boise at this time. 
DATED thi.Z~ of October, 2012. 
eather Reilly 
Deputy Ada County Prosec 
J 
STIPULATION TO VACATE AND RESET SENTENCING HEARING - Page 2 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
1\10 _ 
AM. . '"7: ~1~~ : 
OCi 2 -~ 2012 
CHFiiSiv. . • .• 
': ··•' '-'· RICH Cl ·'-By DIAilJE OATMAN • er" 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
ORDER VACATING 
SENTENCING HEARING 
The parties having entered into a Stipulation, wherein they did stipulate and agree to vacate and 
reset the Sentencing Hearing in this matter and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS: 
That the Sentencing Hearing currently scheduled on October 25°1, 2012 at 10:30 a.m. is vacated. 
Mr. Juarez, lead counsel for the Defendant, is ordered to submit his unavailable dates to the Court within 
ORDER VACATING SENTENCING HEARING-Page 1 
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five business days of the date of this Order, and the Court shall thereafter reset the sentencing. 
DATED this 1.,,,,,,,.day of October, 2012. 
~ 
Senior District Judge 
ORDER VACATING SENTENCING HEARING-Page 2 
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OCT 31 2012 
QHR1STOPHER D. RICH, Otldc 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTHJUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TiW>~lMAN 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO: CR-FE-2011-0012115 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
Sentencing 
Judge: 
Wednesday, November 14, 2012 
George D. Carey 
01:30 PM 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the 
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date 
Wednesday, October 31, 2012. 
ADA.COUNTY PROSBCO'rING ATTORNEY 
nrmimBPAR'l'MBNTAL MAIL 
PHILIP GORDON 
623 W HAYS STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
SANTIAGO JUAREZ 
1822 LOMAS BLVD NW 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
Dated: 10/31/2012 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
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A.M. FILEO D ~----~.M~~~~ 
NOV o·s 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By KATRINA CHRIST~NSEN 
DEPUTY ·, .• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTHJUDlCIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
~·.:·.: .: ... 
·-~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA "";. 1 ..• ~··I ClerS 
·-·, \ ... ~. ~~~.~~,; .• ~·: rvi.qr" ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
CA~O: CR-F~~1-0012115 Ncfr.8~ b~R1JiG' 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for: 
f'./0..efkbfr' /1j "2.J,,J1 ~ 
Sentencing Wednesday, -Nevember 14, 2012 01 :30 PM 
Judge: George O. Carey 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the 
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of th ls Notice were served as follows on this date 
Wednesday, October 31, 2012. 
Al>A COONTY PR.OSECO'l'ING ATroRNEY 
:CN".l:~EPAR'rMBNTAl. MllL 
!='HILIP GORDON 
623 W HAYS STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
SANTIAGO JUAREZ 
1822 LOMAS BLVD ~ 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
Dated: 10/31f201g 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Christopher O. Rich 
Clerk of the District Court f.F' l~'" O'At''[:.nf'."t'•.,:.-·'"'"' ,'J.i~ r "\I- 4. ...... t ., •• r.~ .~r.;- •• By: 1-; .... • 
Deputy Clerk t 
'• -, .
... 
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P.M ___ _ 
NOV - 7 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clark··· 
By ELAINE TONG 
Di:PttTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTHJUDICIAL DlS"rRICT OF TH.I; .. 
... '~·. . ~ . 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA • ;·; . •. . c "<· ·i. Cle:.-i ; ... ,: ' . r ... ~r..i 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO. 
Defendant. 
CASE NO: CR-FE-2011-0012115 
SEOOND AMENDED 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entiUed case is hereby set for: 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19,2012 
Sentencing V1-~eJay. Noye we u 14;:;im.._ 01:~0 PM 
Judge: George D. Carey 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy cf this Notice of Hearing entered by the 
Court and on file in this office. l further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date 
Wednesday, October 31, 2012. 
ADA COONTY PROSECU'l'ING ATt'ORNEY 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL 
~H!L!P GORDON 
623 W HAYS STREET 
BOISE ID 83702 
SANTIAGO JUAREZ 
1622 LOMAS BLVD NW 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
Dated: 10/31/2012 
11/1t 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Christopher 0. Rich 
Clerk of the Olstrict Court 
D'A"J' .. -. r··· ... ,'IP .-~~.··:'.~ 1 1 • J~ • .. _ ... :, ; ,\··;. ; • C.~i• I By: , ... 
Oeputy Clerk 
~ . 
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Carey !Johnson 111912 !rris 
fl 
Courtroom504 
Jir:!lC Speaker Note 
10:36:57 AM !Juarez !Cross 
................................................ i ...................................... i ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................  
10:44:31 AM l 1Witness excused 
........................................................................................................... -......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
10:44:36 AM !Reilly j$3272.11 J&S Restitution, submits order 
··1"c»:45·:·23···A:rvflJLiarai····-· .. ····Tr;<>···at>f ................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
••••••••oooooooooooooo••• ..... ••••••••-••••-••..;..oo.ooooooooo••••••oooooooo .. oooooo•••r.••-••oo••o•••••oooooo••-oooooo•ooo .. ooooooo••••••o•ooooooooo.,oooo•••••ooooooooooooo .. oo•••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••-••••••00000000000000 ...... ,,,,,,,.,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
10:45:27 AM !Reilly iRecs- Ct I- 30(15 +15), Ct II- 30(15+15) concurrent, 
l I mandatory fine, restitution 
.. Hfs:Es7 ... A:~;;f Puar:e-z-········ .. ··TRecs:"fcfyrs ....................................................................................................................................................................  
·1·r:·o4·:·acf"J~~-;~;,-f o-e1··-····-········-····-rc·omments ............................................................................................... __________________________ ....................................  
··fFo4:·2cfA"MTcr··-.. -··---··-··-··1:Joc:::cfI&··crTi ... as···r;er1u·;:y··veraras··c;1·<3"lj.iltY~-··1sno+-5f .. cr: ......... .. 
I !time served from 8/5/11. $25,000 fine. Costs. Appeal Rights. 
i ~ 
.................................................. _ ................................... ;. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
11 :06:28 AM !Juarez !Q. on specifics- concurrent . 
O•OHOOOO•OO•OO•OHOOOooOooooo•OOHHHHOtO••OooOOO•OOOOHOOHOOooooooOOOHOOIOHOOoOoooooooOOOOoOOOoooooooooooooooOOoooooooooooOHHOO-•O•o••oo•HOHOH•oOooooOHOHHOHOOOH•OOH•O•OOOOHHHHOOOOoooOoooOo•-o•••oo•oooHHHHoOooooooooooHOOO•OOOOOOOoOooooooooooooooo•o 
11 :06:38 AM iCt !Concurrent sentences . 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
11 :06:48 AM !Juarez iDef. will be asking PD for purposes of appeal as he will be i !withdrawing. 
ooooooooooooooo•••••••••o•ooooooooo .. oooo ... ooooO+•ooooooHoOHOOOOOOOOOOoooooooHoOOOOOt•••o•ooooHOOOO-•••oooHOO-OOoooOoooo•oooooooooMoooooOooooo•oooooooooooooooooooo .. 0000000000 .. ooNoO"oooooooooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOH•••••••••••••••••••••H•H•""""""""""""""''"""""""'""""" 
11 :07:01 AM !Reilly !O. on specifics, not found indigent yet. 
·-····-··-·· ........ -....................... .;. ........................................................................ -............................................. -................ _ ..................................................................................................... .. 
11 :07:37 AM !Ct !Counsel to formally file motion to w/d and apply for PD 
............................................... ~ ..................................... J ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
11 :08:01 AM !Juarez !0. further re: remaining in ACJ 
.............................................. t···---·· .. ····· .. ·······-··-··-·'"··-· .....................................................................................................................................................................................................  
11 :08:19AM1Ct !Up to IDOC and ACJ . 
................................................ .j.. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
11 :08:32 AM! !PSl's returned 
.............................................................................................................................................................. .,. .................................................................................................................................... . 
11 :08:46 AM! jEnd 
11/19/2012 1of1 
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NOV 2 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. r-llCH, Clerk 
By LUCILLE DANSEREAU 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
DOB
SS#:
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION 
The Prosecuting Attorney, the defendant, JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, with 
counsel, Santiago Juarez, came into court this 19th day ofNovember, 2012. 
This being the time fixed by the Court to pronounce sentence upon the said defendant; 
said defendant was duly informed by the Court of the nature of the Indictment filed against him 
for the crimes of COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO TRAFFIC IN METHAMPHETAMINE, 
FELONY, LC. §§ 37-2732B(a)(4)(C); 18-1701; 37-2732B(b); 19-304; and COUNT IL 
TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHET ANin\l"E, FELONY, LC. §§ 3 7-2732B(l )( 4)(C), 19-304, 18-
204, committed on or between August 3rd and August 5, 2011 [Count I] and on or about August 5. 
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2011 [Count II]; of his arraignment on August 25, 2011; and having been found "Guilty" by a 
jury of COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO TRAFFIC IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. 
§§ 37-2732B(a)(4)(C); 18-1701; 37-2732B(b); 19-304; and COUNT II. TRAFFICKING IN 
METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. §§ 37-2732B(1)(4)(C), 19-304, 18-204 as charged in 
the Indictment; and of the receipt of a report on the presentence investigation which had been 
ordered by the Court. 
The defendant was asked if he had any legal cause to show why judgment should not be 
pronounced against him to which he replied that he had none. 
The Court inquired as to whether counsel for the defendant had any statement to make on 
behalf of the defendant concerning the information contained in the pre sentence report. 
The Court inquired as to whether the defendant had witnesses or evidence to present on a 
hearing in mitigation; whether the Prosecuting Attorney had evidence or statements in 
aggravation of sentence; and whether the defendant wished to make a statement on his own 
behalf or to present any information in mitigation of punishment. 
And no sufficient cause being shown or appearing to the Court why the Court should not 
render its judgment, thereupon the Court renders its judgment: That whereas the said defendant, 
having been duly convicted in this Court for the crimes of COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO 
TRAFFIC IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. §§ 37-2732B(a)(4)(C); 18-1701; 37-
2732B(b); 19-304; and COUNT II. TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. 
§§ 37-2732B(1)(4)(C), 19-304, 18-204; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED That the said defendant, 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, is guilty of the crimes of COUNT I. CONSPIRACY TO 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION - Page 2 
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TRAFFIC IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. §§ 37-2732B(a)(4)(C); 18-1701; 37-
2732B(b); 19-304; and COUNT II. TRAFFICKING IN METHAMPHETAMINE, FELONY, LC. 
§§ 37-2732B(l)(4)(C), 19-304, 18-204, and that he be sentenced to the custody of the State 
Board of Correction of the State of Idaho as follows: 
COUNT I - The Defendant is hereby sentenced for the term of not to exceed fifteen (15) 
years: with the first ten (10) years of said term to be FIXED, and with the remaining five (5) 
years of said term to be ThTDETERMINA TE; said sentence to commence forthwith. The 
defendant shall receive credit for four hundred seventy-three ( 4 73) days served in pre-judgment 
incarceration toward the FIXED portion of the term as provided by Idaho Code 18-309. 
COUNT II - The Defendant is hereby sentenced for the term of not to exceed fifteen (15) 
years: with the first ten (10) years of said term to be FIXED, and with the remaining five (5) 
years of said term to be INDETERMINATE, to run concurrently with the sentence imposed in 
Count I. The defendant shall receive credit for four hundred seventy-three (473) days served in 
pre-judgment incarceration toward the FIXED portion of the term as provided by Idaho Code 18-
309. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 1.C. § 31-3201A the Defendant shall pay 
court costs in the amount of $17.50 on each count; County Administrative Surcharge Fee in the 
amount of $10.00 on each count pursuant to LC. § 31-4502; P.O.S.T. Academy fees in the 
amount of $10.00 on each count pursuant to LC. § 31-3201B; !STARS technology fee in the 
amount of $10.00 on each count pursuant to LC. § 31-3201(5); $75.00 on each count to the 
Victims Compensation Fund pursuant to LC. § 72-1025; $3.00 on each count for the Peace 
Officer Temporary Disability Fund pursuant to LC. § 72-1105; $30.00 domestic violence fee on 
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., 
each count; $10.00 on each count for the drug hotline fee pursuant to LC. § 37-2735A; and 
$100.00 on each count emergency surcharge fee pursuant to LC.§ 31-3201H; and restitution in 
the amount of $3,272.11, pursuant to LC. § 37-2732(k), plus interest at the statutory rate of 
5.250% per annum until paid in full, to be paid through the Clerk of the District Court. Further, 
the Defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Correction, not to 
exceed one hundred dollars ($100), for the cost of conducting the presentence investigation and 
preparing the presentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the 
Department and paid by the Defendant in accordance with the provisions of LC. § 19-2516. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the Defendant be, and hereby is, assessed and ordered 
to pay a fine in the amount of $25,000.00 on each count. 
The defendant was then remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be 
delivered by him into the custody of the Director of the State Board of Correction of the State of 
Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
Dated this 19th day of November 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
(Ji--
I hereby certify that on this :/0 day of ~ oYWbdz;20J.2., I mailed (served) a 
true and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
VIA E-MAIL 
SANTIAGO JUAREZ 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1822 LOMAS BL VD NW 
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87104 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA E-MAIL 
PSI DEPT 
VIA E-MAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
VIA E-MAIL 
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User: PRSMITIJ 
Tuesday, August 16, 20 J 1 
Ada County Mugshot - Prosecutor's Office 
Photo Taken: 20 I 1-08-05 2 1: I 0:00 
Name: SANCHEZ-CASTRO, JUAN LUIS 
Case#: CR-FE-2011-001 2115 
LENumber: 104 1471 DO SSN: xxxx-xx-
Height: 507 Weight: 180 
Drivers License Number: Drivers License State: 
Sex: M Race: W Eye Color: BRO Hair Color: BLK Facial Hair: 
Marks: 
Scars: 
Tattoos: 
1dasan b\instal I s\I n House\Crysta l\A na I yst4\S he ri 11\S HF Mugshot Prosecutor. rp1 
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- ' . 
Greg H. Bower 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208)-287-7709 
NO. LED 
I '/-? Fl A.M _0 . ..+ P.M. ---
NOV 2 0 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LUCILLE DANSEREAU 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Juan Luis Sanchez Castro, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~-) 
WHEREAS, on the / 9 ~ay of %.u, 
Case No. CR-FE-2011-0012115 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION 
AND JUDGMENT 
/j())/A , a Judgment of 
Conviction was entered against the Defendant, Juan Luis Sanchez Castro; and therefore 
pursuant to Idaho Code §37-2732(k) and based on evidence presented to this Court; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendant, Juan Luis Sanchez Castro, shall 
make restitution to the victim(s) and/or law enforcement agency(ies) in the following 
amounts of: 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT (Sanchez Castro/CRFE20110012115), Page 1 
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' 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
ACSO: A TIN NARCOTICS 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT DONATION ACCOUNT 
TOTAL: 
$920.00 
$1.952.11 
$400.00 
$3,272.11 
Post judgment interest on said restitution amount will accrue from the date of this 
Order and Judgment at the rate specified in Idaho Code §28-22-104. 
Restitution is to be paid jointly and severally with co-defendants Mario Garcia 
case number CR-FE-2011-0012111, James Delaney case number CR-FE-2011-12112, 
Jose Ramirez case number CR-FE-2011-12113, and Alfonso Cota CR-FE-2011-12114. 
FURTHER, pursuant to LC. 19-5305 this Order may be recorded as a judgment 
against the Defendant, Juan Luis Sanchez Castro, and the listed victim(s) may execute as 
provided by law for civil judgments. 
FURTHER, it is the responsibility of the Defendant to notify the Restitution 
Department (208-287-7700) if at any time a victim collects by means of the civil judgment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
'I--
DATED this _!J_ day of 72 p-1)..t~ 2012. 
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\1;1 
Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
NO·------,=-'-<;l-P---.~.M. ____ F_rL~.t. d / 
c::~ i 7 2012 
CHRIS'HJPHER D. AICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
Dl!PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CRFE 2011-0012115 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS 
COUNSEL OF RECORD; 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
AND PAYMENT OF COST ON 
APPEAL 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDAJ~T, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby moves this Court for its order as follows: 
1. Allowing counsel to withdraw as attorneys of record. 
2. Requesting that he be appointed an attorney by the office of the Appellate Public 
Defender. 
3. That undersigned counsel is relieved from acting in any other matters related to 
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this defendant. 
The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
a. The Defendant has expressed his desire to be appointed counsel on appeal and 
indicated such in open court on November 19th, 2012 at the sentencing on this matter. 
b. The Defendant requested in open court that he be appointed counsel on appeal, as 
he was indigent. 
c. It is the position of the Defendant that pursuant to 2.23(3)(f) the court had and 
retains the authority to enter the orders as requested by the Defendant, though counsel 
at the time of the sentencing hearing herein. 
Dated: December 26t\ 2012. 
CERTIFIC~~F SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this December ~h. 2012, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below 
and addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL-PAGE 2 
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Alan Trimming 
Ada County Public Defender 
200 W. Front St., Ste 1107 
Boise, ID 83702 
Sara B. Thomas 
Idaho State Appellate Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Ln., Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
Santiago JUIIIe~~---
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL - PAGE 3 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
e NO. Ov FILED 
A.U :e: P.M.----
DEC 2 8 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
D!PUTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS 
COUNSEL OF RECORD; 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
AND PAYMENT OF COST ON 
APPEAL 
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, by and through 
undersigned counsel, and hereby moves this Court for its order as follows: 
1. Allowing counsel to withdraw as attorneys of record. 
2. Requesting that he be appointed an attorney by the office of the Appellate Public 
Defender. 
3. That undersigned counsel is relieved from acting in any other matters related to 
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this defendant. 
The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
a. The Defendant has expressed his desire to be appointed counsel on appeal and 
indicated such in open court on November 19th, 2012 at the sentencing on this matter. 
b. The Defendant requested in open court that he be appointed counsel on appeal, as 
he was indigent. 
c. It is the position of the Defendant that pursuant to 2.23(3)(f) the court had and 
retains the authority to enter the orders as requested by the Defendant, though counsel 
at the time of the sentencing hearing herein. 
r 
Dated: December '2 h , 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/' 
I hereby certify that on this December 2 //, 2012, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below 
and addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL- PAGE 2 
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Alan Trimming 
Ada County Public Defender 
200 W. Front St., Ste 1107 
Boise, ID 83702 
Sara B. Thomas 
Idaho State Appellate Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Ln., Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83 703 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL- PAGE 3 
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Philip Gordon, ISB #1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
• tn~cu~~Ft::-=-LED-­
A.M __ a_.... __ _.P.M----
DEC 2 8 2012 
CHRISTOPHEA.D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELAINE TONG 
oePUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR FE 2011!0012115 
Plaintiff, ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT, pursuant to Rules 11.(c)(l) and (3) of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules, the above named Defendant, Juan-Luis Sanchez-Castro, hereby appeals to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, SUSPENDED SENTENCE, 
ORDER OF PROBATION AND COMMITMENT entered herein on or about the November 
191h, 2013, by the Honorable George D. Carey Judge. In so appealing, the Defendant is appealing 
from the JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION entered by Judge Carey, on or about the 19th day of 
000179
November 2013. In conformance with the terms and conditions of Rule 17. of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules, Defendant states as follows: 
1. The title of the action is as set forth above. 
2. The Court which heard the proceeding is the District Court for the Fourth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, Honorable George 
Carey, District Judge. 
3. The case number assigned to the proceedings is set forth above. 
4. This appeal is taken from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Ada to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
5. The party appealing is the Defendant Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro. In the trial court, 
Juan Luis Sanchez-Castro was represented by attorney Santiago E. Juarez with 
Philip Gordon of Gordon Law Offices, as local counsel, whose addresses, phone 
numbers and e-mail addresses are all as set forth above. On appeal, Mr. Sanchez-
Castro will be requesting the services of the State Appellate Defender. The 
adverse party, namely the State of Idaho, was represented in the trial Court by the 
office of the Ada County Prosecuting Attorney. It is expected that the State will 
be represented on appeal by the Criminal Appellate Division of the Idaho 
Attorney General. 
6. This appeal is taken from the Judgment of Conviction made on the November 
19th, 2013, by District Judge George D. Carey, and filed herein on that date. 
7. This appeal is taken primarily on matters of the sufficiency of the evidence to 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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.. 
sustain the Defendant's conviction. Proceedings in this matter were reported. 
The original of the recording is preserved by the Transcripts Department of the 
above named Court. 
8. A copy of this Notice is this day being served on the office of the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney, in the manner set forth below in the Certificate of Service. 
9. The jurisdictional basis for this Appeal is Rules 11. ( c )(I) and (3) of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules, which provide the Defendant with an appeal to this Court as a 
matter of right. 
IO. A reporter's transcript is requested. 
11. The Defendant does not request any documents, other than those automatically 
included in the clerk's record, pursuant to Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
12. Certification: I hereby certify as follows: 
(1) Counsel will serve a copy of this Notice of Appeal on the Court Reporter. 
(2) That Defendant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for preparing the Clerk's 
Record, because he is an indigent criminal defendant. 
(3) The Defendant is indigent and is requesting that he be exempt from paying for 
preparation of a transcript. 
(4) That no appellate filing fees are assessed in connection with an appeal in a 
criminal case [Idaho Appellate Rules, Rule 23 (a)(8)]. 
(5) That service has been made upon all other parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20, IAR, and upon the attorney general of the State of Idaho. 
(6) That, concurrently with the filing of this Notice of Appeal, I have filed with the 
District Court a Motion for Order Re: Representation and Costs on Appeal, 
wherein the Defendants asks the Court to order that he be represented by 
appointed counsel on appeal and that the costs of the appeal be at public expense. 
I have also served that Motion on opposing counsel, and provided the District 
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Court with an Order, ordering that I be allowed to withdraw as counsel, and that 
counsel be appointed for the Defendant on appea 
Dated: December )6~ 2012. 
By: 
ap.t~~. uarez 
ac Vice 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104 
505-246-8499 
505-246-8599 (Fax) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on December ~2012, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document in the above-captioned matter by the method indicated below 
and addressed to the following: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front St., Ste. 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Alan Trimming 
Ada County Public Defender 
200 W. Front St., Ste 1107 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Sara B. Thomas 
Idaho State Appellate Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Ln., Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
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Philip Gordon, ISB # 1996 
GORDON LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
623 W. Hays Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone: (208) 345-7100 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0050 
Santiago E. Juarez 
Attorney at Law 
1822 Lomas Blvd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87104 
Telephone: (505) 246-8499 
Fax: (505) 246-8599 
Attorneys for Defendant 
. ,'l 
DEC: 
COUNT'I CLERK ADA 
Jf\[J 0 2 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN-LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~- ) 
CASE NO. CR FE 2011-0012115 
ORDER ON MOTION TO 
WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL OF 
RECORD;APPOINTMENTOF 
COUNSEL AND PAYMENT OF 
COST ON APPEAL 
ORDER 
This matter having come on to be heard by oral motion of the Defendant at time of 
Sentencing on November 191h, 2012, which was appropriate pursuant to Criminal Rule 2.23(3)(f) 
of the Rules of Court for the District Court, and subsequently by written motion herein this court 
finds and ORDERS; 
That trial counsel Santiago E. Juarez and Philip Gordon are hereby allowed to withdraw 
ORDER ON MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL AND APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL-
PAGE! 
/ 
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• • 
as counsel of record; 
That the Idaho State Appellate Defender shall be appointed to represent the defendant and 
the defendant is relieved from paying cost of this appeal as is consistent with the Rules of Court 
and Laws of the State ofldaho. 
Dated: 
ORDER ON MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL AND APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL-
PAGE 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, Supreme Court Case No. 40603 
vs. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being 
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. It should be noted, however, that the following 
exhibits will be retained at the District Court clerk's office and will be made available upon 
request. 
l. State's Exhibit I - Overview Map. 
2. State's Exhibit 26- Bag of Meth. 
3. State's Exhibit 27(A)- Plastic Bag. 
4. State's Exhibit 27(B)- Brown Bag. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
2. Transcript of Grand Jury Hearing Held August 16, 2011, Boise, Idaho, filed 
September 15, 2011. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
1. Transcript of Hearing Held April 26, 2012, Boise, Idaho, filed April 27, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 22nd day of February, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
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'\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Judge George D. Carey /Ric Nelson 
District Judge Clerk 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUAN SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant. 
Plaintiff's Counsel: 
Heather Reilly 
BY NO. DESCRIPTION 
PLF 1 Overview Map 
PLF 2 Photo 
PLF 3 Photo 
PLF 4 Photo 
PLF 5 Photo 
PLF 6 Photo 
PLF 7 Photo 
PLF 8 Photo 
PLF 9 Photo 
PLF 10 Photo 
PLF 12 Photo 
PLF 13 Photo 
PLF 14 Photo 
PLF 15 Photo 
PLF 16 Photo 
PLF 17 Photo 
PLF 18 Photo 
PLF 19 Photo 
PLF 20 Photo 
PLF 21 Photo 
PLF 22 Photo 
PLF 23 Photo 
PLF 24 Photo 
Exhibit List Page 1 of 2 
08/27/12 
EXHIBIT LIST 
Case No. 
CRFEl 112115 
(JURY TRIAL) 
Defendant's Counsel 
Phil Gordan/Sandiago Juarez 
STATUS DATE 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28112 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28/12 
Adm 08/28112 
Adm 08/28112 
Adm 08/28/12 
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PLF 25 Photo Adm 08/28/12 
PLF 26 BAG OF METH ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 27(A) Plastic Bag ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 27(B) Brown bag ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 28(A-E) Photo's ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 29 Pay and Owed Sheet ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 30 Cert Copy of Layton Print ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 31 Cert Finger Print Card ADM 08/28/12 
PLF 32 Spanish Memorandum Rights ADM 08/29/12 
DEF A Report not adm 
Exhibit List Page 2 of 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, TI\J" AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 40603 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
ST A TE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: FEB 2 2 2013 
~~~~~~~~-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 40603 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
JUAN LUIS SANCHEZ-CASTRO, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
28th day of December, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
